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Pope Raul Begs Peace
In Torn Leopoldville...
An Advocate News Summary
LEOPOLDVILLE As
Christmas settled over Moise
Tshombe’s embattled Congo,
Apostolic Nuncio Archbishop
Vito Roberti soberly read an
urgent appeal for peace from
Pope Paul.
"At the moment In which
the Church celebrates the birth
oI Jesui,, Prince rt Peace, we
raise to God fervent prayers
that this just peace spread it-
self to all the Congo.
“We exhort again and insist-
ently all responsible persons
to unite their efforts to give
their country peaceful days
and to work for concord
among their fellow country-
men.
. "On the beloved Congolese
people, on their Bishops and
on our beloved Catholic sons
and daughters we invoke a
great outpouring of heavenly
blessings with a special
thought for those who suffer.
AND ACROSS the city jour-
nalists in the Leopoldville
Catholic news agency DIA
faced the reality of war in a
statement from Bishop Louis
Jansens, S.M.M., of Isangi. In
its own way the reality ap-
pealed for peace.
Missionary work in the
Congo, said Bishop Jansens,
has suffered immeasurable
losses. Only in a few places
have missionaries been able to
return to their work on the
heels of liberation from the
rebels.
"In order to allow them to
go back and possibly reside in
their diocese, several condi-
tions should be satisfied," the
prelate said.
The population must be fav-
orable to their return, "which
is often the case, but more-
over the people should be cap-
ableof protecting them against
gangs of youth an<L.rebels"
still wreaking havoc.
"Some entire dioceses have
been evacuated: Ikela, Isangi,
Bunia, Kasongo, Buta, Doruma
and in several other dioceses
like Stanleyville, Mahagi, Bon-
do, Niangara, Wamba, the
missionary personnel, about
which no news has reached us,
is still waiting to be rescued,"
he pointed out.
BISHOP Jansens said also
that Church authorities are
very much preoccupied about
the fate of the Congolese
clergy. Brothers and Sisters
who remained in their posts.
The situation is particularly
grave in the regions where the
rebels
came back after the
evacuation of missionaries, he
said.
More than 600 missionaries
have left the Congo.
DIA later issued its sad re-
port on the status of mission-
aries in the Congo 75 Cath-
olics dead since 1961; 242 still
in rebel hands.
MEANWHILE, a Spanish
journalist, Miguel do la Cuad-
ra Salcedo, arrived in Madrid
with the tabernacle from the
chapel of the Dominican nuns
of the Most Holy Rosary in
Stanleyville, which he present-
ed to the Sisters’ motherhouse
there.
He also presented a grisly
story of how he found the tab-
ernacle beside an unidentified,
decapitated body. On the con-
vent patio were four mutilated
bodies. Most of the nuns there
had been slain or carried
away.
Editorial, Pago 4
...As Priests
Leave Brazzaville
PARIS (NC) Three more
missionary priests have been
expelled from the former
French Congo for alleged ac-
tivities against the Brazzaville
government
The priests, aU Holy Ghost
Fathers, have been identified
as Rev. Bernard Aquillon of
Dolisie mission, Rev. Etienne
Dattas of Madingou mission
and Rev. Jean Bergeron of
Uranga mission.
THE CONGO Republic of
Brazzaville borders the for-
mer Belgian Congo, where
scores of missiooers have been
driven out or killed by rebels.
Although the Brazzaville
Congo has not suffered any
native rebellions, relations
there between the Catholic
Church and the government of
Alphonse Maras iba - Debat
have been defer siting rapid-
Ooe French priest and four
I*7 missionaries were expelled
from the country in Novem-
ber. Another priest,.- Rev.
Louis Badilia, editor of La-
Scmaine Africaine (The Afri-
can Weekly), is still held in
a Brazzaville jail.
The latese expulsions were
ordered after the three priests
were linked with an editorial
written by Father Badilia in
September asking if the Congo
was "swinging towards Com-
munism.”
Father Dattas was arrested
and Imprisoned for two weeks
prior to his expulsion because
he had written a letter to the
newspaper praising the edi-
torial.
The others were picked
up after they distributed copies
of the article.
Two other priests had been
arrested and tortured previ-
ously for sheltering Fulgence
Biyaoula, president of the
African Confederationof Chris-
tian Workers, who was being
sought by the authorities.
Canadian Christian Churches
Plan Joint Fair Display
MONTREAL (NC) - Lead-
ers of seven major Christmas
bodies in Canada will partici-
pate jointly in a $3.3 million
Christian Pavilioo at Mon-
treal's 1967 international ex-
position.
Meanwhile, Robert Shaw,
deputy commissioner general
of the exposition, announced
that Pope Paul may be in-
vited to the exposition by the
Canadian government
the PAVIUON will be sup-
ported by the Catholic Church,
the United Church of Canada,
the Anglican communion, the
Presbyterian Church, the Bap-
tist convention of Ontario and
Quebec and the Lutheran
Church of Canada.
Establishment of the joint
pavilion will mean there will
be no Vatican Pavilion at
“Expo ’67,” Rev. Jean Mar-
tucci, secretary general of the
pavilion commission, said.
Neither will the World Coun-
cil of Churches participate sep-
arately, he added.
A joint statement, whose
Catholic signer is Paul Emile
Cardinal Leger of Montreal,
said in part:
"The Christians of Canada
. . . wish to express their
love to their fellow men
throughout the world and to
alleviate the anxieties and ful-
fill the expectations of our
century by a common procla-
mation of the Gospel.”
It said the pavilion will show
the world “that God was made
flesh to dwell among us and
that He is present in all that
is happening concerning man
and hia world.”
Father Martuccl said that
in the pavilion, “the churches
will preach not about them-
selves, but Christ," and the
pavilion will seek to express
the evangelical spitit of pov-
erty and therefore will not be
a "lavish display."
Pope to Sponsor
Royalty’s Son
VATICAN CITY (NC) Pope Paul will be godfather of the
second son of Austrian Archduke Otto of Hapsburg-Lorraine,
the only son of the last Austrian emperor.
THE BABY, born Dec. 16. will be baptized by Bishop Ru-
dolph Graber of Regensburg. Germany. He will be named Paul
George.
Pope Paul will be represented as godfather by Archbishop
Oorrado Bafile, apostolic nuncio, to Germany.
Although It is unusukl, there is nothing to prevent a Pope
from being a godfatiicr. Canon law specifies only that a spon-
sor at Baptism must not be a clenc in sacred orders unless
be has the explicit permission of his Bishop. Since the Pope is
in effect his own Bishop, he can choose to act as ho wishes.
SPECIAL VISIT - Archbishop Baland paid a visit to St. Francis Hospital, Jersey City,
Dec. 28 to present a knight of St. Gregory medal to Anthony Feltz of Mt. Carmel
parish, Jersey City. Witnessing the presentation are Mrs. Feltz and Msg r. Walter P.Artioli pastor of Mt Carmel. The Archbishop scheduled the bedside presentation whenit was learned that Illness would keep Mr. Felix away from the Jan.
P
10 ceremony at
which other lay people will be honored.
A Christmas 'For the World'
VATICAN CITY - At about
noonChristmas day Pope Paul,
like dozens of his predeces-
sors, climbed to the broad
main balcony of St. Peter’s
and solemnly extended his
blessing to Rome and to the
world Urbi et Orbi.
Thousands in the crowd knelt
humbly on the soaked brick of
St. Peter’s Square as the Pon-
tiff intoned his blessing.
THAT CEREMONY marked
the end of a 12-hour public ob-
servance of the Birth of Christ
by the Pope whicli rangedfrom
the splendor of the Sistine
Chapel to the squalor of a
sickroom in a working-class
suburb.
The Sistine Chapel was the
scene of Pope Paul’s first
Christmas Mass at midnight
for diplomat* accredited to the
Holy See, and" their families.
"On this night you are for
us the world,” the Pope said.
The Pope asked the diplo-
mats to tell their governments
that "we are an organism, an
organized center, not for some
personal interest or for tem-
poral reasons, but to spread
throughout the world for its
greater good, love and peace."
Early on Christmas Day
the Pope celebratod a second
Mass and spoke briefly again,
but to a very different group
of people the working-class
parish of St. Raphael the Arch-
angel in the Truillo district.
. The Pope told the people
they must heed the voice of
heaven when it tells them of
their Faith and then they must
put it into practice.
THE POOR were the first to
come into contact with Christ,
he said, and thus it is they
whom Christ first calls.
The Pope distributed Holy
Communion to the parish’s
children, and at the end of
Mass he presented the church
with the chalice and chasuble
he had used, an unspecified
amount of money to help the
poor and many packs of gifts.
In return the Pope received
flowers, a lamb, two doves
and an album of pictures.
BEFORE HE left the area
the Pope was driven through
the rain in anopen car to visit
two bedridden persons. First
he talked with 26-year-old Lor-
.cta Del Vecchio, who has been
paralyzed for 17 years.
The girl, visibly moved,
managed to sob "This Christ-
mas, Your Holiness, is the
most beautiful day of my
life.” He comfor.ed her and
presented her with a statue of
the Christ Child and a person-
al gift of money.
Nearby, the Pope talked with
62-year-old Alcide Sereni, a
former employe of the Vati-
can’s printing facility, the
Polyglot Press. He lost the use
of his legs 12 years ago.
At 11 a.m. the Pope cele-
brated a low Mass in St.
Peter’s.
The day's chill drizzle had
forced the Mass first sched-
uled outside in the square
into the basilica.
Then he mounted the bal-
cony and give his blessing.
ON CHRISTMAS EVE, the
Pope held his annual audience
for Cardinals stationed in
Rome and the Roman Curia.
There, he addressed his re-
marks specifically to the curia,
urging it to "generous perse-
verance, continuous striving
toward perfection and wise ef-
forts to give ideal and spiritual
value" to its tasks.
The Pope made no reference
to the expected reform of the
Roman Curia which has been
underjronsideration by a spe-
cial commission for more than
a year.
DISCUSSING the council,
Pope Paul said, he was not
“displeased” that it did not
achieve its results without
"long, diverse and difficult dis-
cussions.”
He said this indicated the
"liberty of opinion and of
speech which was permitted
ever since the start to the Fa-
thers, and it is a sign of the
lively interest they took in var-
ious matters submitted to their
study."
THE POPE said it would be
inexact, however, to character-
ize the council as riddled with
inner divisions. He pointed to
the "profound and mutual de-
sire for substantial unity and
fraternal cooperation which in-
spired individual conciliar dec-
larations,” and to the “almost
unanimous agreement” with
which the final results were ac-
cepted.
At this point he spoke of the
"fourth (council) session which
will be without-doubt the last.”
Pope Paul took note of the
nations of the world where the
Church is not free to carry out
its mission, and to the suffer-
ings undergone by mission-
aries this year.
Almost immediately after he
finished his speech, the Vati-
can Press Office released the
text of a telegram from the
Pope to Catholics in the Congo,
urging them to work for peace
in their country and commis-
erating with them for the suf-
ferings many have undergone.
POPE PAUL prepared the
world for his Christmas state-
ments at his weekly general
audience Dec. 23, in which he
lamented that “in the hearta
of the sobs of this century, this
desire (for God) does not hold
its primary and proper place.”
“The desire for earthly
goods takes its place. “The de-
sire for oneself prevails over
the desire for God.
“It is easy to see how, con-
sequently, the whole human
mentality changes. Psychol-
ogy, mortality and human ac-
tivity lack their support *rom
above.
“This is why we must pre-
pare well for Christmas, re-
kindling in our hearts the de-
sire, thirst,,anxiety for the liv-
ing God and the blessed cer-
tainty of meeting in Christ,
God made man.”
L.A. Priest Exiles Self
Over Silence on Racism
LOS ANGELES (NC) A
49-year-old pastor has request-
ed —and received —a leave
of absence from the Los An-
geles Archdiocese to protest
an order that he be silent on
racial matters.
Rev. John V. Cofficld told
some 400 guests at a reception
by the Catholic Human Rela-
tions Council that he had been
sent on a five-month "enforced
vacation” last summer and
fall and then "ordered to
maintain a silence on racism.”
THE LOS ANGELES Chan-
cery Office, said that no ad-
ministrative discipline had
been imposed on Father Cof-
ficld.
“He requested permission to
be absent from his parish and
the archdiocese, and this per-
mission was granted upon his
petition. His departure from
this area was arranged
through regular processes,"
said the chancery statement.
Alluding to a statement is-
sued at the farewell reception
held for Father Coffield, the
chancery commented-
"Portions of the statement
issued in his name, however,
demonstrate that those who
concentrate excessively on a
particular point, to the virtual
exclusion of all other factors,
will sometimes find that zeal
has produced an unbalanced
approach which defeats its
own purpose.
FATHER COFFIELD left
for Chicago Dec. 27. He was
said to be planning to work in
Chicago In connection with the
Inter-American Cooperative In-
stitute there.
Father Coffield, pastor of
Ascension parish for three
years, told the farewell party
that he was going into "self-
imposed exile” from Los An-
geles "as the strongest protest
I can make" because "I was
ordered to maintain a silence
on racism.”
He said his departure was
a solution to an impasse be-
tween himself and James
Francis Cardinal Mclntyre.
Father Coffield charged that
he was ordered out of the arch-
diocese on June 22 and not
allowed back until Nov. 15 be-
cause he spoke out against
Proposition 14 on the Novem-
ber California ballot.
PROPOSITION 14, which
was overwhelmingly approved
by voters, killed California
lgws prohibiting discriraina-
Father Coffield said in a
statement that he was silent
during his time out of the arch-
diocese. But be called this
wrong. "I sivvuld have fought
openly, he said.
He “deeply loves” the
Church and wants "to be
obedient to her."
But, he added, "the clear
law of obedience is that we
arc not to obey when we are
certain that to do so would be
to sin, whether the command
be given by mother or father,
priest, Bishop or Cardinal. We
can sin by silence as we'l as
by action.”
FATHER Cofficld was the
second Los Angeles priest to
publicly criticize Cardinal Me-
Intyre for hia tratmont of the
race problem.
Last spring, Rev. William H
Dubay asked Pope Paul to re-
move the Cardinal for what
the priest termed his "inability
to speak out on racial mat-
ters." He was transferred to
an all-white parish.
Msgr. Francis W. Byrne
chancellor of the Chicago
Archdiocese, said he had re-
ceived word from Los Angeles
that Father Coffield, a priest
for 24 years, would study at
the University of Chicago.
Fr. Ashcroft Dies
In African Accident
DAR-ES-SALAAM, Tanzania
Rev. Anthony Ashcroft.
0.5.8., 47, a former rector of
the Benedictine Seminary at
St. Paul’s Abbey, Newton, was
killed in a motor accident Dec.
26, here. A Solemn Pontifical
Requiem Mass will be offered
by Abbot Charles V. Coriston,
0.5.8., at St. Paul’s Jan. 2.
Father Aschroft at the time
of his death was rector of St
Benedict’s Seminary at Namu-
pa in this country, which is
the former territory of Tan-
ganyika. He was on a Christ-
mas Holiday in the nation's
capital when the accident oc-
curred.
A native of Brooklyn, Fath-
er Ashcroft entered St. Paul’s
Monastery in 1936. He studied
at Soton Hall University and
took his doctorate in theology
at the University of Ottawa.
Professed as a Benedictine in
1940, Father Ashcroft was or-
dained in 1945.
He was stationed at St.
Paul's Abbey for 14 years be-
fore leaving for the assignment
here in 1959. From 1951 to 1959
Father Ashcroft was seminary
rector and also prior of the
abbey community.
* There are no Immediate sur-
vivors.
FATHER ASHCROFT
Enrollment
In Schools
Drops 1,240
NEWARK Such diversified
reasons as the elimination of
kindergarten grades, shifting
population, a move toward
smaller classes and the drop-
ping of football by two high
schools all played a role in
the first fall-off of Catholic
school enrollment in the Arch-
diocese of Newark since
World War 11.
Figures released this week
by Msgr. Joseph P. Tuite,
archdiocesan superintendent
of schools, revealed that there
was a drop of 1,792 in gram-
mar school enrollment since
last September, while high
school figures rose 552 for a
net loss of 1,240.
THE TOTAL enrollment in
all grades is 163,290 135,411
in grammar school and 27,879
in high school. This is a rise
in both figures since the dose
of the 1963-64 school year,
when there were 134,553 in
grammar school and 26,800 in
high school. Comparisons,
however, are made on the
basis of figures submitted by
Sept. 30 of each school year.
Msgr. Tuite noted that most
of the grammar school loss
could be accounted for in
two grades, kindergarten and
first. There were small drops
in the third through sixth
grades. These were offset by
rises in the second, seventh
and eighth grades.
With seven more schools
joining the nine that eliminated
kindergarten a year ago, the
net loss in that grade was 761
students. The drop in first
grade was 1,036 from an all-
time high Of 18,782 in 1963-64.
The total loss for the two
classes was 1,797.
MSGR. TUITE attributed
the first grade drop to a drive
for smaller classes in some
schools and also to the popu-
lation shift which finds some
families moving to suburbs
outside archdiocesan limits.
He noted that urban Hudson
lost 631 students, while Essex
dropped 945, chiefly in New-
ark and surrounding cities.
The general rise in high
school attendance was not
followed at the two schools
which dropped -interscholastic
football this year. St. Mi-
chael’s, Union City, fell 175
130 of them boys while Im-
maculate Conception, Mont-
clair, dropped by 94 60 of
thenf boys.
Union was the only one of
the four counties in the arch-
diocese to show a net gain.
With the elementary schools
dropping only 23 pupils, the
high school rise of 531 ac-
counted for a net gain of 508.
This was chiefly due to new
classes at three schools: Union
Catholic, Roselle Catholic and
St. Joseph's Girls Catholic
High School. RoseUe.
A slowdown in the open-
Ing of new schools was also
responsible for part of the
drop this year. Our Lady of
Mercy opened in Jersey City
with 276 students in three
grammar grades and Hudson
County Catholic Boys High
School there had 142 In its
freshman class. The only oth-
er new schools were Our
Lady 'of Sorrows, Kearny,
with 26 students, and Queen
of Missions Minor Seminary,
Oakland, with 11. All told,
there are now 239 grammar
schools and 59 high schools in
the archdiocese.
There was no indication that
the dropping of kindergartens
by any of the schools had
much effect on first grade size
the next year. In eight of the
nine schools dropping kinder-
garten last year, the total
drop in first grade enrollment
was 117 students. Our Lady of
Grace, Hoboken, took in 79
fewer students this year, but
the 1963 class was extra largo
due to availability of the
former kindergarten rooms.
MASS - Pope Paul VI raises plate with the Host as he celebrates Christmas
Moss for thousands of faithful in St. Peter's' Basilica.
4 Assigned
In Paterson
PATERSON - Bishop Nav-
agh this week announced the
appointment of four assistant
pastors.
Rev. Robert J. Morris, who
had been on duty as a Navy
chaplain, was assigned 15 St.
Rose of Lima, East Hanover,
while Rev. Robert B. Carroll
was transferred from that
parish to SL Brendan’s, Clif-
ton.
Rev. Ellas Boustsny was ap-
pointed assistant pastor at
Sacred Heart Armenian
Church, Paterson.
Rev. Columba Murphy,
0.F.M., comes from St. Pat-
rick’s, Buffalo, to Holy Angels,
Little Falls, replacing Ray.
John Hunt, 0.F.M., who was
reassigned to the Buffalo par-
ish.
Pope Prays
For Floodlands
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Pope Paul cabled his sympa-
thy to prelates in the United
States and Ceylon, expreaaad
concern over Christmas week
disasters in their countries and
assured them of his prayers
for the victims.
His messages were address-
ed to Archbishop Edward D.
Howard of Portland, Ore.,
Archbishop Joseph T. McGuck-
en of San Francisco, and Arch-
bishop Thomas B. Cooray of
Colombo, Ceylon.
Thousands of persons were
driven from their homec by
river floods in CsUfornis and
Oregon.
Changing Mass—But How?
HOBART, Australia The
Mass will be changed, but the
question "how?" still plagues
the 42-member commission en-
trusted with the job.
Archbishop Guilford Young
of Hobart, a commission mem-
ber, revealed an even split
between those on the panel
who want to restore the sim-
plicity of the early Church and
those who want to adapt the
Mass to the twentieth century.
He did not reveal his own
feelings on the matter. He
said:
"By training and scholar-
ship, some members of the
commission and some of the
experts called in for assist-
ance are mclinnU to make pre-
dominant what was done, for
example, in thW fifth century.
"They are JMlanced by those
who are jhalnly intent on
adaptation o» the liturgy to
the 20th /century. /
“This is thexfoostantly re-
curring WoIdem of the rela-
tion of the modem to tip tra-
ditlonal,” the Archbishop
pointed out.
"All of us recognize the
value of tradition, but the dif-
ficulty is to make sure that,
holding on to Inherited values
rich in content, we do not
slip imperceptibly into arche-
ologUm.
“On the other hand, in re-
cognizing the Immediacy and
actuality of the 20th centijjcy,
compose UX
never been celebrated before.”
Archbishop Young declared
that the liturgy commission
met frequently when the
Bishops were in Romo for the
ecumenical council, and work
ia now weU advanced on re-
He said that much attention
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A Bird’s-Eye Look to Africa’s Future
DAYTON Brother Mi-
chael Stimac, S.M.,»a mission-
er in East Africa, has devel-
oped a high-flying plan to
bring Christianity to the grass
roots of Africa.
Brother Stimac has started
an East African mission avia-
tion service, expected to link
missions in a half dozen na-
tions, Ten Marianists have
been assigned to help promote
the project.
At the University of Dayton,
his alma mater, Brother Stim-
ac outlined the program’s ob-
jective.
The service,'' he said, will
provide transportation for
personnel and supplies “need-
ed in' the operation of missions
for African development.”
SECONDLY, it will dovetail
with plans for continued pro-
gress of the Mangu Air Pro-
gram in Kenya. This is an air
gram in Kenya. This is anair
orientation program for Afri-
can boys in a high school oper-
ated by the Marianists about
35 miles dlrth of Nairobi, Ken-
ya’s capital. *
Thirdly? the air service is ex-
pected to provide the eventual
basis for an African aviation
cooperative.
„
“’fhis would surely be in line
with the directive of the Vati-
can Council that the Church
must take part in the eco-
nomic development of emerg-
ing nations,” Brother Stimac
said.
The air service is now with-
out a single plane to call its
own. But Brother Stimac has
$lO,OOO, about one-third of the
cost of a plane soon to be
bought and placed in service.
THAT MONEY was raised
by a group of laymen in St.
Louis, who organized the
‘‘Turkana Desert Fund,”
named for a mission area of
Kenya inhabited by nomadic
tribes.
Eventually, the operation
will require considerably more
than the initial plane cost.
Equipment' and facilities will
entail a substantial invest-
ment.
A second plane, operated in
the Turkana Desert by a group
of Sisters, will be integrated
in the new air service.
THE MARIANISTS, whose
air system will serve all other
interested missions in East Af-
rica, will operate the-program
with U.S.-based support.
At the university here,
Brother Thomas Dwyer, S.M.,
a faculty member and pilot!
will instruct pilot missionar-
ies.
A highly developed Protest-
ant mission air service in Lat-
in America has offered to
share its experiences.
THE EAST African project
has its roots in Ohio. Brother
Stimac learned to fly in the
late 39505, when he and an-
other Marianist, Brother Paul
Koller, were teaching in St.
Joseph's High School, a Clove-
land institution.
Both realized, in the words
of Brother Stimac, “that we
weren’t reaching our boys in
terms of modern developments
in the age of the satellites.
"So we introduced a practi-
cal course on whift science and
engineering mean in the mod-
ern world.” The course includ-
ed "air science orientation.”
Students learned the controls
of an airplane and principles
of aerodynamics.
IN 1962, Brother Stimac in-
troduced a similar course at
Marianist-operated Mangu Na-
tional High School in Kenya.
It was.a revolutionary move
in East Africa, where African
youths had never before been
given such an opportunity.
"I discovered an entirely
new vision of the African per-
sonality,” Brother Stimac re-
called. “These boys I found to
be highly intelligent and am-
bitious and limited by only
what you could put in their
hands."
Archbishop's
Appointments
FRIDAY, JAN. 8
12 noon, Essex County First
Fridey Club luncheon, Down-
town Club, Newark
SATURDAY, JAN. 9
10:30 a.m., Laying of corner-
stone and blessing and dedica-
tion of new church, Our Lady
of the Lake, Verona, followed
by low Pontifical Mass
SUNDAY, JAN. 10
3:30 p.m., Conferral of deco-
rations on lay people recently
honored by Pope Paul, Sacred
Heart Cathedral
Dinner - Dance Due
ORANGE Mt. Carmel
parish here will hold a dinner-
dance at the Robert Treat Ho-
tel, Newark, Jan. 1 aj 7 p.m.
Joseph F. Faccone Jr. and
Frank V. Castro are chairmen.
Kenilworth Parish
To Build Church
KENILWORTH Rev. Syl-
vester P. McVeigh, pastor of
St. Theresa's Church here, has
announced plans for anew
church and rectory with con-
struction due to start early in
1965. -
This will be the first formal
church to serve the parish
since it was created in 1949.
Masses were first held in a
converted hall and are present-
ly held in the school auditori-
um built about 10 years ago.
THE NEW CHURCH will ac-
commodate I.OOC people in the
nave. It will be of contempo-
rary design with a large sanc-
tuary designed to meet the
liturgical changes of the .Vati-
can Council. The sanctuary
will include a sacrificial altar,
reservation altar and a
chancel choir.
The interior will be of brick
with marble panels, terrazzo
floor and stained glass win-
dows. The exterior will be of
brick, with limestone trim.
A basement will have a rec-
reation room, fully-equipped
kitchen and utility rooms.
THE TWO-STORY rectory
will be connected to the
church on both levels. The first
floor will have four conference
rooms, lounge, dining room,
kitchen, housekeeper's quar-
ters and secretary’s room. The
second floor will have suites
for the pastor, three assistants
and visiting priests.
KENILWORTH CHURCH - Construction will begin early In 1965 on the new church and
rectory tor St. Theresa's parish, Kenilworth. The 15-year old parish recently completed
an eight-room addition to its school. The architects are Convery, Harnack and Trotta of
Newark.
St. Louis Archdiocese Asks
Realtors: Stop Discrimination
ST. LOUIS (RNS) The St.
Loula Archdiocese has—call-
ed on Catholic real estate
dealers to curb discrimination
against Negroes.
Rev. Francis M. Doyle, ex-
ecutive secretary of the Arch-
diocesan Commission on Hu-
man Rights, told 78 Catholic
real estate dealers that he
made the appeal “as the per-
sonal representatives of the
Cardinal Archbishop and
through him the teaching au-
thority of the Church.”
FATHER DOYLE invited
the realtors to a meeting with
the commission “to help us
create a Christian attitude in
the delicate field of housing.”
The priest expressed hope
that the meeting “might mark
a beginning not only in im-
proving race relations, but
also of helping each of you
form a peaceful conscience
Catholic real estate men
were told that "we expect in
the near future Protestant and
Jewish religious leaders will
contact their members to seek
support for listing rental and
sale of property without dis-
crimination.”
Father Doyle pointed out
that Joseph Cardinal Ritter of
St. Louis believes that “a
Christ-like attitude toward the
racial problem is the sure test
of genuine Christian commit-
ment." The letter continued:
“Subhuman living condi-
tions, segregated schools, the
tensions created by racial
ghettos and the community-
ruining blight or expanding,
crime-breeding slums —: all
these and more are attribut-
able to problems In the area
of housing.
"THE CARDINAL has In-
dicated that the sin of segre-
gation's heart is the vicious
circle of housing. If your
Church is to make a contribu-
tion to the solution of the
problem, you must feel an in-
volvement.
“It is no answer simply to
refer racial questions to the
owner. The average seller or
renter deals in transfer of
property infrequently. You
make such decisions every
day.
“The owner or lessor looks
to you for guidance about
prices, improvements and
every aspect of property
transfer. He should be able to
look to you for assistance.
Athenagoras Issues
Orthodox Unity Plea
ISTANBUL, Turkey (NC) -
Patriarch Athenagoras I of
Constantinople in his Christ-
mas message reaffirmed the
commitment of the Greek Or-
thodox Church to the quest for
Christian unity.
Recalling that St. John
Chrysostom had said that “the
Church Is the vqry name and
essence of unity and harmony
and oneness of voice,” Patri-"
arch Athenagoras declared:
“OUR ORTHODOX Church,
never shrinking from nor ne-
glecting her Christian task,
desires with all her heart and
In a truly ecumenical spirit,
and In accordance with the
common wish of our sister Or-
thodox churches, to cultivate
friendly relations with the Ro-
man Catholic Church, as well
as with all Christian churches.
“We entertain this aim In
spite of the many existing ob-
stacles, bearing in mind the
common teachings and > tradi-
tions that have bound together
the churches, and that have
their origin in the first ages
of the one and undivided
Church of Christ. . . .
“Our Holy Orthodox Church,
invoking the command of our
Lord for unity and brother-
hood, once again experiences
the exalted feeling of becom-
ing a divine force and inatru-
meri towards Christian reuni-
fication.
“Guarding this unity as we
would the pupil of our eye, we
do not hesitate to project this
principle in all of our inter-
church relations.
“Nor do we hold hack from
doing what must be done to
bring about the firm and well-
reasoned decisions that now
and in the future will lay out
the common course to be fol-
lowed by those churches which
genuinely long and work for
the unity of all Christians in
the name of Him, who is the
sole Head of the Church.”
The ‘Doctor’ Called
...And Was Cured
ICA, Peru The "doctor”
came to call in the little town
of LaVenta, 25 miles from this
furthest outpost of the Diocese
of Paterson, but it was he who
received the real medicine.
In a letter to Bishop Navagh,
Rev. James Jammed told of
a recent visit to LaVenta for
a novena that provided that
town with more Masses in a
week than it had heard for six
or seven years.
AFTER THE Mass, he ac-
ceded to the request of an old
man to bring the Eucharist to
his sick daughter at his home
some five miles away. "Tears
filled the aick woman's eyes
when she received Our Lord
and recited with me the
prayers of thanksgiving.
“The parents were so grate-
ful that a priest ('Doctor' they
kept calling me) would come
to their poor home. The sim-
plicity, sincerity and the gen-
uine gratefulness made any in-
convenience that we have to
undergo worthwhile. My heart
is filled with Joy and I thought
you would like to share it."
Father Jammed also report-
ed that in another town, Santi-
ago, six people attended the
first Masses there, but the
number has now grown to 600.
"WE LOVE the work very
much,” he continued. "The
people are wonderful and kind.
I know how I would feel listen-
ing to someone murder Eng-
lish. They sit there almost giv-
ing the Impression that they
understand what we are try-
ing to say in Spanish God
bless them.”
The only sad part, he "otes.
Is that the parish rectory Is
not coming along too well. But
he writes, "that is only a ma-
terial difficulty. In time, the
problem will be solved.”
Rectory Drive
At $5,132
The drive for $ll,OOO to
build a rectory for two Pat-
erson priests establishing a
mlsssion in lea, Peru, has
reached $5,132.95.
Donations are being ac-
cepted by Rev. Paul J. Lon-
gua, 24 DcGrasse St., Pat-
erson, N.J., 07505. Latest
donations received are as
follows:
nitibuh Butt. SU.JOi Bar.
Jata Hewotoon. lUi aUtora ot
CferUUu Charity, SIS.
Pray for Them
Sr. M. Isabel
CALDWELL Sister M.
Isabel Sedlmaicr, 0.P., 91, a
member of "the Sisters of St.
Dominic of Caldwell for 75
years, died Dec. 28 at St.
Catherine's Infirmary here. A
Solemn Requiem Mass was of-
fered Dec. 30 at the chapel.
Born in Bavaria, Sister Isa-
bel entered the Sisters of St..
Dominic in 1889 and pronounc-
ed her final vows in 1898. She
was stationed for most of her
teaching career at Mt. St.
Dominic Academy here, but
spent a year at St. Venantius,
Orange, and two years at St.
Ann's, Newark.
There are no immediate sur-
vivors.
Joseph J. Masiello
PATERSON Joseph J.
Masiello, 50, a member of the
board of governors of St.
Joseph's Hospital, died there
Dec. 28 after suffering a stroke
at his home on Dec. 23.
Bishop Navagh offered a
Pontifical Requiem Mass at
St. John's Cathedral Dec. 29.
Masiello also served as sec-
retary of the Rlese Corp.,
which ia to build housing for
the aged under the sponsor-
ship of the Diocese of Pater-
son. He was active in the
diocesan development cam-
paign held earlier this year.
Active in many civic af-
fairs, Masiello was president
of the Passaic County Board
of Technical and Vocational
Education and of the Greater
Paterson United Fund and
vice-president o* the New Jer-
sey Rank and Trust Cos.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Alma Masiello, a son,
Joseph 111, a brother, Rinaldo,
and two slaters, Mrs. Sue
Calabrese of Paterson, and
Mrs. Mary Tedesci of San
Leandro, Cal.
Other Deaths
...
Mrs. Charles Zisko of
SommcrviUe, 39, formerly
of Jersey City, a sister
of Rev. Anthony J. Sokol,
S-D.b., and Rev. Joseph Sokol,
b D.8., Army chaplains, died
Dec. 23 at Somerset Hospital.
Harry E. Morton, Jr„ of Ro-
selle, 52, father of Sister M.
Joseph, S.S.J., of Holy Angels,
Philadelphia, died Dec. 22 at
Elizabeth General Hospital.
Mrs. James
t
A. Polito of
Lyndhurst, 69, ter of Sister
Virginia, 0.5.F., of New York
City, died Dec. 24 at St. Mary’s
Hospital, Passaic.,
Joseph Kulsar Jr., of Frank-
lin, 40, brother of Sister Mary
Veronica, S.C.C., of Mallinck-
rodt Convent, Mendham, died
Dec. 22 at Franklin Hospital.
Elsie M. Peters of Newark,
sister of Rev. Bernard Peters,
0.5.8., pastor of St. Joseph’s,
Maplewood, died Dec. 28.
Mrs. Anthony Segreto of Lin-
coin Park, 35. sister of Sister
Mary Rupert of PcekskiU,
N.Y.. died Dec. 27 at Beth Is-
rael Hospital, Passaic.
Mrs. William Fetcher of
Jersey City, 62, mother' of
Sister M. Joan Theresc, 0.P.,
died Dec. 27 at Jersey City
Medical Center.
Mrs. Ralph A. Viilani of
Newark, who was awarded
the Cross of the Equestrian
Order of the Holy Sepulchre
of Jerusalem by Pope Paul
VI last year, died Dec. 28 at
home.
In your prayers also remem-
ber these, your deceased
Pries!n
Newark
...
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John F.
Wetula, Jan. 1, 1963
Rev. Ignatius Gebara, Jan. 1,
1929
Rev. Brendan Boyle, C.P.,
Jan. l, i960
Rev. James F. Reid, Jan. 2,
1901
Rev. Daniel F. Hogan, Jan. 2,
1931
Rev. Peter A. Boyle, Jan. 2,
1942
Rev. James W, McDowell,
Jan. 3, 1913
Rev. J. Manuch Bazlrganlan,
Jan. 4, 1922
Rev. John N. Tarrant, C.S.P.,
Jan. 5, 1963
Most Reverend Wlnand M.
Wigger, Jan. 5, 1901
Rev. Gerard Funcke, Jan. 5,
1908
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph M.
Flynn, Jan. 5, 1910
Rev. John A. Farrell, Jan. 6,
1963
Rev. Umberto Donatl, Jan. 7,
1943
Paterson
...
Rev. John B. Bennett, Jan. 1,
1940
Santa Clara Drive
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (NC)
The University of Santa
Clara has launched a seven-
year drive for $19,358,000.
STREET SCENE - This new outdoor crib was a gift of the Third Order of St. Francis to
St. Anthony's parish, Union City, and is pla ced at the corner of Central Ave. and 8th St.
there. The crib was built by paul Prada and painted by Sominick Appicci, both menbers
of the arish.
News of Education
Clergymen Support Students
BERKELEY, Calif. (NC)
Catholic, Protestant and Jew-
ish leaders at the University of
California have defended re-
cent student demonstrations
there and condemned what
they called tho university’s
“suppression of the moral
right to free expression.”
The religious leaders said
they were "not . . . uncritical”
of the students’ behavior but
at the same time felt the stu-
dents were largely in the right
and the university was in the
wrong.
Demonstrations at the uni-
versity have centered on al--
leged violations of free speech,
including restrictions on stu-
dents’ political activity and re-
cently erupted into a near-
free-for-all and the arrest of
300 sit-ins.
A joint statement "to clari-
fy the situation” was issued
by the Rev. Keith K. Cham-
berlain, a Presbyterian min-
ister, Rev. James Fisher,
C.S.P., of the university’s
Newman Hall, and Joseph
Gumbiner of the Jewish Hillel
Foundation.
"Recent activity is a direct
result of attempting to prac-
tice the rights which we have
always taught our students
they possess under the Con-
stitution,” they declared.
They accused the university
of Imposing "oppressive regu-
lations” on the students and
said: “It is precisely by put-
ting a clamp on young idoal-
ists . . . that we attack their
sense of integrity and personal
dignity.”
The religious leaders said:
"We support wholeheartedly
the faculty’s overwhelming
vote of Dec. 3' condemning
call for state highway patrol-
men onto the Berkeley cam-
pus. We Join them also in pro-
testing the incredibly inept
university’s administration on
tho peaceful demonstrators."
•
Poverty Grant
PITTSBURGH (NC) A
$207,000 federal grant under
the President’s war on poverty
program has been alloted to
the Pittsburgh Diocese’s
schools.
It Is part of $2,430,000 ap-
proved for the Pittsburgh
area.
The diocese’s program will
be carried out among some
2,500 youngsters around five
parochial schools in three
problem neighborhoods.
Services will be educational,
cultural and recreation. They
will include a pre-kindergarton
program for four and five-
year-olds; remedial instruction
in reading, arithmetic and cre-
ative subjects for grade school
children; supervised play and
summer enrichment courses;
study halls and tutoring, test-
ing and guidance services for
junior and senior high stu-
dents; and motivational and
employment services for
school dropouts.
*
Ask Aid Boost
WASHINGTON (RNS) Of-
ficials of the National Educa-
tional Education Associa-
tion have announced that the
organization will seek legisla-
tion which would increase by
50% the amount of federal aid
alloted for education, and
which conceivably could re-
sult In aid to private and
parochial as well as public
schools.
Under the proposal, the bulk
of a $1.5 billion annual in-
crease would go directlyto the
states, with no federal strings
attached, provided the funds
were used for education.
NEA spokesmen stated that
under these circumstances,
those states which wish to aid
parochial schools to some de-
gree would be free to do so.
In effect, this would lower
from federal to state level the
controversial question of state
aid to church-related schools.
•
Miami ETV
MIAMI, Fla. (NC) -The
Federal Communications Com-
mission has granted permis-
sion to the Miami Diocese to
construct four educational tele-
vision stations,
The FCC has authorized con-
struction of Instructional TV
stations In Miami, Fort Lau-
derdale, Delray Beach and
Riviera Beach. The entire sys-
tem is expected to be in opera-
tion by September of 1965.
At that time the new educa-
tional television will supple-
ment the TV instruction al-
ready provided by the ETV
Ch. 2 operated in Miami by
the Dade County Board of
Public Instruction.
*
Tutoring Program
PHILADELPHIA (RNS) -
The Philadelphia Archdiocese
will shortly step up its cam-
paign against ignorance and
poverty by enlarging its corp*
of college and seminary stu-
dents for tutoring children.
Fifty volunteers from five
local Catholic colleges and 50
young Christian Brothers are
already in the field, spread
through 11 parish grade
schools In various sections of
the city, where underprivileg-
ed children ire numerous.
After Jsn. 1, another hun-
dred college students and
about an equal number ot stu-
dents from St. Charles Semi-
nary will be assigned.
•
Okays Shared Time
OLYMPIA, Wash. (NC) -
Shared-time school programs
face no legal barriers In the
State of Washington, Atty.
Gen. John J. O'Connell has
ruled.
However, O'Connell said in
reply to questions from state
superintendent of public in-
struction Louis Bruno, local
school districts may not claim
state school funds for students
attending less than a full
school day,
•
Social Ills Study
BOSTON (RNS) - An In-
stitute of Human Sciences to
conduct a wide study of tha
causes and effects of social Ills
has been launched by Boston
College.
The program will Involve
the college’s Departments of
Sociology and Psychology and
its School! of Social Work, Ed-
ucation, Law, Nursing and
Business. Dr. Robert N. Rapo.
port, a social anthropologist,
will serve as director.
The institute will study the
implications of social change
for individuals, emphasizing
technological development and
urban changes.
It also will focus projects on
human growth, psychological
deprivations, and therapeutic
change in relation social
processes. Tralnin* irams
also will be part __ the In-
stitute’s work in order to ap-
ply its research findings in
service areas.
CWV Endorses
Flag Pennants
NEWARK The Catholic
War Veterans, Department of
New Jersey, this week urged
its local units to present "One
Nation Under God” pennants
to community governments
and school boards for display
on public flagpoles.
A resolution endorsing the
pennants was passed by the
state board of officers. Aldo
DlChlara of Belleville, first
vice commander, was named
as chairman for distribution
of the pennants.
Holy Name Adds
Insurance Plan
TEANECK—Sister Patricia
Aldan, C.S.J., administrator of
Holy Name Hospital here, has
announced that the hospital
will pay half the cost of med-
ical Insurance for its 600 em-
ployees. starting with the new
year.
The announcement was
made at the annual Christmas
staff party Dec. 22 in Marian
auditorium. Holy Name had
been the first flew Jersey hos-
pital to set up a pension plan
with life insurance coverage'
for its workers seven years
ago.
Sister Patricia Aldan also
revealed that the hospital
served 12,000 patients during
1964 with almost every com-
munity in Bergen County be-
ing represented.
,
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If you have a
moving problem
you can sit around and worry about it all tay. Or
yon can call us, and let our experts solve itfor
you.. We’ve been solving problems in moving
for both housewives and company
executives for 79 years now.
We’re good at it. Call
.
EL 4-7800
Engel Brothers, liic.
, world-wide moving
WEDDING
PLAN
Full
DINNERS SERVED NIOHUY
Dancing Friday !■ Saturday
S DININO ROOMS -
FatllltUt Far 20 la 200
Your Moit—Albert A. Ruacca
H EAOII ROCK AVI.
HANOVIR, N.i.
Rtiarvatloni 992-7423
THE
DOMINICAN NUNS
ANNOUNCE
A NEW SERIES
OP
HCHY HOUR SERMONS
SUNDAYS' 3:30 • 4:30
R*v. Harry Rally, 0.P., Chaplain
January 3
~
The Holy Name of Jeiua
January 10 ! The Holy Family
January 17 St. Dominic and Democracy
January 24 .. St. Dominic the Preacher
January 31 St. Catherine of Sienna
Fobtuary 7 st. Dominic and the Rosary
Bebruary 14 The Dominican Shield Truth
February 21 Sons and Daughters of Penance
Visit the Cloister Gilt Shop and Pantry. Open 9:30-5:00
ROSARY SHRINB SUMMIT, NIW JERSEY
Watching the Church Emerge From Ghetto
By RUNE P. THURINGER
STOCKHOLM (NC) A
leading member of the little
Jesuit community in Den-
mark sees the Catholic Church
in Scandinavia making for-
ward strides out of its ghetto.
Rev. Henry Roos, S.J., who
in 1961 was named head of
Scandinavia’s first Institute of
Medieval Studies at the state
University of Copenhagen,
made this point in the course
of an interview here.
FATHER ROOS, 60. knows
not only the ancient place of
the Catholic Church in the
Norse countries. He has had
first-hand experience with the
impediments Catholicism has
faced in his own day.
In 1953, when invited by the
Lutheran Theological Society
in Norway to lecture at Oslo
University, he was forbidden
to enter Norway; the Norwe-
gian constitution of 1814 still
contained the declaration;
"Jesuits arc not allowed."
Two years later, the Norwe-
gian parliament passed a spe-
cial bill to permit Father Roos
to enter Norway to give a lec-
ture. But when the Norwegian
Justice Department stipulated
that the Jesuit report his ar-
rival and departure to the po-
lice without delay, that he re-
frain from propaganda, and
that he leave the country as
soon as possible after his talk,
the priest declined to take ad-
vantage of the special permis-
sion.
The problem war resolved
in February, 1957, however,
when the constitutional ban on
the Jesuits in Norway was re-
pealed.
Here, in question and an-
swer form, is Father Roos’
current appraisal:
Q. WHAT is the situation of
the Church in Scandinavia?
~ the Church has
begun taking deep root in the
public and cultural life
of Scandinavia. She is no long-
er just a church for foreigners
and she now has native priests
and Bishops. The people have
come to realize, more-
over, that much of their heri-
tage is rooted in a Catholic
past.
At the same time, the Cath-
olic Church is emerging from
its ghetto. She has become
aware of her mission. Not on-
ly Bishops and priests but ev-
en the laymen have the feel-
ing that Catholics no longer
need to stand in the corner,
but have a mission to fulfill.
The Church herself and her
different dioceses in Scandina-
via are in a state of ferment.
New views of the apostolate,
the liturgy, cultural life and
the missions are developing.
Q- HOW do you analyze
the problems of the Church in
Scandinavia?
A- We have learned from
the council that the Church
must face the new day. She
cannot simply repeat what she
has always said. She must en-
ter into a dialogue with the
modern world.
This has a special meaning
for Scandinavia, where people
are very open to such'tques-
tions as the position of women
in modem society, the attitude
to the state, the social prob-
lems, and the liberty of Chris-
tians within the Church.
Most of the problems of the
Catholic Church here are con-
verts. They have in their na-
tive environment a lively, of-
ten extreme appreciation of
the value of liberty and open-
ness to the world. This out-
look has created problems for
Catholics in the past. Sudden-
ly they have found, themselves,
in the astonishing situation in
which the Church herself has
adopted this openness; that
she supports and encourages
it.
On the other hand, there are
Catholics who love the old cus-
toms just because of their cer-
tainty and fundamental assur-
ances. So there is a danger
that Scandinavian Catholics
might split into one-sided pro-
gressivism and one-sided tra-
ditionalism.
Q. HOW do you assess
the relations of the Church
with other Christians?
A.— I am sorry to say that
the general public in Scan-
dinavia even the theological
circles still has a distorted
picture of Catholicism. For
them Catholicism still seems
to be a sort of dictatorship. It
is important that they become
consenting to her own inner de-
velopment.
I would say, however, that
"the democratic trend” of the
Church is growing. The de-
cisions of the council on the
collegiality of the Bishops, the
responsbility of the laymen,
their “ministry in the world,"
will be of great importance for
Scandinavian Catholicism, es-
pecially in the debate with Lu-
theranism.
The shape of the liturgy
will be of special importance
for the future. In this field
Lutheranism will find that Ca-
tholicism is fundamentally dif-
ferent than it has been alleged
to be.
Q. WHAT are the chances
for ecumenical contacts with
Lutherans in the future?
A.— The first difficulty is
that Protestantism in Scandi-
navia is entrenched, and for
that reason looks at Ca-
tholicism as a quite unimpor-
tant minority. But we hope we
are emerging from this posi-
tion.
There are other difficulties:
It is not easy to enter into a
dialogue with all forms of Prot-
estantism, especially those
which have lost the strong
foundation of the Lutheran rev-
erence for the Scriptures.
In some countries, as in
Sweden, church political mo-
tives have been mixed with the
theological debates and have
even dominated them. All this
makes the atmosphere less fa-
vorable for ecumenical di-
alogue.
Q- WHAT about the posi-
tion of the Church in public
life?
A.— Catholicism in all Scan-
dinavian countries lived in an
absolute ghetto till about 1900.
Its first breakthrough was in
Denmark, through the conver-
sion of the poet Johannes Jor-
gensen about 1900. Through his
works he made an important
contribution to the national lit-
erature.
The same development oc-
curred in Norway a little later,
through the conversion of Sig-
rid Undset in 1924, and more
recently in Sweden there have
been a number* of conver-
sions among journalists, au-
thors and artists.
So it has been possible for
Catholicism to enter the cul-
tural arena. The new situation,
however, has been strengthen-
ed by the fact that world Ca-
tholicism suddenly has become
a reality in the Scandinavian
countries. There is the influ-
ence of Pope Pius XII and,
above all. of John XXIII. Of
great consequence in Scandi-
navia was the death of John
F. Kennedy, who was seen as
a convinced Catholic.
It has become obvious to
public opinion in Scandinavia
that Catholicism is not a dead
affair, but a reality in the
modern world. Imperceptibly
this has created a changed
climate, in which Catholicism
has a possibility to be heard.
The press, radio, and TV are
still full of old prejudices how-
ever.
Q. - IN SPITE of these dif-
ficulties can the Church pos-
sibly contribute in some form
to spiritual and intellectual life
in Scandinavia?
A.— Yes, and first this must
be done in her own life. In the
post-council epoch the regional
conferences of Bishops will
play an important role. It
should be natural for the Cath-
olic Bishops of Scandinavia to
unite into a sort of a Church
province for the handling of
mutual problems.
But there is also the con-
tribution outwards. The first
task is not to secure members,
but to help and serve others.
The Church is the sacrament
of God’s ministry in this world.
So its members here must
study the special problems of
Scandinavia the moral, po-
litical, speial, philosophical
and theological ones. We can-
not take over solutions from
other countries. We must give
answers of our own.
Perhaps it is that the active
layman in the future should
not try to preach Catholicism
and secure converts. His call-
ing might rather be to perform
his duties as a doctor, work-
er, mother or father to be
present in the typical Scandi-
navian situation, and by his"
contribution make the whole
society more human and more
Christian.
Peace Corps Tasks
Lure Two From N.J.
NEWARK
_ A pair of 22-
yearold alumni of North Jer-
sey Catholic high schools will
leave Jan. 3 for two-year
Peace Corps assignments in
Ecuador and Jamaica.
Stephen L. Duffy of Newark,
a graduate of Seton Hall Prep
and Boston College, is as-
signed to assist in the con-
struction of a school in Ecua-
dor. James E. Birdsall of Up-
per Montclair, a graduate of
Delbarton School and George-
town, will teach in a Jamaican
secondary school.
BOTH ARE at home on a
short vacation after complet-
ing their training for the as-
signments. Duffy went
through his course at Al-
buquerque, N.M., while Birds-
all was at Gainesville, Fla.,
and the Virgin Islands.
Birdsall said he was at-
tracted to the Peace Corps be-
cause he likes to work with
people and enjoys traveling.
“I hope to get a lot out of it,
and also to give a lot to it,"
he said. Though he will be
teaching biology, chemistry
and mathematics in Jamaica,
he has not yet decided on a
career for himself when, he
completes the two-year hitch.
According to his family,
Duffy will continue his edu-
cation after returning from
Ecuador, where he will work
with a project that has already
completed 200 schools with the
help of Peace Corps volun-
teers and hopes to finish an-
other 1,000 by 1966.
PROMISE TO KEEP - Rev. John A. Sullivan points to one
of two signs recently erected to identify the site of the
minor seminary of the Diocese of Paterson in Wayne. It
will be built
as part of the diocesan "Program for
Progress." Father Sullivan is rector of the seminary.
Ecumenical Center
Founded in Holland
NIJMEGEN, the Nether-
lands (RNS) Bernard Jan
Cardinal Alfrink of Utrecht has
authorised the establishment
of an international center to
foster the ecumenical move-
ment among non-Catholic
Christians and Jews.
It will be called the Inter-
national Center of SS. Peter
and Paul.
6 Hospital Administrators
To Advise Buying Agency
NEWARK Cooperative
Supply Services has formed a
hospital advisory board com-
posed of six administrators of
hospitals In the Newark Arch-
diocese and the Paterson Dio-
cese.
Joseph Smith, CSS general
manager, said the board was
conceived to furnish the pur-
chasing agency with a clearer
idea of hospital needs.
The board was announced at
a hospital administrators’
meeting in St. James Hospital
by Msgr. John J. Kiley, CSS
director.
Members are Sister Marie
de Paul, C.S.J., St. James
Hospital, chairman; Sister Pa-
tricia Aidan, C.S.J., Holy
Name, Teaneck; Sister Mary
Fide Use. CSSF. St Marv’a,
Orange; Sister Anne Jean,
S.C., St. Joseph's, Paterson;
Sister Ambrosina. S.F.P., st.
Francis. Jersey City; and Sis-
ter Anne Mary S.C., All Souls,
Morristown.
Smith said CSS buyers will
take on-the-job training in the
hospitals starting next month
as part of the program to
learn hospital needs in the di-
etary and general supply
areas.
Apostleship of Prayer
Intention Is for Unity
The general intention of
Pope Paul for January is for
"victory over obstacles to
Christian unity."
The most serious obstacle to
Christian unity is a lack of
faith.
*•
For tnose with a living, ac-
tive, total faith in Christ, in
the Church He founded, and
in the hierarchy, no doctrine
can bo an obstacle. Without
that kind of faith, every doc-
trine la an obstacle to some
people.
For the acceptance of and
adjustment to Christian doc-
trine in its totality there must
be good will, which is the
work of grace.
Therefore we must try to
encourage good .will in others,
as a preparation for the full-
ness of faith. To encourage
good will in others we must
approach them as friends, live
with them in peace, showing
that we wish to cooperate
with them in accomplishing
good.
If they accept us, the walls
of separation will crumble
and we will all become truly
one in Christ.
• • •
Missio- Itil rution: Christian
Unity in the Missions
• • •
Morninit Offering
A few changes have been
made in the wording of the
Morning Offering. These
changes were not made hur-
riedly or for the sake of
change. For many months they
were discussed with regional
and diocesan directors of the
Apostleship of Prayer.
Father O’Day, national d|l
rector of the Apostleship of
Prayer, In telling of the
changes, said; "We sought
greater emphasis on the union
of our offvring with Our Lord’s
in the Mass. We made explicit
some of the intentions of His
Sacred Heart. Some members
did not realize that our ‘as-
sociates' are the 40 million
members of the Apostleship.
We felt that in the light of the
council's decisions we should
make special mention of the
intentions of our Bishops.”
The Morning Offering as
newly worded is as follows:
O Jesus, through the Im-
maculate Heart of Mary, I
offer You my prayers, works,
joys and sufferings of this
day in union with the Holy
Sacrifice of the Mass through-
out the world. I offer them
for all the intentions of your
Sacred Heart: the salvation of
souls, reparation for sin, the
reunion of all Christians I
offer them for the intentions of
our Bishops and of all mem-
bers of the Apostleship of
Prayer and in particular for:
Victory over obstacles to
Christian unity.
Clans for Parrots
TEANECK A class for ex-
pectant parents will begin Jan.
11 at Holy Name Hospital
here and run through Feb. 8.
Candidates may register at
7:15 p.m. In Marian Hall on
the first day of class.
Leaders to Probe
Routes to Peace
NEW YORK
- Vice Presi-
dent-elect Hubert Humphrey;
U.S. Supreme Court Chief Jus-
tice Earl Warren, UN Secre-
tary-General U Thant and the
newly-elected president of the
UN General Assembly, Alex
Quaison-Sackey, will par-
ticipate in a three-day convo-
cation on the requirements for
world peace here in February.
They will be among dozens
of world leaders expected for
the conference titled Paccm
in Terris after Pope John's
famous encyclical scheduled
by the Center for the Study oi
Democratic Institutions.
They will meet Feb. 18-20 at
the New York Hilton Hotel.
The conference agenda In-
cludes seven topics designed
to "bring together the best
minds to talk about the
encyclical’s possibilities for
helping along those tendencies
to peace and cooperation
among men that are beginning
to appear." according to Ro-
bert M. Hutchins, president of
the sponsoring group. They
arc:
• How to obtain universal
acceptance of the idea of co-
existence of nations of differ-
ing ideological and social sys-
tems.
• How to achieve sufficient
flexibility so that all interna-
tional conflicts can be settled
by negotiation, and how to de-
vise mechanisms for peaceful
tocial and political change.
• How to obtain recognition
of the urgent need for rapid
progress toward nuclear and
conventional disarmament.
• How to take actions and
develop understanding to
create mutual trust among the
nations.
• How to achieve the elim-
ination of racism.
• How to achieve interna-
tional cooperation in assisting
the developing countries in the
interests of the prosperity of
the world, and how to make
full use of science and tech-
HP log;,
• How to encourage further
development of the United Na-
tions so that its means and
structure ir.iy become equal to
the magnitude of its tasks.
Mariologica Group
To Meet Jan. 4,5
PHILADELPHIA (NC) -
More than 100 theologians
from tho U.S. and Canada are
expected here Jan. 4 and 5 for
the 16th annual convention- of
the Mariologifcal Society of
America at the Sheraton Ho-
tel.
Archbishop John J. Krol of
Philadelphia will address the
opening session. The conven-
tion theme is "The Mother of
Christ and Salvation History."
Spends Christmas
With U.S. Troops
, GUANTANAMO BAY, Cuba
(NC) On the doorstep of the
western world's bastion of
Communism Francis Cardinal
Spellman of New York brought
the Christmas message of the
Prince of Peace to American
servicemen.
The high point of the Car-
dinal's 14th consecutive Christ-
mas visit to U.S. militaryper-
sonnel stationed overseas was
the Christmas Midnight Mass
offered in the chapel of this
base.
AN OVERFLOW congrega-
tion of Navy and Marine per-
sonnel assisted at the Mass.
The chapel was filled to its
500 capacity. More than 100
others stood in aisles.
For the first time in his 48-
ycar priesthood Cardinal Spell-
man offered Mass at an altar
facing the congregation in the
English vernacular.
Later during the sunny
Christmas morning the Cardin-
al made a two-mile tour of the
Bay area and visited the
base’s jet airfield. The Cardin-
al offered his second Christ-
mas Mass at an open-air mov-
ie theater.
The Cardinal had breakfast
in the base mess hall with
members of the ground forces
defense command. At a re-
ception, he personally greeted
hundreds of Navy and Marine
defense forces, passing out a
gift to each.
Hungary Names
Institute Head
VIENNA (RNS) —The Hun-
garian government has nom-
inated Rev. Gyoergy Zcm-
pleny, S.O. Cist., to be regent
of the Pontifical Hungarian
Ecclesiastical Institute in
Rome under the terms of the
recent Hungary-Vatican agree-
ment, it was reported here.
A professor of moral theol-
ogy in the Budapest Seminary,
Father Zempleny will replace
Msgr. Joszef Zagon, an exiled
priest of the Gyor Archdiocese
in Hungary. He will go to
Rome soon.
THE HUNGARY-Vatican
pact, signed last September,
made possible the consecra-
tion of five new Bishops in
Hungary. It also restored to
tlie Vatican at least partial ad-
ministrative authority over the
Church in Hungary, eased res-
trictions on priests, and as-
sured greater freedom for
Catholics to practice their
faith.
As one condition of the
agreement, the Budapest gov-
eminent demanded accord-
ing to Hungarian emigre
sources in Rome the re-
placement of Msgr. Zagon as
head of the Pontifical Institute
in Rome. The government,
they said, also demanded that
exiled Hungarian priests doing
post graduate work there be
asked to find other accommo-
dations and use of the in-
stitute’s facilities be restricted
to students sent from Hungary.
Msgr. Zagon, long persona
non grata to the Communist
regime, was reported last Au-
gust as charging that the
Church in Hungary had. been
infiltrated by "progressive
peace" priests.
Damaged
In Fire
PATERSON An overheat-
ed boiler was cited as the
probable cause of a fire which
did extensive damage, to Our
Lady of Providence Mission
Church here Dec. 28.
The fire, starting in the
basement, swept up 'through
the walls of the two-story 100-
ycar-old wooden structure. The
building was the original Our
Lady of Victories Church, of
which Our Lady of Providence
is a Spanish-speaking mission.
Msgr. Vincent E. Puma,
mission administrator, rescued
the Blessed Sacrament from*
the church after discovering
the fire about 2:30 p.m. Fire-
men got the blaze under con-
trol before it could spread to
the next door rectory.
Rev. Thomas J. Boyle, pas-
tor of Our Lady of Victories,
■said the building has been used
chiefly for meetings since the
Sunday Masses for the Span-
ish-speaking were moved to
Our Lady of Victories Church
itself.
DIOCESE OF PATERSON
24 DE GRASSE STREET
PATERSON 1, NEW JERSEY
Clergy
Appointments
ASSISTANT PASTORS
Rev. Robert J. Morris, from service as U.S. Navy chaplain to
to St, Rose of Lima, East Hanover.
Rev Robert B. Carroll from St. Rose of Lima, East Hanover,
to St. Brendan’s, Clifton.-
Effective Jan. 6
Rev. Eiias Boustany to Sacred Heart Armenian, Paterson
Effective Dec. 23
Rev. Cplumba Murphy, 0.F.M., to Holy Angels, Little Falls.
Effective immediately
Boston Cardinal Has
Return Engagement
JERSEY CITY Richard
Cardinal Cushing of Boston
will make a return appearance
at'St. Peter’s College Feb. 24-
25 as part of the college’s
spring lecture series. The Car-
dinal spoke at the college last
year when the series was de-
voted to the Vatican Council.
A reception for the Cardinal
will be held Feb. 24. He will
address the student body the
next morning at 10 a.m.
While the full schedule of
speakers for the spring has not
yet been announced by Rev.
Thomas A. Wassmer, S.J.,
chairman of the special lec-
tures committee, it was re-
vealed that Bishop Fred Pierce
Corson, president of the Meth-
odist Council of Bishops, will
be here March 26.
Bishop Corson is head of the
largest Protestant denomina-
tion in the U.S. and served as
an observer at all three ses-
sions of the council.
Other speakers and their
dates are journalist Warren
Moscow, Feb. 4; Negro author
Louis Lomax, Feb. 18; poet
Paul Roche, March 10, and
journalist Dicky Chapelle, Ap-
ril 8. No date was given for
an appearance by poet-novel-
ist Allen Tate.
Jan. 10 Service
For Holy Name
. HAWTHORNE - The an-
nual father and son service for
Holy Name men of the Dio-
cese of Paterson will be held
Jan. 10 at St. Anthony's
Church here with Bishop Na-
vagh presiding.
The service this year will
include a Bible Vigil and
Benediction. It will be fol-
lowed by a testimonial dinner
for Msgr. Joseph M. O’Sulli-
van, pastor of St. Anthony’s
and diocesan Holy Name di-
rector.
The dinner will be held at
7 p.m. at Donohue’s, Mountain
View. Bishop. Navagh will
speak, as will James G. Ca-
hill of Paterson, past presi-
dent of the Passaic County
Holy Name Federation. Frank
P. Jannicclli, president of the
diocesan federation, will be
toastmaster.
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Mississippi Malignancy
The headline read:
Mississippi Hurt by Racial Strife
State Forced to Borrow as Tax Revenue
Declines
Tourists Stay Away
This cancerous growth on the body of
the Union is fast becoming repulsive.
The stench of the malignancy is begin-
ning to penetrate the climate around the
tumor.
MISSISSIPPI, as President Kennedy
once pointed out, “is a state noted for
its contribution of thought and talent to
the affairs of this nation.” It has never
lacked fon courageous citizens. Four of
its sons were Medal of Honor winners in
the Korean War alone.
But all of this glory is fading into-
the shadows. The once proud image of
Mississippi has been defaced, and the de-
facement has been the fault of the Mis-
sissippians.
Oh, not that Mississippi is the only
place where the disease of prejudice has
festered. But where other areas show
some signs of improvement, the disease
in Mississippi is mortal.
It was inevitable that a half-hearted
treatment of the disease —a concession
here and there to the Negroes could
never effect a cure. When serious symp-
toms become evident, it Is necessary to
use drastic methods. When the civil
rights laws were prescribed, it was found
that, so deep had the growth penetrated,
that this treatment could only produce
lasting results if the patient was willing
to accept and work with the therapy.
Mississippi has always refused to ac-
cept advice. Like so many who are ser-
iously ill, she refused to entertain the
thought that something could be wrong
with her. Let others mind their own busi-
ness: Mississippi would tend to hers.
But it is beginning to dawn on her
that maybe something is wrong. Her fi-
nancial structure is toppling. Businesses
and people are moving out. Her products
are filling warehouses. Her tax revenue
has fallen. She has had to borrow $8 mil-
lion to pay current expenses.
- IN PROUD DESPERATION she is
starting to prescribe for herself, forget-
ting that the physician who prescribes for
himself has a' fool for a patient. And her
prescription: Hire a public relations firm
“to get the true image of Mississippi
across to the nation.”
Someone should tell her that this
plastic surgery treatment will never work.
The white-hooded cancerous cells of those
who have beaten and bombed and mur-
dered must first be removed. Left un-
disturbed. the roots of the malignancy
will penetrate any grafted image. The
secret of plastic surgery is that healthy
skin can only be grafted to firm, healthy
flesh.
New Year’s Day—1965
New Year’s Day is a time for deep
thought and prayer. Good wishes are
handed out wholesale. There is much
celebration, some of it not too dignified,
some of it positively sinful.
The over-riding thought at the ap-
proach of anew year should be this one.
For some of us this will be our last year
on earth. Each one of us may.say: “It
may be the last one for me I hope I
can make it a good one.”
WIfEN WE LOOK into the future it
produces a sensation that is a combina-
tion of hopes, fears, doubts and wishful
thinking. If we substitute wishful think-
ing for serious thought, we are apt to
meet with some bitter disappointments.
There- is not much in the world today to
shout about. There is not much that fills
us with joyful expectation.
The world is still looking for peace
but it is often like an elusive phantom
just beyond reach. Only a few weeks ago
Belgian paratroopers, with the help of
American helicopters, rescued 2,000
hostages in the Congo, where more than
500 people had been slaughtered
among them missionaries and nuns. At
the United Nations, the Red delegate
branded this heroic action as a subtle
attempt in a propaganda effort to woo
the African people to Western thinking.
Nikolai Fedorenko called the rescue a
"monstrous crime."
In Vietnam we are involved in a war
that we cannot win. Any temporary gain
or victory that we might accomplish
would just bring more Red Chinese aid
to the Viet Cong.
THE OUTLOOK for peace looks
dark and grim. People have not learned
their lesson. They have not learned to
look upon their fellowmen as children of
God all created for the same heaven.
Too many are looking for material
security built- " Upon power, wealth and
prestige.
Spiritual security is seldom given
any thought or consideration. Men
have not learned that there is no substi-
tute for the Ten Commandments. What
we need is more trust in God and less
trust in man's skill and ingenuity. This
might give us a better 1965.
Murder in the Congo
Frightening reports of terrorism,
torture and murder continue to pour in
from the strife-ridden Congo. Our Holy
Father expressed deep distress not only
over the turmoil in the country but es-
pecially because of the threats to reli-
gion and to the religious.
“The bloody discord which af-
affects the Congo,” the Pope said, “echoes
painfully in our heart. Nothing can be
constructed from fratercidal struggles.
Only peace, founded on truth, justice,
charity and liberty, will allow the Congo
to construct a solid future for its sons
and occupy with honor its rightful place
in the. community of nations.” .
RACIAL VIOLENCE, whether in
Mississippi or Leopoldville, is a case of
chickens coming home to roost. After
centuries of oppression and slavery, it is
rash to expect miracles of-the black man.
Releasing him from his jungle captivity
all of a sudden and expecting him to
make an immediate adjustment to new-
found freedom, expecting him to assume
responsibility so long denied him is de-
manding too much of human nature.
If the Negro down South or in the
Congo is not ready for freedom, as is so
often claimed, it’s because his initiative,
his culture, his very humanity had been
paralyzed over the years. The struggle
for independence anywhere is often ac-
companied by blood baths, but the Congo
situation is further aggravated by the
color issue.
Another even more serious aspect of
the problem is the repression of the
Church. One of its victims testifies that
many of the political rulers are Com-
munist-oriented. Many leaders are Marx-
ists who were indoctrinated in eastern
European countries. The Church is re-
garded as an obstacle; and because many
Congolese are Christians missioners have
been harrassed, tortured and even ex-
ecuted for engaging in so-called political
activities.
CHRISTIANITY itself was born in
blood and for this reason, the Holy
Father finds some incouragement des-
pite the horrors of the situation. “Priests
and people by pouring out their blood
declared their love for Christ and their
Congolese brothers.”
Our brave missionaries, our fellow
Christians especially need our prayers
during this time of brotherly love; the
work of religion must and will go on des-
pite persecution and death. As one heroic
nun commented “if everybody pulled
out of Africa, what would happen to the
Church there? How could God’s work be
fulfilled?”
Gethsemane Anticipated
On Joyful Palm Sunday
By FRANK J. SHEED
For ths crowds, Palm Sun-
day bad been a full and fran-
Uc day. It was especially full
for two of them.
The sound of thousands of
voices shouting "Hosannah to
the Son of David" must, have
made Peter feel the Kingdom
was very close. Judas, torn
two ways, isolates in bis own
bleak thoughts, could not have
shared the emotions of the oth-
ers.
WHAT DID it all mean to
Our Lord? Tba uproar proba-
bly meant little. He knew peo-
ple too well; He knew how
much hysteria was in their
excitement. J*
They were thinking of His
triumph. So was He, but He
knew in what it would consist.
Ha tried to tell this to the
Apostles "The hour is
come for the Son of Man to be
glorified”; but the entry into
glory involves dying: leave a
grain of wheat lying in the
earth if it is to bring forth
abundance of new life. That,
He tells them, is the law for
them too.
IN ALL that had happened
so far, Our Lord bad been the
self we know, calm at the
heart of a whirlwind. Then it
is as though the horror to come
flooded hi on Him. For this in-
stant His control seemed close
to breaking.
We have seen Him
angry, compassionate, sorrow-
ful grieving, but always mas-
ter. For the first time we feel
the mastery waver, tiethsem-
ane was anticipated. jl
THEN, AS IN Gethsemane,
comes resignation. "But for
this I came unto this hour.”
"Father," He cried, “glorify
thy name,” and a voice came
from the sky: "I have both
glorified it and will glorify it
again."
Our Lord’s next words were
all of triumph: "Now is the
judgement of the world: now
shall the prince of this world
be cast out.
"And I, lifted up from the
earth, will draw all things unto
me.”
Our Lord spent the remain-
ing days In the Temple, teach-
ing the people “and preaching
the Gospel.” Every night He
left the city, either for Beth-
any or for a cave on the Mt.
of Olives.
‘Chicago Experience’—
Caution ill Its Hip Pocket
By REV. ANDREW M. GREELEY
In his recent fascinating art-
icle on the American Church,
Edward R.F. Sheehan joined
the long line of observers who
are impressed with the many
new kinds of apostolic effort
which have been -born in the
Chicago Archdiocese.
This, writer can hardly be
expected to be altogether ob-
jective about his patria, yet
he may perhaps be excused if
he attempts to draw a lesson
from the "Chicago experi-
ence."
ONE OF the reasons for the
many successful experiments
in Chicago is that for a long
time those irf positions of pow-
er and responsibility have
been willing to let priests and
lay people run the risk of fail-
ing.
It is a truism, of course, to
say that you can only have
success where there is the risk
of failure; yet the administra-
tive implications of this
truism are often neglected.
The only way never to make
a mistake is never to do any-
thing. The safest man for any
task is a man who never
makes a decision; lip will never
do anything wrong, indeed he
will never do anything.
CAUTION PUSHED to an
unreasonable extreme is a
danger in any large organiza-
tion; the man who never says
yes to anew idea will not
anger his superiors by being
responsible for a spectacular
failure or even by making a
mistake.
The Chui'ch is njt the only
institution to be so afflicted;
yet the Church seems often to
have more than its share of
inertia perhaps because of
our confidence that the Holy
Spirit will make up for human
incompetence. »
He will in the long run; but
this neither excuses the in-
competence nor averts disas-
ter.
To be alive, an organism
must be changing and grow-
ing; once growth and develop-
ment cease it begins to die.
The Church will not die but
certain branches of it certain-
ly can. And when churchmen,
lay and clerical, begin to ar-
gue that the best gauge of a
course of action is how “safe"
it is and how little risk is in-
volved, then that branch of
the Church has begun to lose
its vitality.
THIS IS NOT meant to be
argument for irresponsibility
or anarchy. The men and
women who founded CFM,
Cana, and more recently
CALM were well aware that
they had to behave with taste
and dignity and prudence.
But they also knew that they
were not expected to clear
every minor decision with
someone else and that minor
mistakes and failures (and
even some major ones) were
not going to be held against
them.
Nor could they expect that
the archidoccse, like an all-
loving mother, would swoop
down on the scene and rescue
them if they got into trouble.
They were able to act like
mature, responsible adults.
They were free and their
work prospered.
Chicago is surely not the
only place where these condi-
tions exist; it may not even
be the place where they are
to be found in their fullest
manifestation. Nor is there
any guarantee- that the free-
dom to experiment and to
grow will necessarily continue
in Chicago.
All one can say is that the
"Chicago experience" is the
best publicized example of
how responsible freedom does
mean growth. I trust I will be
excused the mildly chauvinis-
tic comment that there are
some others that might learn
from this "experience.”
January Intentions
The Holy Father’s gen-
eral Intention for January
is:
That all difficulties and
prejudices which hinder
Christian unity may be
overcome.
The mission intention sug-
gested to the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That jointplans for Chris-
tian unify may also be ac-
tively promoted in the mis-
sions^
The Press Box
Nobody Loves
A Pharisee
By ANNE BUCKLEY
Feature Editor
Pharisaism has about as
much place In the renewed
Church as voodoo in a Quaker
meeting hall. Yet among the
reactions to liturgical partici-
pation there is one that has
pharasaical sound. It is "I feel
like a Protestant," spoken with
a sniff of complaint.
Now, there are pharisees and
there were Pharisees, and no-
body nowadays wants to be a
Pharisee so it’s just a matter
of not realizing you are talking
like a pharisee. The pharisees
used to sniff too at gentiles
and all other heathens and
anyone who had anything to
do with heathens, and that
meant they began by sniffing
in superior fashion at Christ.
AN UNATTRACTIVE atti-
tude to say the least. But look
at it this way: pharisees are
a lot like little children
though they would be the last
to admit it. Little children like
secrets, and they love the "in”
feeling that comes of knowing
the secret and being able-to
lord it over the "out” kids
who don’t know it.
Grown •up pharisees aavor
the fact that they know what
to do with a fingerbowl, which
is alright by itself, until you
start looking down your nose
at people who don’t, without
ever giving a discreet little
nudge and demonstrating the
technique so that everybody
at the table can feel comfort-
able about their fingerbowls
and enjoy the dessert.
Perhaps many of us were
like that abUut being Catholics.
I was a teenage pharisee,
maybe. It was grand being the
cognoscenti knowing what
the Latin meant, kneeling de-
corously in the silence and
understanding what was going
on up there at the altar, punct-
iliously turning to the right
place in the missal at the
right time. In the church down
the street were the “hymn-
singers” —a term that came
to connote a kind of religious
bumpklnism. They were the
"outers."
BUT NOW THERE is no
room for "in” people in a
Catholic church, so we’ve all
g6t to grow up. Worship is a
thing we/ do together to honor
Common Father and show
Him that we love Him and
each other. Even non-Catho-
lics who come to Mass for the
first time understand Cath-
olic worship. To say that the
mystery is being taken out of
the Mass is to make a noise
like a pharisee; actually, it is
just that the secret is being
shared —and between mys-
tery and secret, in this con-
text, there is a wide difference.
And now we are all “hymn-
singers” like David the
psalmist, and like the early
Christians. Yes, and like our
Protestant brothers who kept
the hymn-singing after "Christ-
ian" was broken ■up into
"Catholic and Protestant."
That was not very long ago
in terms of the history of the
People of God (how can we
forget that we were once all
Christians?). Yet Pope John
felt it had gone on long enough,
and that is one reason why we
have a renewed liturgy which
leaves no one wandering in the
shadows, and which restores
good features of Christian wor-
ship which we had discarded.
“FEELING LIKE Protest-
ants" just might have been
the very thing Pope John had
in mind. He was a great one
for empathy and sympathy,
and "feeling like" proper-
ly understood ought to give
way to “feeling with” and
be’come love. And love be-
comes union.
The antidote to Pharisaical
feelings, then, is a memory.
We ought to remember a dear
and holy old man gasping out
his life while the world
watched in helpless grief. And
the thing he kept saying aa he
slowly died . . . “That all
may be one . . . That all may
be one.”
And when we feel a one-
ness, we ought to consider it
his legacy.
The Question Box
Old Answers
Out of Date
By MSGR. J. D. CONWAY
Q. I have always been a be-
lieving Catholic, and as such
I have always been asked
questions about my faith by
non-Catholic friends: Why do
we use Latin instead of Eng-
lish in our services? Why are
Catholics not allowed to at-
tend Protestant services? How
do we claim to know who is
in heaven and who is not? Why
do we pray to the saints? Why
must the non-Catholic partner
in mixed marriages promise
to raise their children in the
Catholic Church? Why not
birth control? Some of my an-
swers were accepted; others
challenged.
However, now those who
challenged my answers are
saying to me: “See, I told you
so." Suddenly, there is no Lat-
in in the Mass. Suddenly there
is no St. Christopher. (My
mother would not let me out
of the house without my St.
Christopher medal.) So who
have I been praying to all
these years? And whose relics
arc in the altar stone at St.
Christopher's Church?
..Now, I understand that the
non-Catholic partner in a mix-
ed marriage will no longer be
required to promise to raise
their children in the Catholic
Church. How many marriages
were called off, and how many
lives were destroyed because
of this rule?
A. This questioner has my
sympathy. I have answered
these same questions and
many others repeatedly; and
my answers are in print where
they stare back at me smirk-
ingly. I refuse to read some
of my older columns.
However, I am very happy
that I need no longer answer
many of them. Oh, the replies
I gave were very convincing;
they even convinced me, for a
long time. But the oftener I
repeated them the less con-
vincing they became. I sought
new ways of saying them so I
could accept them myself.
There is still plenty of Latin
in the Mass, but now the ex-
planation for its being there is
easier. The human reluctance
to change life-long habits is so
evident it needs no explana-
tion. We know that more of
the Latin will gradually go;
and in a few years there will
be no need to explain why we
use our own native language
in our prayers, our Scripture
readings, our songs, and our
sacraments.
The problem of Catholics’ at-
tending Protestant services
for good sound reason caus-
es me less embarrassment.
The law of our present Code
of Canon Law is strict and
formidable, at first reading,
but it leaves some convenient
loopholes for sensible, practi-
cal application.
Of course it has never been
true that Catholics know who
is in heaven and who is not
except for properly canonized
saints. We do not even know
that Hitler is in hell —much
less Judas Iscariot.
Those - mixed marriage
promises have always been a
problem, both to explain and
to put into practice. Often they
failed to achieve their pur-
pose, and became a point for
resentment. Note, however,
that no change has been made
in this matter to date. Maybe
none will, but I hope so.
The proposed changes would
simply put a double burden of
responsibility on the Catholic
partner to see that the children
are rightly raised. And the
non- Catholic partner might co-
operate more readily because
he has not been coerced.
About St. Christopher: he Is
just as credible or incredi-
ble—now as he has ever been.
The Church hasn’t changed his
status a bit. I doubt that his
name was ever mentioned in
the Vatican Council; though
probably many of the Fathers
carried his medal.
* * * *
Q. When I think of eternity
I become—very depressed.
“Never, never an end.” That
frightens me, even for the just
who are to enjoy bliss in heav-
en. No matter what Joy and
happiness comes to- us, it
seems there is a time when
we have hah our fill and we
are ready for quits.
A. You are imagining heav-
en as endless time. It is rather
the constant present, never
monotonous, never tiring, al-
ways enough, but never too
much.
We tire of earthly joys be-
cause they are imperfect. In
heaven we will find our happi-
ness in knowing and loving the
perfect God.
• • •
Q. Is there any new feeling
in your Church about the at-
tendance of children from mix-
ed marriages In parochial
schools?.l’ntr sure I am not the
only mother who sends her
children off to school each day
with a heavy heart knowing
she can never really feel a
part of their school lives. And
it Is difficult not to envy my
neighbors,, both Protestant and
Catholic, who serve as room
mothers and PTA representa-
tives in the public school.
A. Would it not be possible
for you to take more active
part in activities at the paro-
chial school? You could at-
tend home-and-school confer-
ences, meet your children’s
teachers, and possibly even
serve as a room mother.
You have every right to be
interested and informed re-
garding the type of education
your children are receiving,
and to participate in their ed-
ucation.
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
Jan. 1, Octave of the Na-
tivity
Jan. 3, Feast of the Holy
Name
Jan. 6, Epiphany
Jan. 10, Feast of the Holy
Family
And once a week for re-
citing daily with piety any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
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The Idolatry
Of Fashion
By REV. JOHN B. SHEERIN, C.S.P.
Is poverty a virtue? No, it
is a political problem.
I dare say that this is the
opinion of most Americans.
As individuals we are a gen-
erous people: last year dona-
tions to needy causes on the
domestic scene totaled $lO bil-
lion.
That same generosity is evi-
dent in our government for-
eign aid to underdeveloped
countries. The popular impres-
sion seems to be that foreign
aid coupled with birth control
programs will eventually solve
the world-wide problem of
poverty.
Then why talk about the
need of voluntary poverty? Or
the need of a spirit of detach-
ment from worldly goods?
Why not spend $lOO for Blazer
Buttons or $3,000 for a sari
dress?
, I WAS puzzled at the council
when I first heard one of the
innumerable sermons de-
livered on poverty. As an
American, I considered this
emphasis as a sort of mystical
approach to the problem of the
underdeveloped countries.
I could understand foreign
aid by the U.S. government
but I found it difficult to see
any connection between the
practice of poverty and the re-
lief of hunger. /
The talk by lay auditor
James Norris shed light on the
question.
He cited
_
the fact that
the nations around the North
Atlantic (that- includes us)
constitute only 16% of the
population of the world but
own 70% of its wealth.
These nations are Christian,
at least in tradition, and we
must remember that we hold
this wealth in trust for the
poor.
Some of the Bishops con-
tinued In this vein and em-
phasized that the practice of
poverty is and must be evan-
gelical. It is a form of bearing
witness to Christ who was
poor.
“
AS MARITAIN showed in
a book, the Americans are
not idolators of money. They
give more freely than do the
Europeans.
Yet we are attached to what
money can bring. With money
we can put on show. We like
to splurge and splash rather
than save money and usually
we justify lavish expenditures
on the ground that free circu-
lation of money helps the free
market economy.
If it is true, as the so-
ciologists tell us, that Ameri-
can women own and con-
trol most of the American
wealth, then the American
Catholic woman is faced with
a severe temptation, the
desire to put on a show.
Consider a fashion column
that appeared in the Herald
Tribune on Dec. 13. Called
“The Great Fashions,” it was
written by reporter Eugenia
Sheppard.
In describing latest fashions,
she claims there are sables
and sables but the prize goes
to Mme. Potok’s sable. Sexy,
soft as a powder puff, it
makes every woman who
wears it look like a movie
queen luxuriating in a tub of
mardbou.
THEN SHE goes on to dis-
cuss ballroom gowns. "The
sari dress, said to cost $3,000,
is another sexy charmer.”
Then of course there is Sar-
rai's green chiffon em-
broidered in pink jewels at
$l,OOO.
Not many women will be
paying these prices. But they
will be facing the problem to
a lesser degree how to be
the salt of society and the
light of the local community
without falling into the preva-
lent idolatry of show
Or should we sa; that the
poverty of Nazareth was an
accident of history that bas
no significance today for New
York?
God Love You
A Rich Girl
Started It
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
It was the wealthy 19-year-
old daughter of a silk manu-
facturer In Lyons, France,
Pauline Jaricot, who founded
a way of aiding the missions,
namely, the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith.
She organized groups of 10,
each of which was to give a
French sou (penny) to the mis-
sions. These 10 were to gather
10 more, and so forth.
The money she collected was
not much at first, but she gave
it all to one missionary soci-
ety in Paris which used it only
for its missions in Asia. Then
in 1822, Pauline approached a
wealthy man of Lyons, Mon-
sieur Coste, who refused to aid
her. ,
"No," he said, "the distribu-
tion is too exclusive. Would It
not be better to establish one
collecting agency for the en-
tire world?" Pauline had al-
ready begun to think that the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith, which she founded,
should be "Catholic,” and so
she began serving the world.
In 1922, 100 years after its
foundation, the society was
moved to Rome by Pope Pius
XI. There it was made the
Church's own missionary soci-
ety.
It is the only missionary so-
ciety in the entire Church
which aids the whole world.
The poor missions of the U.S.
last year received $3.5 million
Latin Afherica, the Near East,
Africa, Asia, Oceania you
name it wherever there are
missions, there help is given.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it
to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, Na-
tional Director, Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, 366
Fifth Avenue, New York, or
Bishop Martin W. Stanton, 31
Mulberry St., Newark, or Rev.
Paul J. Longua, 24 DeGrassc
St., Paterson.
Letters to the Editor
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Christmas
'Clutter'
Theresa Hollingsworth
Leonia
Editor:
Will we accept the state-
ment that the Christ-Child in
-the crib is not the most im-
portant thing to look at dur-
ing the Christmas”season?
That is just about what Fa-
ther Ellas Mayer, 0.5.8. sug-
gests, in his excellent article
in Topic: “The soft Christmas
carols and crib devotions
surely have their place in
Catholic piety. But, if we stop
here, or rather do not sec the
powerful reality behind them,
we will run the danger of
missing the true meaning of
Christmas.”
Most Christians are forced
to go into mental gymnastics
to find the Babe of Bethlehem
amid the tinsel and bells. Now
we are being asked to further
clear our minds of clutter and
see the whole scope.
The Church of 1964 is asking
for reform and renewal; she is
working for it and so must we,
for we are the Church. So now
the decision must be ours: are
we brave enough to reform
our thinking about Christmas?
This will take thought that is
deep and a mind that is open.
If you are willing, you may
find yourself with a Bible Mis-
sal in one hand, and the Con-
stitution on the Liturgy in the
other while you are labeled by
all as a )‘New Breeder." And
your life may never be the
same.
If you are unwilling to ac-
cept this search or even the
need for the search . ._. well,
you can always throw old
Christmas tree balls at Father
Elias.
Birth Control
Isn’t the Answer
Frank L. Zehnder
East Orange
Editor:
I am a married man 76
years old, the father of 10
.children, 22 grandchildren, ex-
pecting two more in the near
future.
When my wife and I en-
tered the holy state of Matri-
mony in 1914, the question of
the size of the family was not
discussed or considered in any
way. We both expected to have
a family and would have been
satisfied with three or four.
Our first five arrived on an
average of 17 months apart.
Our fifth son was bom two
months before our seventh an-
niversary. Whenever we knew
we were going to be blessed
with another we simply rolled
up our sleeves, clenched our
fists and worked harder.
Our problem was mostly fi-
nancial. I could not seem to
keep my income up to the lev-
el needed for the size of our
family.
My wife and I would sit
down from time to time to try
to find a solution to our finan-
cial problems and failing, we
would always wind up saying,
“We’ll get by.”
We read in the press about
the population explosion and
its problems. I am sure that
Almighty God has provided
enough space and enhanced
the earth with enough for all,
but has left the solution to us.
We have failed.
If the knowledge, the energy,
the time , and money that Is
being used to be the first to
land on the moon was being
used instead to solve our War
on Poverty 1 amsure the Good
Lord would be our guide.
I am sure birth control is
not the right answer.
Mary’s Role
In Our Lives
Editor:
On the Feast of the Imma-
culate Conception we werd re-
minded editorially of Mary’s
role both in our personal and
national lives. We were re-
minded, also, that a true devo-
tion to her will enhance and
strengthen our devotion to her
Divine Son.
We need Mary in our per-
sonal lives where as "Help of
Christians’’ and "Comforter of
the Afflicted’.’ she encourages
us in our trials and difficul-
ties.
We need Mary in our na-
tional lives; many grave
and complex problems arc
facing Americans today. Torn
by internal conflicts brought
about by the civil rights revo-
lution, threatened by the
wholesale pollution of decency
and morality, plagued by un-
employment and poverty, to
mention only a few, America
is in a sense struggling with
hc,r conscience; and the deci-
sions that are made today may
very well affect the lives of
Americans for generations to
come.
There is need to reaffirm
our Christlikc commitment
sealed upon our souls at Bap-
tism to represent Christ to the
world.
Should the magnitude of the
task appal us, we can turn to
Mary with great confidence.
There are several true devo-
tions to Mary each good in it-
self, but there is onethat sur-
passes them all. It is based on
St. Louis Dc Montfort’s tcacn-
ing and consists of the total
surrender of our exterior and
interior lives to be freely dis-
posed of by Mary for the
greater glory of God.
Once this total consecration
is made, we strive to perform
all our actions by, with, in and
for Mary so that we may per-
form them more perfectly by,
with, in and for Jesus.
Edna M. LaVecka
West Orange
Forty Hours
Netcark
Jan. 3a 19AS
Holy Namo of Jtsut
St. Aloyaiua. Fleming Avt. and free*
manSt.. .Newark
St. BonedJct'i. 63 Barbara St.. Nawarfc
St. Brid*el’t. 373 Montgomery St..
Jeriey City
St. Francis Hospital, 23 E. Hamilton
PI., Jersey City
Jan. 10, 1943
Feast af the Holy Family
Holy Angela Acadamy, Main SL, Fort
Lee
All SalnU, Ml Pacific Ave., Jim>
& Rosary. 344-6th St.. Jeraey City
Our Lady ot Fatima, 801ft Kennedy
Blvd.. North ‘Bergeu
St. Anthony'a Orphanage. 673 Paaaalc
Ave.. Kearny
Paterson
>
Jan. 3, ms
Holy Namo of Jeaua
St. Joseph's. Comly Rd., Uncoin Park
Jan. 6-10, ms
Villa Walah, Morristown—
Jan. 16, if43 «
Fetal of tho Holy Family
Holy Family. Lloyd Avo., Ktorham
St'jtwph'. JM Stark. t at.. p>t.r.on
«. Joacph. Uoapltal. 70S Main St..
Paterson
Mass Calendar
Jan. 3— Sunday. Most Holy Name
of Jesus. 2nd Class. White. Gl. Cr.
Pref. only ot Nativity.
Jan. 4 Monday. (N): Mass ol
January 1. 4th Class. White. Gl. No Cr.
Pref. nf Nativity. IP); Blessed Eliia.
belli Amo Seton. Widow. Gl. 2nd Coll.
C tPI. Pref. of Nativity.
Jan. 5 Tuesday. Mass ol Jan-
uary 1. 4lh Claas. While. Gl. 2nd Coll.
St. Telosphorus. No Cr. Pref. of
Nativity. Or: St. Telosphorus. Red. Gl.
Pref. of Nativity.
Jan, C Wednesday. The Epiphany
of Our Lord. Ist Class. White. Gl. Cr.
Prel. and Communlcantes of Epiphany.
Jan. 7 - Thursday. (N): Mass of
Epiphany. 4th Class. White. Gl. No
Cr. Prel.
only of Epiphany. IP):
H eased Jol.M Nepomucene Neumann.
Bishop, Confessor. 3rd Class. White.
Gl. Pref. only of Epiphany.
Jab * - Friday. Mass of Epiphany.
4th Class. White. Gl. Zhd Coll. C tP).
No Cr. Pref. only of Epiphany.
Jan. » Saturday. Mass ol Blessed
V rain Mary for Saturday. 4th Clasa.
White. Second Mass is said. Gl. Prel.
of Blessed Virgin.
Jan. it) Sunday. Ist Sunday after
Epiphany. The Holy Family. 2nd Class
White. Cl. Cr. Pref. only of Epiphsny.
Key: Gl. Gloria; Cr. Creed: C from
the Votive Mass of Holy Spirit; ft
Archdiocese of Newark: p Diocese of
Paterson',' Coll. Collects Pref. Preface.
Catholic Worker Isn’t
Joe Brieg’s Cup of Tea
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
Following my remarks about
two “Catholic” periodicals
the Wandererand Ramparts—-
a reader has asked me to give
my opinion of the Catholic
Worker publication.
To be a good person Is one
thing, and to be a good thinker
is another. The two do not nec-
essarily go together.
Often, it seems to me, they
do not go together in the case
of the morally and spiritually
admirable people who write
for the Catholic Worker.
DOROTHY DAY, for exam-
ple, is a person of extraordin-
ary goodness. So is Ammon
Hennacy, whose work, like
Dorothy’s, appears often in the
Catholic Worker.
I do not turn to cither one—-
or to anybody else in the
Catholic Worker when I am
in search of wise judgements
about events and trends of our
times.
For wisdom and common
sense about matters which
specially affect Catholics and
the Church, I look to other
publications particularly
Commonweal and America.
For enlightenment In the
more general field of good citi-
zenship, I study such cjm-
mentators as Walter Lipp-
mann, Eric Sevareid,' James
Reston and many others.
I LOVE and reverence Ddr-
othy Day, Ammon Hennacy
and others in the Catholic
Worker movement. For about
10 years, in the '3os and ’4os,
I was deeply involved in the
movement myself.
I knew and loved Peter
Maurin, and wrote articles
about him. When his closest
associates asked why he had
told me things about himself
he had never told them, he
grinned and said. "Maybe Joe
bought me a couple of beers.”
I disagreed with Peter, how-
ever, on his notion that we
should go back to the simple
life: kerosene lamps? plows
and horses.
I held —and still hold—that
we must strive to make per-
fect the world we are in, with
all its bewildering but electri-
fying complexities, rather than
trying to retreat into the past.
As I disagreed with Peter
Maurin on the simple life, so
I disagree with Dorothy Day
about pacifism, and with Am-
mon Hennacy about what he
describes as Christian anarch-
ism.
Dorothy thinks that force
should never be used. I say
that sometimes force has got
to be used If we are not to
turn the world over to thugs.
AMMON HENNACY li
against all government in prin-
ciple.
In him this is harmless. He
is the gentlest man alive, filled
with self-sacrificing love ot
God and fellowmen.
But Christian anarchism?
There is no such thing. Christ
taught us —as docs all ex-
perience that government
not/only is necessary, it is a
greet good.
The rightly informed Chris-
tian realizes this.
The Catholic Worker is not
my dish of tea. There are too
many errors in it, theological
and philosophical.
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SAVINGS and Loan Association
40Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3-0260
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SHOP-RITE'S TOP QUALITY ALL BEEF SALE!
G+wmmm a* mm
aiwa *”lavorful. usualfinetom ™mr,te
I
CHUCK SIRLOIN PORTERHOUSE
sale 35c79c B9*
Always Tasty Cokforrua
CHUCK POT ROAST
for OvanOf Pot
TOP SIRLOIN ROAST
Cut Shortlor If04)109
RIB STEAKS
REGULAR STYLE
ImlHiTMTliMtf
CHUCK POT ROAST
Fof Oven
of
Pat
99' EVE ROUND ROAST
I«f Ovonof Pot
TOP ROUND ROAST
59
.69*
.89-
Happy Holidays!
AH the Shop-Hit* Owners and Employ***
wish to extend Holiday Greetings to oil our
customers
...
We will clos* at 6 P.M. New
Eve. We will b* dosed oil day Friday.
New "Year's Day.
Fresh Fruit» and leertahle*!
BANANAS
CHIQUITA 10c
TOMATOES
AND AC
ripe cartons
Crisp. Pascole
CELERY "** 15*
Sunkist Navel
Oranges 10,«49‘
INDIANRIVEILSKDIESS
RIB ROAST
TENDER. OVEN OR POT
ROAST SALE
S
„
69c
„ 89‘
BOTTOM
ROUND
OR
CROSS RIB
lb.
Grapefruit 5^39*
FRESH ESCAROLE OR
L
Chicory 2». 29'
Croun*Fmh Man. Tam leak Dor
GROUND BEEF REGULAR
To«ty Amy
CUBE STEAKS Ta'VSf
for l/aittng or Potting
BEEF SHORT RIBS
Bofwlatt
PORK ROAST
lentltti
TURKEY ROAST
A RealFamily Treat
NEWPORT ROAST
FRESH OR SMOKED
a 39*
a.
99*
*
49*
.
49*
a
79*
v sl°9
GROUNDCHUCK
Cut lor LondonIfad
SHOULDER STEAKS
IfOftCutfor Stow
BEEF CUBES
lure Inn
GROUND ROUND
Mot of Sweat
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
Smoked Horn
*99*
*
69*
* 89* i
.69-
CENTER SLICES or roast .89*
SHOP-RITE'S GOV'T INSPECTED GRADE A
HAM SALE I TURKEYS
BUTT
HALF
n nw
SHANK
53.* HAtf 45c| 31‘ "“-35 1
EVERYTHIYG’S PRICED RIGHT AT SHOP-RITE!
FfoienShop-Rite or Libby Lmooodc, White
or Pink Lo Colo* »#• Unicode of
LIBBY of REALEMON
FRUIT DRINKS
(6 Flavors)
10 - 89*
Holiday Treats!
Shop-W*. Frozen •■***•■
Juice 5£99* 2£79*
Shop-Rite Rich
Sour Cream <«..29*
Shop-Rite Voc Pack
Cold Cuts.-" 4JV.99'
Weaver's Breast of WMISITVvAILAiIi
Chicken Roll S* 49*
Kitchen Cooked Baked
Virginia Ham *9*
Weavers All Whit. Meat JWRIiTJIL
Chicken Roll »!69*
FRESH CHILLED
ORANGE JUICE
SHOP-RITE 29
SHRIMP
WHY PAY MORE?
COFFEE SALE o-inSsrs» l79c
INSTANT COFFEE
10e OFF
kid
im
MAXWELL HOUSE
SHOP-RITE TEA BAGS
CANNED SODA
GINGER ME or'uP-RITE ft*
FRUIT COCKTAIL STOKELY or SHOP-RITE 5 1
PILLSBURY LAYER CAKE MIXES 3^*l
TANGY
KRAFT MAYONNAISE : 59'
LIPTON SOUP MIX
DEL MONTE BEETS
SHOP-RITE PEAS
CHICKEN
NOODLE oif
SLICED or
WHOLE
GARDEN
SWEET
SALE
"34; 49*
6 i *1
6 89*
SHOP-RITE ORANGE JUICE UNSWEETENED 39*
VERI-FINE APPLESAUCE 4 £ *1
ICE CREAM HOLLAND DUTCH TREAT 59*
JwnUMOOCI Ih«(I >t«l-WMdIFMI
tt
s4 ,9 .89‘ is4”
HUNT S or DEL MONTEJ u ucLnnvjnit A
TOMATO SAUCE 12- $ 1
***** effective through Saturday Night. January 1. 1965. Not responsible for typographical errors. W* rei right to limit quantities.
There'sa Shop-Rite Near You—CallESsex 5-7300
MOVIES ,
by 2» w Y °rt< olfke ol the
national federation of Catholic Alumnae.
For additional ratings: MA 3-5700 or AD 2-6900
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Bon. Flipper's New Jumbo Santa Claus
•
Sfcibad Adventure Law of Lawless
Conquers
Cheyanne Autumn Godzilla vs Thin* Lilies of Field Martians
CJrcuj World Guns of August Lively Set Savage Sam
W*ort«ly Hard D*y. Mary Popple, IS &r
™
fSWkujjUr.. SSSStnZ*’ T.Mlr. *■
T‘U °t Romm It a Yogi Bear Holiday Horse
r.W Hunter, "IS" TlgjrWjlta^
ftthjr Coo®® Island of Moon Spinners of Universe
£p£saa
ta M°°n ,t-?
,U
M
e
a<1
Do
tt.d & ftF"* wgJ* w »tau‘
Flipper Mad World Ready for People
Unobjectionablefor Adults, Adolescents
Bebold Pale Enaign Pulver o»e Potato, Stage to
BlSpSawai. rMS**0 JrS&'SL
eapt Newman. It Haopencd at Seme, on Wet Bio
Carousel
-T in
“ * FlUr
c
A,t
ln’! >0n . Un.lnk.ble
cgd* tffJTfST w» B^ST
Damned to Paris Flowers World of
• Heflry Orient
Morally Unobjectionablefor Adults
A
*“fric » Hwtler North to Aluka Thin Red Une
s^k ,f
“**>« Bltoma Only 2 Can Play Topkapl
Byr 3ST*2&
r ntohoS£ o Woman Straw
*%3sJ*3&o SSSSn-eB "s'UTS? Youngblood Hawke
Goodbye* Charlia Klaa .
For Adults (With Reservations )
'* *'«n 10 «rtaln fllma which, while not morally offen«lveIn themselves, require caution and some analysis and explanation as a orotrrtinnto the uninformed against wrong interpretations and faS
“
ndSriJSs P
Marriage: Pumpkin Eater
r
Italian Style Uidsr Yum Yum
got
World
L-Shaped Room Nothing Dut Best Tree
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
jXJ’cSS'* ' P<Str*lt <* Station 6-S.hara“ Jolr.iny Cool
Sinner Vive i^i
Oi Mum Kitten With Whip Sex t, single Girl Wh«,
Oua Hawk Looking lor Lot. Shot hi Dirt Wlvea h
Wuthertng Height*
Condemned
Contempt Klaa Me Stupid To Love Women In Dunee
SaRTE 3 2K 1 — 111 I IB' —■
m ii■■
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A Movie Party
With the Bishop
For Spanish Tots
PATERSON Bishop Nav-
agh will give a movie party
for the Spanish-speaking chil-
dren of the Paterson Diocese
on Jan. 2 at the Garden Thea-
ter here, 10 a.m. to noon.
"La Fiesta de los Reyes
Magos,” as the~party is called,
is being held in anticipation of
the Feast of the Epiphany, the
traditional day of giving
among Spanish-speaking peo-
ples. Bishop Navagh will greet
the children and present them
with gifts. More than 1,209
children attended last year’s
party.
Tickets are available with-
out charge at the Spanish Ap-
ostolate Office, 237 Market St.,
arid at: Our Lady of Fatima,
Passaic; Holy Rosary, Dover,
and in Paterson, Our Lady of
Providence, St. Boniface, St.
Joseph’s, and St. Michael’s.
To Start Casting
St. Patrick Play
NEW YORK Blackfrlars’
Guild will start casting Jan. 4
for its February production,
"Patrick The First.”
The first full-length play
about St. Patrick, it Is by Rev.
Brendan Larnen, O.P.
Tryouts will be Jan. 4-8, 7-
to 9 p.m., at 316 W. 57th St.
The cast comprises three
men and two young women.
Passion Play Going
Into Rehearsal
UNION CITY Rehearsals
for "America’s Oberam-
mergau," the Passion Play of
Holy Family parish, will be-
gin Jan. 11 with auditions. The
opening performance of the
50th season will be March 7.
Although 125 attended the re-
cent organization meeting, Al
Freeh, director, says there are
still openings for both speak-
ing and silent roles, and invites
Inquiries at UN 9-5563.
Plays in Briet
By JOAN T. NOURSE
New Plays
Brigadoon ~=-. Sparkling re-
vival of Lemer-Loewe roman-
tic musical about Scottish vil-
lage that materializes only
once a century.
Child Buyer Implausible
anti-materialism play in which
a mad-scientist corporation
plans to exploit ruthlessly a
brainy little boy.
Hughle Short O’Neill char-
acter skit in which a small-
time Broadway gambler re-
covers his nerve by boasting
to a bored night clerk.
AbMbc. of ’• Collo - Engaging
light blav about a brilliant ac'«itl«t
with an IndlvlduAllit family who dread*
bolng regimented by a big corporation.
kftar tho foil long, emotionally
charged drama by Arthur Miller, oroh.
In* painfully the question oI how mod-
ern man la In live with h!« own m-ltt
'no that of others. Includesmuch pro*
fanitv and some sordid material.
Alfla The successive «ensual af-
fairs of a vnun*Cocknev llbortlne re-
counted with often tasteless condor.
Some unusually crude material.
Any Wednesday slick, often amua-
ms comedv. that favors marriage but
docs not dlsanorove nffalrs.
Batour Gay, gaudy musical In.
wh'ch cheerfully larcenous gvosles try
* .Sll b*'our' .nr ewlndie. to con n
gulUble Now York widow. Fun If
you deni mind rooUng for crooks.
Bsrafoof In tho fart Laugh
ll »‘*»d- U*ht adult comedy about tho
adjustment problem of
newlyweds
"hose/flresm house Is an Icy fifth-
flone-garret with leaking roof.
••n Franklin In Perl* Engaging,
tonfro adult musical about the can.
"v Ph'ladelohlan a Intrigues, romantic
and otherwise, to got French aid for
01-r Revolution.
fluoi for Mr. Charlie - Violent.
Ullr, "» latest against the
victimising of Southern Negroes. Some
Hh*? extremely crude and eensunt.
Chsnsellna Fxlremelv taste’—,
hawdv treatment of 17th century h»r-
■o* nlay o* murder end amnroua tn-
tho * cUn*
Movlnf. well-document-
Blackfrian** drams shout the he»*nle
r* pnn* X™.
Fnovld halo to counteract recent sland-
erous •nimbi,
Penf»«tkV* Whimsical fnmedv.
In which two
vntwe oe-**' ,e f|nd romarc- more
ercltlne when nb«r+arle* xr*. rj»ViW
Fiddler on the Roof Ble. brieht.
•omefime* mu«icsi «afa of n
noor ,rewl»h dairyman In 1905 Ratal*,
five dowerlyess dnuK hters. Family
Funny Girl Entertaining must-
h ri«wi*»e spo»e. 'eat»irln*
dynamic eirtnn Barbra Rtrelsand mFe«nw Rrlc#
.®?,rf*JV P OV Somber, Intense mu-
««•» *Boat a younir Neirro who seev*
In the write rin* a shortcut to wealth
end status. Some rough talk and tendito rnndo«e
extra.man*] love.
hJle**Sttnf
D#
m-«teI». *wUh’ cSSr-c&T
ly merchant.
r Eh’ovable muniral
snout a man whose second marriage
is nerllcd hv
the return of his first
wife's flirtatious qhost.
How to Succeed in Business Without
Really Trying Clever, eophistlcatea
musical spoofing cheerfully the type
wno riser to »he top by unscrupulousiy-
piuying all the nrnglcs.
I Hsd o Ball Fair, hit-or-miss
musical about a Coney Island grlft-
er who mixes up his friends' material
lives by muddled crystal gazhig. Sug-
gestive costuming, and absurd treat-
ment of
marriage.
Incident at Vichy Absorbing short
drama bv Arthur Miller probing the
causes of the Nazi atrocities through
the bewildered speculations of 10 ar-
rested and doomed men.
Luv Wildly farcical comedy about
a most unlikely marital triangleNfipme
dialogue too candid for good taife.
Mery, Mery Rollicking light come-
dy by Jean K*.uar In which a bright
young woman almost wisecrack* her
self out of a good marriage
Never Too Late Wrv comedy about
a long-married pair suddenly expectant
parents again. A bit on »he earthy aide.
Oh, Whet a Lovely Warl Caustic
British revue contrasting the sweet,
sentimental ballads of World War 1
with Its appalling casualty statistics.
Some raw barracks humor.
Owl and the Pussycat Irresponsi-
ble two-character
comedy glamorizing
a shabby affair. Much suggestive dia-
logue. X.
poor Richard Amueing, deceptive
Jean Kerr comedy ki which a vital,
forthright young secretary romantically
restores a sardonic poet’s peace of
soul.
Secret Life of Walter Mltty - Snap-
py musical version of Thurber’s yarn
about the harassed, henpecked little
man who loses himself in heroic fanta-
sies. Some costuming and dancing quite
suggestive. V
Sign In Sidney Bruetein'i Window
Poorly structured play about Green-
wich Village eggheada and oddballa.
winding up In forced melodramatic*.
Some unsavory material although stand-
ards are sound enough.
Sub|ect Wee Rotes Compassionate
•tudy of a troubled pair and their,
jjoun,g son Just returned from World
Traveler Without
Luggage Stimu-
lating adult drama about a wartime
anmesiac
anxious to reject a disagree-
able past.
What Makes tammy Run Cynical,
well-paced musical chronicling the Hol-
lywood rise of m unscrupulous young
promoter. Some costumes ».id lyrics
unusually suggestive.
Z,nl
Te_
Generally pleasant French
revue with some clever and unusual
dance numbers. Includes ons tasteless
comic routine.
Paul to the People
VATICAN CITY (NC)
The speeches of Pope Paul VI
during the first year of his
pontificate hav.j been assem-
bled in a book entitled "Dis-
corsl al Popolo di Dio”
(Speeches io the People of
God).
Catholic Hour
Lists ‘Marriage’
NEW YORK - "The Church
and Marriage” will be the sub-
ject of a four-week series on'
"The Catholic Hour" begin-
ning Sunday, Jan. 3, at 1:30
p.m., ch. 4.
Philip Scharper, editor-in-
chief of Sheed and Ward, will
_h£st the series, a discussion
of the Church’s reexamination
of family planning written by
John Leo, an associate editor
of Commonweal.
The Jan. 24 program will
feature Rev. Gregory Baum,
O.S.A.
Films on TV
The following films are scheduled
on TV' Jan. 2-8. These Legion of
Decency ratings are based on- the
original movie version which may
have been altered for TV purposes.
FAMILY
Border Flight International
Boy Trouble Counterfeiters
Crime Doctor Last Wagon
Dodge City Mind Your
Early to Bed Own Business
Eddie Cantor Monster From
Story Green Hell
Ellery Queen’a Mysterious
' Penthouse Mr. Wong
f Mystery
Parole Fixer
Fargo Rid Rhythm of Rea
Girl of Otarka Rulers of Sea
Gunsigbt Ridge Safety In Numbers
Happy Land Submarine Seahawk
Heidi Tank Force
Hit the Ice Test Pilot
Holiday Woman in
»?on»e Soldlera Distress
I Was Communist
fo- FB!
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Cranium With Malaya
Alum Brain Mara Mam
Criminal Lawyer Massacre River
Cry From ttrarla Million Dollar
Dange- Slif.ia! Kid
Dark Delusion Ox-Bow hidden!
Day at Races Partners In Crime
Day-Time Wife Pinky
Dealrec Rite * Shine
DlUlnger Runaround
Double LUe Saint Joan
Florida Special Scaramouch.
Golden Boy Somethin* (or
Grapes of Wrath Boys
Harvey Girls Story of
Heaven Can Walt Dr. Wassail
How to Marry Teenage Caveman
Millionaire Terror From
Id Climb Hl*hast Year 9000
Mountain This Gun lor Hire
Illegal Tight Spot
Ladial In Love Time oi Their
Lightening Strikes Lives
Twice Undercurrent
Lone Wolf
Spy Hunt
ADULTS
Lonely Heart, Wonderful Country
OBJECTIONABLE
Bahama Paaaaga Night of
Croat of Lorraine Blood Daavt
Safety Kenyon Quwkaaad
Fallen Angel Snowa of
Headiest Ghost KUlminVo
Kilty
_
Tell It to Judge
I-ait Hunt Thla Could
Ut'i Do It Again Be Night
Men Behind Gun We Warn
Minotaur , Strangers
BBita Zombies of
"leomtAry M°r*
CONDEMNED
Miller's - Beautiful WUu
Radio
SUNDAY, JAN. J
6:15 A.m. WKAN - Sacred Heart.
6:45 a.m WINS Paullst Sermons,
, a.m. WPAT - CnrUtophers,
7 a.m. WNEW Hour of Crucified.
Archbishop John Kodwo Amlssah of
West Africa.
7 a.m. WHN Christophers. -
7:15 a.m.WHN - Hour ol Bt. Francis
7:15 a.m. WH\N _ Hour ol SI.
Francis.
7:30 n.m. WHOM - Sacred Heart
6 a.m. WPAT Sacred Heart,
8:10 a.m. WCBS Pariah.
6:30
a.m. WMCA Ave Maria flour-
Bles-ed Osanna Andreagl.
8:30 a.m. WABC - Christian In Ac-
tion.
8:30 a.m. WHN - The catholic Hour.
1:45 a.m. WMTR - The Hour of St
Francla.
9:30 Am. WVNJ Living Hoeary.
10:30 a.m.WHaN Ave Marla Hour.
11:30 a.m. WERA Hour of Crucified.
Archbishop John Kodwo Amlssah.
l2uoon WFUV (FM) Mass from
Blue Chapel.
IS noon WRLB (FM) - Ave Maria
1 pm. WRLB (FM) - "Mother ol
All.” Mary Production*.
1:05 p.m. WNBC Catholic Hour.
"Understanding Council', Work.”
I p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart.
4 p.m. WFUV (FM) Choral Concert.
5:05
p.m.
WVNJ —. ''lmplications ol
Brotherhood."
8 p.m. WBNX St. Jude Novena.
6 p.m. WFUV (FM) Haur of Cruci-
fied. Archhlkhop John Kodwo Amla-
sah.
7 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Ceorgatowc
University Forum.
7:45 p.m. WBNX - Novena.
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) Fordham.
Lecture Series. "Critical Threshold,
In Hilton."
9 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Liturgical
Music.
II p.m. WINS Trialogue. "The
American College." Rev. Norman J.
O’Connor, C.S.P.
MONDAY, JAN. 4
• p.m. WFUV (FM) Sacred Heart
7:30 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Ava MariA
7:45 p.m. WBNX - Novena.
10 p.m. WFUV (FM) "Honerty and
Integrity In the Church."
TUESDAY, JAN. S
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) - sacred Heart
7:30p.m. WSOU (FM) - Sacred Heart
7:45 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Christopher,
WBONBSDAY, JAN. I
»
p.m. WFUV <FM> - Sacred Heart.
7:45 p.m. WBNX Novena.
10
p.m. WFUV (FM) - Form* and
Styles ol Mu*lc. Rev. Clement J.
Mc.Naspy. S.J.
THURSDAY, JAN. 7
6 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart.
7:30 p.m. WSOU (FM) - "Threihold
of Serenity."
FRIDAY, JAN. 8
• p.m WFUV (FM) - sacred Heart
7:30
p.m. WSOU
(FM) Hour of
Crucified. Archbishop John Kodwo
Amlssah of West Africa.
• p.m. WBNX - Novena.
SATURDAY, JAN. t
6 P.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
8:05 p.m.WOH • Family Theater
Television
SUNDAY, JAN. 3
7 a.m. (7) The Christophers
"Help Handicapped” -
7:30 n.m. (5) The Christophers.
"Teach What- Can Be Taught.
”
8:15 a.m. (11) The Christophers.
8:25 a.m. (9) The Christophers.
9:30 a.m. (4) Talk About God.
"Wise Men Worship.”
_
1:30 p.m. (4) Catholic Hour
"Church and Marriage.”
Drama Ratings
Following Is a list of current or
recent play* compiled by the Legion
of Decency of the Newark Archdiocese.
FAMILY
Franklhi in Part* Fiddler on Roof
Comforter Hello, Dolly
ADULTI
Absence of Cello Here's Love
Barefoot In Park High Spirit*
Funny Girl Mary. Mary
How to Succeed Never Too Late
In Business Poor Blto*
Without Really Subject Wa*
Trying Roses
Parish to Aid
Lay Missioner
OAKLAND The Holy
Name Society of Our Lady of
Perpetual Help parish will pre-
sent a-variety show Jan. 15
and 16 to raise funds for a
parishioner, Marie Drobinske,
who is serving as a volunteer
missioner in Farmville, N.C.
“Campus Capers” will be
staged at the Heights School
here at 8:30 p.m. both eve-
nings by a committee headed
by Ed Sullivan, Ed Kaspar,
Anthony Coccio and Mrs. Mi-
chael Camarro.
Miss Drobinske is a member
of the Mary Missioners, teach-
ing in Sacred Heart Mission
in Farmville.
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Dont pot the Chartreuse too close to the milk
(tomtont might pour it on th* cornflakesl)
But then whynot? Chilled Chartreusegoes with lota of thimgi...grapefruit, ice
****ntdeseeiti...ind,naturally, onthe rodu oraaahighbafl. Themain point is:
cbill Chartreuse before you serve it For that's the newway to add finesse to
Chartresae'i 350-year-old flavor. A most venerableand versatile liqueur. For
an idea-fulbooklet ondrinking and v . _____
CHARTREUSE
KTy*L hLY n. ■
C
°rPq .S» (have the genius to chill it)ncw iPf*» ** uepanmenl S. caun. iio r*oor-Ytuow, mwioor
For Person* Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
DANCING
EVERY Ml. NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Morfcot Jt., at the Beulevord,
laM Paterson, N.J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHiITRAt
Directions: Driving South on Oarden
Sfota Parkway, Exit 158 Driving
North on Garden Stato Parkway
Exit 157.
(On# Minute from olfhet* Exit)
OFFICIAL 1965
PASAtltNfl PRESS STAND FM MS
ST’’
ROSE PARADE!
BMM COLOR MOVIES!
35MM COLOR SLIDES!
Be«t ever! Filmed from official press stands, by professional
Hoßywood cameramen; studio beauty guaranteed. Intimate
For all
Projectors
A Viewers
J
..
Ji uiu ucauijr jj .u .imau i iimaiC
zoom close-ups of Grand Marshaland moviecelebrities, beauty
aueens, flower floats. FRIII COLOR PARADE BROCHURE with every I
■9H
ROSE PARADE MOVIES Dept. 1288 862 N. Fairfax, Hollywood 46, CaL
Rush 1965 Rose Parade color films, with free colorparade brochure.
BMM COLOR MOVIES
QSWt film, parade higtfgßh $1
□2BML film, foO Mi da fate...
3SMM rrvQR
TV?, (RAJ, isiins6tiuf. ftonasf
»sides Jtl
□ Psymtnt tncloMd □CMr* Mnsrs' CM) #_
NAME
ADOKSS
CRY & ZONE
WSMBI complete set, de luxe $2B.
the place
for year ’round vacations
8 Day >7 Night
Package Tours
Available
PLAN IT NOW!
going to Ber-
.. by all means get
ajrjeajpy of "A Key to
This colorful and informative
folder contafos an excellent
map of the Islands, and over*
flows with helpful hints on
clothing, shopping, customs,
duty, transportation, things to
see and da
£*£&«£**«• of—-folders or, ifyou
stop In, pick one up,
and M us help you plan your
trip.
_______________
ftNMMftor, yomr “Key" A
In Free, Mod for H today.
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
Travel Sorvice
828 Broad St Market 3*1740 Newark 2, N.J.
“Serving the Public Since 1886”
7
EXCLUSIVE fc* ENGAGEMENT
TMI NEWARK NEWS SAYSi "FOR A
HOLID.r TAKE THE THTIRE
FAMILY _TO REE “CIRCUI WORLD"
“QEBacEE!
JOHN WAYNE • CLAUDIA CAMHWIU
ETTA HAYWORTH
C/UCUS
World
AhJtgA fecHNicoiof;.
'LIJ .Lftaurrjag 'ui 1
-HATrTtROA OFFICE. RHONE. MAIL
Unlrldgi ■
continental food
3honmi^
JluhcUo* a 2>utHe*
•o nark avenue
NEWARK
MU4-7100
B
SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
School of Education
Announce*
Remedial Reading /
* and
Reading Improvement Services
for
Elementary School Students
and
Secondary School Students
Sefon Hall University offer* reading program* for ele-
mentary and secondary school student* during after-
school hours at the South Orange Campus.
Applications will be accepted until January 4, 1965. In-
terview* and testing will be held at the Reading Center,
located In MeOuald Hall at the South Orange Campus.
For further Information and/or application,
please contacti
Joseph Zubko,
Reading Center
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
South Orange, New Jersey
- or telephonoi
SOuth Orange 2-9000, Extension 448
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL—-
JUNIOR LEAGUE
Social Group lor SINGLE ADULTS, In-
vital you to a PARTY, Sun. Jan. 3rd.,
B P.M. to 10 P.M.,
Discotheque Ages 31-33
Adm. $1.30 until 6:30 then $2.30.
HIGH HAT. 164 W. 54th St., Bayonne
Question*} Phono 435-0071, "Please
do not phono Hl|h Her'
The
last days
ol
PopcJohn
XXIII
“Journal of a Soul," the spirit-
ual dairy of Pope John XXIII,
is concluded In the January
LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL.
Here is the much-beloved pon-
tiff, already prepared for
death, yet as full of warmth,
humanity and humility as he
was in his youth. Here are
some of his last letters to his
family, one of which ends:
“Oh, the children, the children,
what a wealth of children, and
what a blessing.” And here, as
throughout his journal, is the
spirit of Obedience and Peace
words he requested be in-
scribed on his tomb, words
that sum up hla way of life,
his acceptance of death as a
part of it. An Important legacy
to the Church and to people
of all faiths. In . . .
JANUARY LADIES’ HOME
OH
Nowon sale • ACurtla Magazine
CONTINUING OUR
TOP DIVIDEND RATE
1 °/(
4A
■Hi ( PER ANNUM
PAID QUARTERLY
• Sava by Maill
L-ASlahfi*
S iNsuruDW
waar'\ '
U>’
EQUITY
SAVINGS
KEARNY AVE. CORNER Or MIDLAND AVE
KEARNY, N.J.
For LUNCHEON & DINNER
TIL
Restaurant
and Cocktail Lounge
888 MT. PROSPECT AVI.
f
NEWARK
Private Banquet Facilities
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED
HUmboldt 2-5019
R
• IHE MODERN AIR CONDITIONED
robert treat a KNOTT HOTEL
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION RREAKFASTS
• ORDINATION DINNER!
•
WEODINO RECEPTION!
• CONVENTIONS, SEMINARS mn4
SALES MEETING
U Function Roomi - Top Capacity In Ono Room 1230
SIANIEY J. AKUS. Manager ALIERT W. STENDER, Protldtn
50 PARK PUCE, NEWARK - MARKET 2-1000
ADVOCATE
m
Gracious Diming at
Pefaitai
Faaturlna I AT. A (UN.
PRIME RIBS OF BEEF A u juj
• Party Accommodatlana •
Opan (very 0»y
Cor lllli A Pallfly U. HACKINIACK
iNllal Auortm.nl o«
SEAFOODS
Lunchaana. Ala Carta
A Olnnara
For
ReserTAtiom
Dl 2-1299
THE WEDGWOOD INN
217 South Street
In Hiitoric
Morristown, New Jersey
JE 1-4411
Luncheons • Cocktails - Dinners
Parties • Wedding Receptions
- open everyday
-
K Mill lAST OF TOWN GREEN
Town & Campus Restaurant
and Motor Lodge
Faatvrlns aur aaw InMmata tecktall laynaa
ASMalns tha baautl/ul cunpua at Nawart (tala Taachara CoOaea al
MORRIS AVE. and BREEN LANE. UNION, N. J.
34 Hour Family Dlnin* FacUlllaa a continuous HI-FI Muala a 34 Hr. Room
J*rvlca a 34 Hr. Talaahana Sarvlca a caararaiKU Itwnt . Par* aitmTa
Bar bar Shop
FREE PARKING
AM CONOrtIONID
Spaalalltlnf la HOMI MADS
Ravioli - Cavatelll
- Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 Wort Sido Ave.
Undar Paraaaal luparvfalaa
MTia lIVINTO
i*rsey City. HE 3-8943
Vi
As You'll like
It for
Your Pleasure
] THE BRASS HORI
Banquet Rooms Available fi
All Occasions o Open Dal
Chsrrr * W. Orond Jr,. Sn.abath.N
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
OININO IN THE FINEST TRADITION
Tare coalth.il lavngaa
UNEXCELLED FACtUTIIS FOR
WIDDINOS - BANQUETS - COMMUNION IRIAKFASTS
1181 MORRIS AVE., UNION MU 6-2537
Frank Nava. .1 Hia argon Wad. Thura, FrL. Sot. and Sun
%bU Recommended In "Cue"CONTININTAI CUISINI .
BROIUO LIVI MAINI 10BSTIRS OAIIY
M CLOSED SUNDAYS A MONDAYS
m for Ruimrvatlanu Call MU 7-0707
At Tha Flva Faint*. Untan. N.J. - Onrdan Slala Fitwo y Salt lIS
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNOE
OILIOHTPUI BABIY AMINICAM ATMOSPHIAB
Catarlm lot Wedding HacapUona. Banqueta. Partlaa a la.nfhannt
lUMCHIONS AMO DINNBRS SIBVBD DAILY
1900 East Edgar Road, (Route 1)
UNDIN, N. I,
WA MM(
New Near's Resolution:
Do It for Missions
Too often we think that sav-
ing our own souls is like stay-
ing within the lines on a bas-
ketball court. We close our
eyes to danger, but don’t know
how to behave.
But a soul is not lost just
because it does evil, but also
because of the good it leaves
undone.
Let this be your thought for
the New Year. Figure out
what good you car do for the
missions, and do it.
Let us be more generous to
God’s missions next year than
in the past. Time is precious
and there is much still to tie
done.
Mohammed's Kin
Now a Priest
A convert from Mohamme-
danism whose mother claimed
to have been a direct descend-
ant of Mohammed has been or-
dained a priest in the Philip-
pines.
Rev. Peter-Busamma Ah-
mad Nami, 0.M.1.,- was or-
dained at the Oblates of Mary
Immaculate College Chapel in
Washington, D.C. His first
Solemn Mass- was offered in
Notre Dame Cathedral, Jolo,
Sulu.
Had it not been for the pres-
ence of the missionaries in his
home-land, Father Peter might
never have become a Catho-
lic, and further, a priest.
Mission Appeal
In Garfield
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal for the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith Jan. 3 at Our Lady of
Mt. Virgin, Garfield, Rev.
Charles P. Casserly, pastor.
Bishop Stanton thanks Fa-
ther Casserly and the other
pastors of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N.J. Phone 623-8308.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12
Diocese of Paterson:
Rev. Paul J. Longua
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1, N.J. Phone AR 4-0400
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith are income tax deductible.
Doing It With
What They Have
Medical Missionaries of
-Mary eonduet Hos-
pital in a densely-settled area
of Nigeria in which there are
12,000 Catholics only a hand-
ful of the great population.
Some patients come from 30
to 100 miles away where the
government hospital could not
hope to care for the huge num-
bers.
rr Most of the city patients are
poor, while the country pa-
tients have more means. Yet
their need Is as great, and
sometimes greater, than that
of the poor man. St. Mary’s
Hospital, which has over 200
beds, is hard pressed to help
them all.
“Despite our overflowing
wards," writes Sister M. Le-
onie, M.M.M., “Mary and Jo-
seph keep knocking at
the door. How can we turn
them aside?
“We are doing well for these
people but, as always, we
could do more ' were we
equipped to expand a bit.”
Language Barrier
Falls in Africa
The elimination of the lan-
guage barrier between the
missionary and bis people is
of prime importance.
For this reason, every White
Father sent
*
to 1 Africa must
spend at least his first six
months there mastering the
language of the region in which,
he will work.
Rev. William Moroney,
W.F., who began teaching this
fall at the Social Training Cen-
ter at Nyegezi, Tanganyika,
had just ended his six-month
language studies.
He had “two classes each
morning, private study in the
afternoon and in the evening
we went to the village to talk
with the people.
"This was hard to start with
because of the limitations of
our vocabulary. What we could
say ‘hello’ and ’good-bye’—
was hardly conducive to spark-
ling conversion. But the peo-
ple, especially the old men,
were very patient with us.
“In the morning we sat in
on the first grade catechism
class conducted in Swahili,
which proved well worth the
struggle to fit into those first
grade benches.
"The teacher, an African
woman, not only helped us
with the language, she alSo
gave us many good ideas on
how to present Christ’s mes-
sage to the Africans.
“With your financial help we
could branch out more in many
ways, such as providing
schools, medical care and as-
sistance to the aged."
To Fete Pastor
Of O.L. Valiev
ORANGE A reception for
Msgr. John J. Feeley, pastor
of Our Lady of the Valley
paglsh here, will be held Jan.
3 on the occasion of his recent
Investiture as a domestic prel-
ate.
The program will begin at
8 p.m. and will include talks
by Thomas H. Gassert, rep-
resenting the parishioners,
and Msgr. Hugh J. Fitzsim-
mons, pastor of St. Michael's,
Newark, and a classmate of
Msgr. Feeley. Dr. Joseph V.
Crecca will be toastmaster.
There will also be musical
selections by the high school
glee club under the direction
of Sister David Marie, S.S.J.,
and the presentation of a spir-
itual bouquet from the parish-
ioners by Rev. William J. Ot-
to, assistant pastor.
The affair is being spon-
sored by the combined socie-
ties of the parish.
Days of Recollection
For Paterson Clergy
PATERSON 'fc.Three days
of recollection tor priests of
the Diocese of Paterson have
been announced for the week
of Jan. 3 by the chancery of-
fice.
They are scheduled for Jan.
4 at 4 pjn. at St. Bonavcn-
ture Retreat House here, Jan.
6 at 10:30 a.m. at Loyola
House of Retreats, Morris-
town, and Jan. 7 at 10:30 at
St. Paul’s Abbey, Newton.
Dutch Government to Aid Missions
THE HAGUE (NO)--- Cath-
olic and Protestant missionary
relief activities in developing
countries will be partly fi-
nanced by the Dutch govern-
ment, it was announced here
by the undersecretary of state.
1 The aid $1,380,000 for the
first year depends on sev-
eral conditions.
Projews for technical assis-
tance and relief must be pre-
cisely defined. Also, mis-
sionary organizations must
bear 25% of the' costs of their
plans and show that their part
of required funds is available.
Governments of the countries
where there are relief proj-
ects must approve them.
Day of Recollection
For Priests Due
DARLINGTON - The
monthly day of recollection for
priests of the Newark Arch-
diocese will be held Jan. 7 at
Immaculate Conception Sem-
inary, with Rev. Stephen Paul
Kenny, C.P., ' director of the
Passionist Mission Band, con-
ducting the conferences.
Bishop Navagh's Appointments
SATURDAY, JAN. 2
10
a.m., Children’s show,
Garden Theater, Paterson.
MONDAY, JAN. 4
4 p.m., Recollection Day, St.
Bonaventurc Retreat House.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 6
Installation of Rev. Thomas
J. 'Trapasso as pastor of St.
Gerard Majella, Paterson,
10:30 a.m., Recollection Day,
Loyola House of Retreats,
Morristown. •
THURSDAY, JAN. 7
10:30 a.m., Recollection Day,
St. Paul's Abbey, Newton.
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DOLLY MOUNT
Since 1955
A nursing home in a beautiful setting.
Complete facilities with homelike atmos-
phere.
Devoted Personalized nursing service.
Licensed by State of New Jersey. Moderate
Rates.
Tel. LA 5-7677
20 ValleyRoad
Clifton, N. J.
&<v
INDIA: POPE PAUL WEEPS
ONE SMALL BOV IN INDIA, HIS UMBS SWOLLEN WITH
DISEASE, WILL NEVER FORGET the Holy Father’s pilgrim-
age. The Holy Father looked at
him a long moment, his eyes well-
ing with tears, and ha blessed him.
"I lore you,” the Pope whispered.
After breakfast with 218 orphans
jj the Holy Father was told by 13-
<T* v> year-old Tony Mascerenas: “Many
of as have no fathers. Many of ns
have no mothers. Some, like me,
have no one In the world.’* Thank-
ing the Pope for hla visit, the lad
apologised: “We cannot give yon
anything, because we have nothing.”
•Do you wonder the Holy Father
weeps? Ho asks for a great world fnnd for orphans, deformed
Infants, feeble old men, lepers, blind boys, refugees
..
, Three*
fourths of the world la plagued by hunger. What we pay for one
package of cigarettes (33c.) is a week's wage In Kerala State
south India! What the average American family spends for
soft drinks each month ($2O) wUI feed two families of refugees
for a month! In India, our native priests and Sisters must
have hammers, saws, books, and cloth, to teach poor youngsters
how to support themselves .. . Will you help Father Mannanal
In Neeloor, for instance? $2BOO will make reek for hundreds
mors boys and girls U the UtUe school he oondocts—end $B5B
provides a chapel. Name the school and the chapel for your
,n mrraor7 7«w l°r*d ones. Any gift (|25, $2O.
ItSTSIQ, $5, $2) will be a Godsend In the war on suffering. With
the Pope It will say, *1 love you."
T*aHolyPmbtr'i Million Aid
lor ibt (MmW Ckntei
SIX NEW IDEAS FOR '65
WHAT BECOMES OE THE EHN AMD rEOUC N— T.irt
eve? What you spend Is gone the morning after . . . Month br
month In 1965, here’a what you can do:
□ TRAIN A NATIVE SISTER OVERSEAS. She’ll be your
personal representative to people who need help, and aboil write
£ *ou' te,tata » CO,U 0B,» «*■*• » "loath, $l5O a year.
$3OO altogether.
□ TRAIN A NATIVE PRIEBT. He stab to give hla life
ther*' F.°. r **• “* xt ,l* ”,n he needs $1.50 a month
($lOO a year, $BOO altogether). Write to us.
□ FEED A FAMILY OF REFUGEES. $lO feeds a family
for a month! 91
□ ENROLL YOURSELF In one or more sl-a-month clubs'
DAMIEN CLUB (helps lepers, BASIUANS (teaches children)
HOUSE OF GOLD (cam for the aging). MONICA GUILD
(repairs missions ehurehea).
•fVTCV I?I ,fNI) * m#nth- “*wborn students,
the 111. In this Association. The offering Is only $1 !«,? , ,ear
$2O for life. The spiritual benefits are rewarding!
□ STRINGLESS: Send A GIFT each month to the Holy
Father. He will use It where needed moat.
Dear Monsignor Ryan:
Enclosed please find for
Nams
Street
City State Zip Cods#.
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A Missionary Discusses the Religious Life
JERSEY CITY - "Since we
are religious, I think our habit
is a sign of what we are and
should be. It should be simple,
yet in tune with our age. I
believe the habit has a mes-
sage to convey ■— that we are
dedicated to God and doing
His work.”
So, says Sister M. Kathleen
Fitzgerald of the Medical Mis-
sion Sisters. The former
Catherine ‘‘Peggy" Fitzgerald,
is now visiting her mother,
Mrs. John W. Fitzgerald, here.
Sister Kathleen is in the
U.S. after spending four years
in charge of the society’s
novitiate in South Shields, Eng-
land. She will leave Jan. 1
for her new post as novice
mistress in Lipa City, Batan-
gas, Philippine Islands.
In an interview, she com-
pared the life of an army
nurse with that of a mission
nurse, and spoke of changes
in the religious habit and how
she believes her order helps
people understand the role of
a Sister.
A GRADUATE of St. Aloy-
sius High School and Jersey
City Medical Center School of
Nursing, Sister Kathleen en-
tered the Medical Mission
Sisters after serving almost
three years in England as a
lieutenant in the Army Nurs-
ing Corps. Her first assign-
ment as a Sister was to the
staff of Holy Family Hospital
in Rawalpindi, West Pakistan.
For six years she was director
of the School of Nursing.
“Army nursing was very in-
teresting and during a war
when you have actual combat
casualties -it is very satisfy-
‘nE>” Sister Kathleen recalled.
“In the missions you're tak-
ing care of people who have
a great need but lack the
facilities for medical care.
Besides fulfilling that great
need it’s a means of spreading
the Kingdom of Christ,” Sis-
ter Kathleen said.
“Also important, she notes, is
that mission work “helps
break down prejudices, helps
the people understand Catho-
lics and thus prepares the
way for conversion.”
DISCUSSING WAYS of help-
ing others understand the re-
ligious life and the changes
some orders are making with
regard to home visitation, Sis-
ter Kathleen said instead of
having to stay at a convent
when visiting one’s parents “a
Sister likes to be able to stay
at home and 'have a close
contact with the family."
People thus have a better
opportunity to get to know
the individual Sister, she said.
“It helps to dispel that air
of mystery which sometimes
surrounds the religious life
and helps people to under-
stan , that the religious life is
the Christ-life lived in an in-
tense and particular way.
"It should help foster voca-
tions because it helps people
understand that the Sister is
a normal human being and
perhaps helps break down
some of the barriers that may
have been created in former
times.”
Sister Kathleen also advo-
cates overnight convent visits
for possible candidates.
"It’s helpful for a girl who
is thinking of entering an order
to spend a few days at the
convent, join the Sisters in
some of the exercises and
be part of the activities of the
community. It gives them a
better idea of the community
and a chance to see what it is
really like," she said.
SISTER-INSTRUCTOR - Sister M. Kathleen Fitzgerald of the
Medical Mission Sisters teaches a young Pakistani nurse
how to give an injection at Holy Family Hospital, Rawal-
pindi, West Pakistan. The former Peggy Fitzgerald of Jer-
sey City recently returned from South Shields, England,
and will leave Jan. 1 for her new assignment in the Philip-
pine Islands.
I Was Thinking...
It Was a ‘New Jerusalem,’
A Time for Family, Friends
By RUTH W. REILLY
Our Christmas Day began
with Midnight Mass. The
drive over was difficult. We
had to strain to see the road
as we pierced our way
through a heavy blanket of
fog.
The brightly lighted church
with its poinsettia-banked
altar was like a "new
Jerusalem” when we entered,
and our souls, "magnified the
Lord” as our priests, clothed
in' garments of gold,, lifted
each one of us together with
the host at the Offertory of
the Mass, and later fed us
with tile Body of Christ. Al-
most everyone received, and
there was an almost palpable
awareness of our unity with
one another in Christ. We
were filled with His Life,
and Peace this early Christ-
mas morning.
The ride home was fog-
bound, ' buV fun. The fog
seemed cloudlike to me; it
was as if we were riding
through the heavens. One of
the girls began to sing:
“Hark the Herald Angels
sing. . .” and the rest of us
caught up the melody and it
floated out on the mist.
ARRIVING home Joseph,
who- had served at Midnight
Mass, carefully placed the In-
fant in our fireplace crib, and
then we opened special gifts.
Joseph presented me with a
long, narrow boxr~ “From
John and me,” he beamed.
No, it was not an umbrella. It
was anewAmerican flag com-
plete with pole and bracket
for hanging. Thank you men!
We opened the family pres-
ent from Mrs. Stevens, which
is always a special treat. We
met Mrs. Stevens years ago
when our family was young,
in fact only two children old!
Each Christmas she gave the
children small gifts: a color-
ing book, or ball, or blocks.
As the family grew, so did
the number of her gifts.
For the past several years
she selected identical little
gifts, with each she put a
crisp new dollar-bill, and th,en
wrapped one for each of our
-11 children! (Two of whom
now have children of their
own.)
THIS YEAR her gift was a
Christmas candle set behind
a niche of blue, harboring a
shepherd scene. When the can-
dle is lighted an angel set in
the sky shows white against
the blue. We made S center-
piece by arranging seven of
these in an evenly spaced cir-.
cle around a tiny Nativity
Scene. God bless Mrs. Stev-
ens!
It was well after 3 a.m,
when we retired, almost re-
luctantly. At 5:30 the alarm,
went off and iVe rose to
waken three of the boys for 6
o’clock Mass, at which John
served. Immediately after
breakfast Joe and John in-
stalled the flag bracket atjd
our country’s colors flew Ml
Christmas day.
Ellen and her husband
stayed overnight. About mid-
morning they left to visit with
Pete’s family and returned
-again late in the afternoon.
Joe and Mary Ann arrived
with their three little ones
about noon, and there was a
happy splash of greetings and
great excitement as gifts were
opened.
THE TABLE was set for 15
and we had just cleared away
when Aunt Helen and Uncle
A1 arrived, looking like Mr.
and Mrs. Santa Claus, and
once more gift wrappings
made gay puddles on the
floor.
We had just quieted down
to looking at Ellen’s wedding
album and showing pictures
nf our newest grandchild,
Paul, Jr., when the telephone
rang. It was Paul and Beverly
calling from California to wish
all of us here a happy Christ-
mas. About that time Aunt
Sarah and Uncle Bob and
their fivy children ar-
rived. Oh, it was a busy,
joyful Christmas all the way!
Before waving our guests
into the night, we lit the can-
dles on our "Mrs. Stevens’
centerpiece” and put out all
other lights except those
around our fireplace creche.
I began a wavering "Silent
Night,‘Holy Night . . and
it was steadied and soared to
fill the house as 27 voices took
it up and made of it a strong
and beautiful prayer.
O God, how blessed we arc.
We thank You for lifting up
the gates and giving us the
glorious Gift of Your Son to
be our Strength and our Life.
O God, we thank You for all
things.
Her Prayers Were Answered—
She Was Missionary and Martyr
OZONE PARK, N.Y. (NC)
Asa teacher at Our Lady
of Wisdom Academy here.
Sister Mary Antoinette used to
ask her students: ‘‘Do you
think I want to spend the rest
of my life teaching chemistry?
I want to be a martyr, but
that's probably not possible.
At least I want to go to the
missions to teach, to work
in a hospital, even just to
cook."
On Nov. 19 Sister Mary An-
toinette got her most cherished
wish. Rebel troops in the north-
ern Congo killed her and a
Belgian nun, Sister M. Fran-
ciose.
Relatives and friends here
remember the former Anne
Donniacuo not as someone ob-
sessed with death but as a per-
son who loved living so
much that she was willing to
lay down her life as the great-
est sacrifice of all.
SHE WAS brought up in St.
Mary’s parish, Long Island
City, and attended Adclphi Col-
lege.
She loved sports, the outdoor
life and the theater. But she
also loved serving others, as
she demonstrated as a coun-
selor at a St. Vincent de Paul
Society summer camp for un-
derprivileged children.
In 1937 she joined the Daugh-
ters of Wisdom and was pro-
fessed Feb. 2, 1939. She spent
the next seven years teaching
at Our Lady of Wisdom Acade-
my and also served as moder-
ator of the mission club.
IN FEBRUARY, 1952. she
sailed for Africa. After six
years in Nyasaland, she re-
turned home and was assigned
to St. Agathe Academy in
Maine. But in 1961 she went
back to Africa this time to
the Congo.
Her last Trip 'home was in
the summer of 1963. She was
raising funds and supplies for
an 800-student boarding school
at Isangi, about 80 miles north-
cast of Stanleyville on the
Congo River. Soon after, she
returned to the Congo.
Rebel troops took over Isan-
gi in October. For weeks there
was no word. Then the Daugh-
ters of Wisdom here received
a telegram from the State De-
partment announcing her
death.
Date Book
Information muat bo motived by 10
n.m on Monday of the week of pub-
llcatlon If It. la to be Included In the
Data Book llalins unleaa there la aa
earlv deadline. Llatlnfs will cover
SvnOY throuih Saturday actlvlUaa
foi "win* Thureday of publication.
All noUcea ahouid be mailed.
Publicity chairmen am Invited to
make uae of thla aervlce. Wo wiU
need the name of your orfanlxaUdn,
location, evert, lime. date, place, full
name of eoeaker and topic and the
name of the chairman.
SUNDAY, JAN. 3
Help of Christians Rosary
Confraternity, East Orange
Corporate Communion-meet-
ing, 8 a.m. Mass; meeting im-
mediate following, cafeteria;
Anthony J. Milano of U.S.
Dept, of Health, Education and
Welfare, speaker.
MONDAY, JAN. 4
Our Lady of the Lake Ro-
sary, Verona Meeting, after
novena, auditorium; Janice
Middleton, Norine McGraw,
speakers; Young Christian Stu-
dent movement, topic.
Our Lady of Lourdes Rosary
Altar, West Orange Meeting,
after services; auditorium; De-
tective Arthur Magnuson,
speaker; indecent literature,
topic; Mrs. Edward Connors,
chairman.
Holy Family Rosary, Flor-
ham Park Meeting-party,
8:30. basement; film on Wil-
liamsburg.
Our Lady of the Visitation
Rosary, Paramus Meeting,
after novena, hall; demonstra-
tion of liquid embroidery.
TUESDAY. JAN. 5
St. Mary's Rosary Altar,
Dumont Meeting-installation
of new officers; 8:30, auditor-
ium.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 6
St. Joseph's Rosary Altar,
Oradell Meeting, after serv-
ices, allpurpose room; Dor-
othy Herbert, speaker; racism,
topic.
Sacred Heart Rosary, Bloom-
field Meeting, tf:3o, auditor-
ium; film "Decision” on nar-
cotics.
FRIDAY, JAN. 8
Catholic Women's College
Club Bible group, 8:15,
home of Marian E. McLaugh-
lin. Montclair; Elizabeth N.
Kennedy, chairman.
Benedictines
Have Meeting
PATERSON The semi-an-
nual meeting of the Benedic-
tine Sisters secondary associa-
tion for religious and lay facul-
ty of high schools conducted
by the Benedictine Sisters in
the Secs of Newark, Washing-
ton and Paterson was held
Dec. 29 at Benedictine Acade-
my here.
Sister M. Stephanie, associa-
tion president, conducted the
morning business session.
Brother John M. Egan, associ-
ate professor of psychology at
lona College, New Rochelle,
N.Y., spoke on "The Dynamics
of Adolescent Behavior: Some
Insights from Counseling Psy-
chology.”
Departmental meetiifgs and
an evaluation period of new
textbooks recently adopted
were held.
Second Printing
For 'Nun Sense'
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS - A
second edition of “Nun Sense”
by Sister M. Madeleine, C.S.J.,
president of Archangel College
here, is in preparation by
Bruce Publishing Cos.
Sister Madeleine, recently
interviewed by Arlene Francis,
is scheduled for another ap-
pearance on that show in 1965
and will also be interviewed
over station WMTR in Janu-
ary by Susan Bond.
The author received a cita-
tion from the N.J. Association
of English Teachers in Novem-
ber at the Atlantic City con-
vention.
“Nun Sense” is a collection
of 29 essays which look at life
in a modem way. It was pub-
lished in September.
Good Shepherd
Sisters Merge
PHILADELPHIA - The Sis-
ters of the Good Shepherd
have merged their Baltimore
Province with the Philadel-
phia Province and will keep
the provincial center of Fox
Chase here.
Our Lady of Grace School,
Morristown, is staffed by the
Sisters of the Good Shepherd.
Mother Mary Ursula, for-
mer superior in Baltimore,
was named the new pro-
vincial. The order also recent-
ly established a central noviti-
ate at PcekskiU, N.Y., and an
affiliation with Fordham Uni-
versity for Sisters to obtain
degrees in education.
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
READING CENTER
PATERSON
PURPOSE
To provide extra help and special Instruction for students '
who have reading problems and those who desire to
improve their reading ability.
PUCE
151 Ellison Street, Paterson, New Jersey
SEMESTER
SPRING FEBRUARY, 1965 to JUNE, 1965
* APPLY Before Jan. 15 * Enrollment Limited * |
SCHEDULE
Pupils will be scheduled for one hour each Saturday
between 9:00 and 12:00.
GRADE LEVELS OF CHILDREN
Grade 2 through College
BASIS FOR ADMISSION
1. Interview with child and parent
2. Evaluation of reading ability
3. Psychological evaluation
GROUP INSTRUCTION
On the basis of anticipated needs, pupils will be placed
in groups of 3,4, or 5 students who have similar diffi-
culties and who will profit by working together.
STAFF
Director, psychologist, and trained reading specialists
APPLICATIONS
Write to:
Mrs. Margaret G. Murphy, Director
Seton Hall University • Reading Center
151 Ellison Street, Paterson, New Jersey
Telephone 525-3425
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
ANNOUNCES
A NEW
DIVIDEND RATE
0
Anticipated
Dividend For
Period Beginning
Jan. 1, 1965
Contlnuout Dividends Since Est. 1905
Assets Exceed $57,000,000
Savings Made By The 10th Earn From The First
Save By Mall - We Pay Postage Both Ways
Accounts Transferred Free
HIGHER than any other in-
terest or dividend rate
being paid on insured sav-
ings in New Jersey.
OPEN MON. FRI. 9-3
FRIDAY NIGHTS 6-8
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
and LOAN ASSOCIATION
MAIN OFFICE • WYCKOFF * 392 MAIN STREET • TW 1-2200
Midland Park
207 Franklin Avt. I
Branch Offices
Franklin Lakes I Saddle River
790 Franklin Avn. | Sumrtabl* Court I OaklandRamapo ValUy Rd.
Project
Recalls
Epiphany
Christmas may be over but
since school hasn’t reopened
and since the Epiphany which
recalls the Magi’s visit to
Bethlehem doesn’t come until
January 6, you still have time
tq make an unusual decora-'
tion for the great feast of the
Epiphany.
The project involves con-
structing Magi heads out of
items you already have
wrapping paper, buttons, rib-
bon, cotton, etc. You may
even gefc-some additional ma*
terial from left over Christ-
mas wrappings.
First you’ll need three cylin-
der-type containers; they can
be tall coffee tins, fruit’ juice
X"ins or boxes from oatmeal
oncornmeal.
rrwo CONTAINERS can be
wrapped in flesh colored crepe
papeq or pink wrapping
papejr; the third can be cov-
ered with ft brqvvn paper bag.
Rubber washers or buttons
can be used for eyes and a
nose; cotton or heavy black
icord for eyebrows. .Glitter or
red construction paper can
represent the mouth. Or, draw
the face with crayons or
paints; Cotton makes an ideal
mustache and beard for one
or two wise men.
Make the hair out of curled
ribbon or cotton, glued to the
container. Brown or black
paint can change ordinary cot-
ton into more realistic hair.
Aluminum foil, silver or gold
paper, reinforced with card-
board, make crowns.
A TURBAN can be fashioned
of anold handkerchief, oblong
piece of brocade or terry
cloth. Since the top of your con-
tainer is flat, you’ll want to
crumble some tissue paper to
help make your turban stand
high. Start at the back, wind-
ing the turban and pinning or
gluing it as you go. Work the
material toward' the front,
then give it a twist and swoosh
it up toward the top and pin
the ends in the back.
Sequins, glitter, bits of col-
ored stones or bright-colored
scraps of paper can simulate
crown jewels.
A rolled piece of cotton with
cord wrapped around it creat-
ing a chain effect can repre-
sent a robed-collar. Other col-
lars can be made from wrap-
ping paper or yard goods
scrails; they can be glued
close to the cylinder, or fast-
ened only in the back and
front to give the illusion of a
stand-out robe.
Let your young brothers and
sisters help by holding the
glue or handing you the article
needed next.
When completed, the kings
can be placed under the tree,
near the creche or on a table.
They will remind you of the
importance of the feast of
Epiphany, and of the first
Christmas gifts the Magi
brought to Christ.
CONSTRUCTIVE HANDS - Everyone canhelp in this Epiph-
any project as demonstrated by Mark Ware who is hold-
ing the glue for his brother, Eric, who is cutting out a
crown for one of the kings. Crowns can be made from
foil or shiny paper reinforced with cardboard.
KINGLY SPLENDOR - Cylinder-type containers are easily
transformed into three kings shown here by using [?]
you already have. Completed, they can be placed unde[?]
the tree, near the creche or on a table as a reminder of
the feast of the Epiphany.
Contest Announced
For Savio Clubs
NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y. -
The St. Dominic Savio Class-
room Club has announced its
national poster contest to open
Jan. 1. Posters must be 9 x 12
inches and will be judged for
their originality and neatness
In depicting one of St. Dom-
inic Savio’s virtues. Entries
must be postmarked by Jan.
31.
Two posters from each state
will be selected as finals for
national awards junior divi-
sion (grades five and six);
senior division (grades seven
through nine). Winners will be
announced In February.
Southern Catherdral
Now a Basicilia
NEW ORLEANS (NC) -
Pope Paul has elevated histor-
ic St. Louis Cathedral to the
status of minor basilica.
The cathedral, mother
church of Catholicism in Louis-
iana and much of .the South,
will be known fta-dne Basilica
of St. Louis King of France.
The title was changed Dec. 23.
Mary’s Handicap
Will Help Others
NEWARK Mary Clark of
Good Counsel parish here was
born with a serious defect
(open spine) and must walk
with braces and crutches.
But as Essex County’s poster
child for thi& year’s March of
Dimes, Mary feels she "can
help others like myself” by
showing them how well she
can walk and thus encourag-
ing them. During January she
will make personal appearan-
ces as a representative of all
children who will be helped
through funds contributed to
the 27th annual March of
Dimes drive.
A major event of the drive
will be a collection to bp taken
Jan. 31 by Essex County CYO
members in their parishes. In
24 years, the CYO has raised
over $160,000 for the March of
Dimes.
ALTHOUGH MARY must
take a school bus to Branch
Brook School for orthopedic
children where she is a third
grader, the braces and crutch-
es don’t prevent her from
doing what she enjoys says
her mother, Mrs. Matthew
Clark. Inability to play ball
and hop scotch doesn’t bother
her, either, because Mary cul-
tivates an interest in other
things,
Mrs. Clark calls the "mar-
velous disposition" which en-
ables her to accept her handi-
cap a great "gift of God."
Drawing animals or doing
water colors is evidence that
Mary’s favorite subject is art.
She wants to be an art teacher
"like the one at Branch Brook
School," her mother says.
SPECIAL nightly exercises
which last about one hour sup-
plement therapy several times
a week given under the aus-
pices of the March of Dimes
Special Treatment Center for
Birth Defects.
Mary spends a lot of time
talking on the telephone or
playing with her girl friends
and her pet dog, Bruno. Her
brother Jimmy, a junior at Es-
sex Catholic High School, has
gotten her interested In midget
racing cars. He frequently
plays one of her favorite
games and is a "big help" to
her, Mary says.
THE ADVOCATE is a handy
classroom tool. Call our cir-
culation -department for de-
tails.
BUDDIES - Mary Clark of hugs her dog, Bruno.
Mary is this year's March of Dimes poster child for Essex
County.
Resolutions Stress Our Goals
By SUSAN DINER
For almost as long as I can
remember my parents always
stressed New Year’s resolu-
tions.
Usually right after Christ-
mas my sister, brothers and, I
started making a list of our
shortcomings. Sometimes the
list was quite long. It was al-
ways divided into two cate-
gories those weaknesses
which would be fairly easy to
overcome and those which
would require a lot of work.
.Easy shortcomings were im-
portant because as we were
successful with these we gain-
ed confidence and more de-
termination to work on the
harder ones.
At first my parents used to
help me write the list and later
I wrote it and showed it to
them. Still later I wrote it and
kept it just for myself.
PUTTING the shortcomings
on paper was essential be-
cause it gave new importance
to the resolutions and, of
course, they weren’t too easily
forgotten. Sometimes the list
seemed quite long and some
of the resolutions were repeat-
ed every year, mainly as a re-
minder.
Some I remember very
clearly don’t fight, come
when called, make visits to
the Blessed Sacrament more
frequently, say your prayers
kneeling up straight, do all
homework on time, don’t be
selfish but help others and
share your blessings and, of
course, the all important reso-
lution try to be a better per-
son in all ways.
The practice has remained
through the years although the
resolutions have changed with
circumstances. Now resolu-
tions are grouped as "world-
ly” and “spiritual,” but each
group still has easy and diffi-
cult we&knesses to overcome.
A SISTER-FRIEND sent
me a prayer card last summer
' containing one of St. Augus-
tine’.; prayers. I Uiink of it as
an ideal resolution and keep
it tucked in the corner of my
dresser mirror as a constant
reminder. The card reads:
Breathe in me,
0 Holy Spirit,
That my thoughts
May all be holy;
Act in me,
0 Holy Spirit,
That my work, too,
May be holy;
Draw my heart,
O Holy Spirit,
That I love
But what Is holy;
Strengthen m«
t
/
0 Holy Spirit,
To defend
All that is holy;
Guard me, then, ,
0 Holy Spirit, /
That I always
May be holy.
FOR A BETTER FUTURE - Addie is getting ready to usher
in 1965 and adds an Important reminder that the New
Year is an excellent time to start working toward a better
future by overcoming our weaknesses and shortcomings.
December 31, 1964 THE ADVOCATE 9
53 Halsey St.,' Newark, N. J.
(Rear of Hahne's)
MArket 3-9696
Tuesday
January 12, 6:30 p.m.
The House of Bianchi
Announce A Private Showing Of
Spring and Summer
Bridal and Attendant and Mothers’ Gowns
Crystal Ballroom of the Robert Treat Hotel
50 Park Place, Newark, N. J.
(One ehort block from Public Service Termini])
Moderator: Mr. Warren Frers, Director House of Bianchi
Bridal Advisor: Miss Nanci Lynne
Graduate Consultant Parson School Design
Please Call or Write Immediately for Admitsion Ticket
COLLEGE BOARD EXAMS
HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS - JUNIORS
DON’T BE LEFT BEHIND!
PREPARE NOW
’
FOR THE MARCH TESTS
SMALL CLASSES. LMDIVIDUAL ATTENTION, SPECIALLY
PREPARED AND GRADED MATERIAL. TRAINED AND
CERTIFIED TEACHERS UNDER THE PERSONAL DI-
RECTION OF DR. A. J. GENUA PH.D., COLLEGE PRO-
FESSOR AND AUTHOR OF “HOW TO SCORE HIGH ON
SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS.”
STARTS JAN. 16th.
7 Sessions, Saturday mornings 8:30 to 12:45
Couraei offered ol
Union Tech Imtitut.
Patereen YMCA
10J1 Stuyveunl Ave., Union Pntenon
Morria Tech Inititute Ridgewood Elite
■•■22 E. Blackwell Si., Dover Ridgewood
For Reservation I Call
In Pattalc Cos. - PR B-74J3 Union Cos. - MU 7-4230
•orgon Cos. - 444-4143 Morel. Cos. - 1
Eaitern Tutoring Schooli
STONY LODGE HOSPITAL
OSSINING-ON-HUDSON, NEW YORK
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely
equipped for Diagnosis and Treatment
of Mental and Nervous Conditions.
Mane, and Sacrament. Available
Leo J. Palmer, M.D.
Charles A. Bright, M.D. Associate Directort
Luis G. Murillo, M.D.
Telephone 914 Wilson 1-7400
Brochure on Request
ps
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INCOME FOR LIFE I
Your Investment In the Society of the Divine Word Annuity
Plen will provide generous Interest payments for life, with
regular checks coming to you every six months. You will
also share Inspiritual benefits and gain personal
satisfaction In the knowledge that your money Is helping the *
cause of Christ all over the world. Certain tax advantages
also combine to Improve the financial return of an
• INC!
1904
aaW rtftUr ZZmmt
/£• m*futk ii V
S.VD. Annuity Contract
rmatlon
I
mall coupon today for additional Infor ti
Society of the Divine Word Dafi.T™
-"
Girard, Penrtsylvanla j.
Please send Information on an SVD Annuity
Contract in the amount of $
Afl*
City State Zip#
Young Advocate Club
Liturgy Contest
JUNIORS: (Boys and girls from kindergarten through
fourth grade.) Do a free hand drawing.of an impressive
phase of one afLiheTacraments; identify the sacrament.
SENIORS: (Boys and girls from the fifth through the
.eighth grades.) Write in 150 words or less your impression
of'using English in the Mass or how you think it will affect
your life, • •
NAME GRADE
ADDRESS
CITY
SCHOOL
TEACHER ,
□ I am a member □ I would like to join
RULES: (a) Entries should be sent to Susan Diner, Young
Advocate Club, 31 Clinton St., Newark, N. J.
07102.
(b) All entries/must be mailed by Wednesday,
Jan. 13.
(c) Your entry makes you a member of the
Young Advocate Club.
(and) Prizes of $5, $3 and $2 will be awarded in
each division.
(e) Each entry, must be accompanied by this
coupon or by a copy of it.
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
■ LAIRSOIN, PIAPACK, N. J.
Ou«ll House lor Womon and
Artistic French Chateau oI broom
’•kina beauty In tho Somcraet llilla
Ultra modem facUttlee. Healthful
rtlmate. Ctrellanl meals. Oven year
round to Convaleacenta. Vacationists
and Permanent Guests.
Ratraala (ram September to Juno
aacept (he Thonkaflvlna. Christmas
and Nev. Years Weaken da Dayo
and Kvenmao oI Recollection
Directed by Ida Slateri at St. John
The BeeHif piapack MU4 • CMS.
WEEK END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
IPfND A WUKthID WITH OOD
Fori MIN, WOMIN
HUSBAND and WIFI
Conducted by the monki af
■Saint Paul's Abbey
IMeaae make reservations
early
Write for Information to
DIMCTOR OF RITRIATt
Queen of Peace Ratraal House
SI. FauPs Abbey, Newton. N.J.
There are people
' u>ho care at
CnaH^vteC
Mr.
L.wrtnca
R.flitartd
Nun.
Catherine Krouaa. Director
Till molhir ot 3. Mrs. Lawrence li a
iraduata of Perth Amboy General Hot-
oltal School of Nuriini. She hat boon
with ut for ltt yeara, and It a moat
iracloua member of our ataff. She llvaa
in Clark, NJ.
tOO LINCOLN PARK LAST
CRANFORD. NJ. BR 1-7100
Catharine Krouaa, Director
Your
Wedding Reception
at the
i man
JERSEY CITY
l§ catered with loving care.
• BANQUET ROOMS Taitefully
decorated
• DINNERS created to meetYOUR
needi • Elegant Pood • Oeneroui
Portion! • Perfect Cocktail.
• Pertonaliied attention to every
detail,
f~»
• Package
and the Price It Right . . .
Come la or phone Mr, Moeller our
Wedding Consultant
Is at your service
OLdfleld 3-0100
Get the
New Year off
to a good start
with a savings
account at
Emigrant.
4
o
Latest Quarterly Dividend
from dayof deposit compounded quarterly
Make this a year to save more and earn more on
your savings at Emigrant.
EXTRA DIVIDEND DAYS ...money
deposited on or before January 15th
dividends from January Ist.
YOURS! Emigrant’s famous
American Eagle coin bank when you
open an account with $lO or more-
while the supply lasts.
* 4 *
Emigrant"s popular personalized Money Orderscoat only 101 each in amountt up to 9250.
EMIGRANT INDUSTRIAL SAVINGS BANK
One ofAmerica's Great Savings Institutions
□ Without obligation-
sand literature on ho* I
can.tart building a
good each rnerva Inan
Emigrant8avlngi Account.
I amIntaraatad In an
□ Individual Account -
□ Joint Account
□ Treat Account
Enclosed la $
□ In my name alone
□ In my name In truat for )
□ In my name jointly with |
Forward passbook to D Mr.
Print Name-
Address—
City-
_to open an account
P Mrs. □ Miss
(print)
-Zono- -Stats-
(Use Registered Mail when sanding cash)
61 Chambers St. * 6 Bast 48nd ■ 7th Ave. do 81st
HKMBia MDKRAL OtßOeiT INSURANCt CORPORATION
NA. 12.31
Unbeaten St. Patrick's Coasts;
Eagles, Irish Maintain Drives
NEWARK St. Patrick's,
Elizabeth, coasts into the New
Year at the head of the North
Jersey Catholic basketball' vic-
tory parade with a 7-0 record
after a wide-ranging tour
wound up the Celtics’ 1964 ef-
forts.
The Celtics, avoiding the pit-
falls of Christmas tourna-
ments, once again took on out-
of-state competition during the
Christmas season. They de-
feated St. Mary’s of Milford,
Mass., 53-46, Dec. 27 and-then
South Catholic, Conn., 65-58
Dec. 28.
POPE PIUS, Passaic, (5-0)
and St. Joseph’s, Paterson,
(5-0) did not let tournament
competition interfere with
their unsmirched records. The
Eagles gained the finals of the
new DePaul tourney, Wayne,
by handing Pope John, Sparta,
(4-1) its first loss, 87-51, and
then topping St. Joseph’s West
New York, 72-61. St. Michael’s,
Union City, (3-3) earned the
right to meet Pope Pius in the
final, Dec. 29, by ousting De-
Paul and New Milford. The
Eagles however are flying.
St. Joseph’s, meanwhile,
takes on Holy Family, Union
City (5-1), in what should be
a closely-fought championship
tilt in the Don Bosco Tech
Festival, Paterson, Dec. 30.
The Irish ousted host Don
Bosco Tech, 64-50, while the
Blue Bishops topped Ruther-
ford, 55-51, in semifinal tilts.
The Blue Bishops are on a
five-game winning streak aft-
er dropping tbeir opener
to Memorial.
St. James, Newark, (5-1)
however had its five-game
winning streak snapped by the
Irish, Dec. 23.
MORRIS
CATHOLIC, Den-
ville (2-0) hosts its first tour-
nament this week with Mt.
Lakes favored among the four
teams, which also include Del-
barton and Bernardsville.
Another unbeaten squad
bowed in tournament play
when St. Mary’s, Jersey City
(5-1), was ousted, 74-54, by
Lincoln in the Jersey City
Tournament. St. Cecilia’s,
Kearny, was beaten, 64-60, by
Ferris to eliminate Catholic
hopes in that tourney.
No Catholic team remains in
the Essex County Tournament
at Upsala College, East Or-
ange, as Essex Catholic
bowed, to West Side, 38-59,
and Immaculate Conception,
Montclair, lost to Central.
In the St. Peter’s College in-
vitational, St. Peter’s was
ousted, 55-48, by Hoboken in
semi-final play, to remove all
Catholic hopes in this affair.
St. Luke’s, Hohokus, fell to
Ramsey, 59-22, in the North
Bergen Festival at Glen Rock
High School.
In the Bergen County tour-
ney at Don Bosco, Ramsey,
the host Dons meet Ridgewood
Dec. 30 for the championship.
The Dons ousted Hackensack,
52-47, while Ridgewood turned,
back Englewood, 71-68.
To DKW and Fan:
Sorry for Bill
NEWARK It is with con-
siderable chagrin that the
sports editor accedes to a re-
quest for correction. It appears
Dennis K. Wainwright of Bay-
ley-Ellard, Madison, received
an unwarranted “Bill”
,
. ,
for his first name in the Dec.
10 issue of The Advocate.
Wainwright was mentioned
as being a co-choice of Big
Eight Conference football
coaches for right end on the
conference All-Star team. The
error was pointed out by
“A D.K.W. Fan.”
Tri-County, Paterson
Loops Open Campaign
NEWARK The Tri-County
and Paterson Catholic confer-
ences get under way in the
first week of scheduled activi-
ty among North Jersey Catho-
lic high school basketball
'teams for 1965 while the Big
Eight and Hudson County
Catholic leagues resume.
In Tri-County competition,
the Jan. 3 clash between Don
Bosco, Ramsey (3-2), and St.
Cecilia’s, Englewood (2-2), is
expected to provide the most
fireworks as the two squads
appear evenly matched.
Pope Pius, Passaic, which has
opened many eyes while rack-
ing up a 5-0 record, will
face Bergen Catholic, Oradell
(1-4), Jan. 5 in what should
be a real test of comparative
strengths. The Crusaders are
used to facing tough opposi-
tion and their record fails to
show the close games they
have played.
A THIRD Tri • County tilt
should be an easy victory for
Queen of Peace, North Arling-
ton (3-1), over newcomer, St.
Joseph's, -Montvale (0-5), Jan.
3.
It will be up to St. Mary’s
(0-2) to give St. John's (1-1)
its first Paterson Conference
teat, Jan. 4. Hie Gaels are
not rated as highly as the
Ramblers, however.
In Hudson Conference play,
St. Anthony's, Jersey City
(2-3). will be trying to even
its league record at 1-1 Jan.
3 when St. Cecilia’s, Kearny
(2-2), comes in to challenge.
It is the Saints' first confer-
ence outing. This league is ex-
pected to bi a free-for-all al-
though St. k* ry’s, Jersey City
(5-1) must get the favorite’s
role.
THE SAINTS beat St. An-
thony’s, 56-54 In the Jersey
City Tournament recently.
In the Big Eight Conference,
Our Lady of the Valley, Or-
ange, gets right down to busi-
ness Jan. 2 with a visit to
weak Bayley-EUard, (2-1),
Madison (0-2). The Knights are
1-0 in the loop while Bayley is
just beginning its campaign.
Immaculate Conception,
Montclair, (2-3) has already
two league wins on the rec-
ord in three outings. DePaul,
Wayne (0-4), is not expected to
prevent the third conference
victory for the favored Lions,
Jan. 3. On Jan. 5, Oratory
(1-4) will be expected to chalk
up its second conference tri-
umph in as many tries when
Bayley visits.
Admits Catholics
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont.
(NC) The Canadian Council
of Churches has approved a
resolution opening the door to
membership oo its Faith and
Order Commission to repre-
sentatives of the Catholic
Church, to "evangelical
churches” and movements
such as the Witnesses of Je-
hovah.
Basketball
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Paterson Conference
Sf. Joseph's Remains Top Choice
PATERSON - When a de-
fending championship team
(7-1) only loses two lettermen
it does not speak well for the
other teams’ chances especial-
ly when they arc not as fortu-
nate. But when
coach adds “it appears we
will present r ’ *ter defensive
team than H
,
jar's which
yielded only 52 points a
game." you would have to say
that team is favored in the
league.
And so it is that St. Joseph’s
is rated the top team in the
Paterson Catholic Conference.
Coach Jack Moran’s chances
for a repeat as conference
champion were not hurt a bit
by the injuries to one of the
teams that- might have given
the Irish some trouble, Don
Bosco Tech.
THE RAMS (6-2) who
pressed St. Joseph’s in the
conference last year, have lost
the services of Mario Gillio
(6:3) and junior Mike Rush
(6:2) through injuries that
might leave them on the side-
lines for most of the season.
Perhaps the next in line as
chief challenger should be the
Ramblers from St. John’s, “All
starters are better than fine
shooters, lack height but' not
aggressiveness,” says coach
Bill Frank. ' T- .
Of last year’s top five shoot-
ers only John Gatti of St. Jo-
seph’s is back. And Gatti (5-6),
who placed fourth in scoring,
is only, a junior this year. An-
other junior on the St. Joseph’s
starting squad is Willie Banks
(6:5). Ted Bruning (6:1) Fred
Carrion (5:10) and Dan War-
ren (5:11) round out the Irish
starters.
Frank Molinaro, St. Bona-
venture’s coach, would prob-
ably settle for a 50-50 season
although four lettermen are
back. The Bonnies were bound
to feel the loss of top scorer
Rich Corsetto, who averaged
31 points in the eight confer-
ence games with a total of 248.
Tom Heliker (6:0) is the tall-
est of the returnees. Captain
Frank Wicme and Harry Del-
venthal are 5:9 with Lou Sal-
loum (5:6). Tony Magliacco
(5:7) is the only other senior
candidate. Jim Kolgore, a
freshman (5:10), is a promis-
ing prospect.
For Bosco Tech. Bart lurato
(5:8), Bob Glinka (6:1) and
Jack Dowling (5:9) are healthy
lettermen. Junior Sal Con-
stantino and Bob Skinner both
5:10,. Tom Hart (6:1) and soph-
omore* John Vasquez (5:10)
will be picking up the burden
left by Gillio and Rush.
With two lettermen, Ray
Kearns (6:0) and Brian Ly-
saght (6:2) the only seniors,
St. John’s coach Frank still
has an optimistic outlook, de-
pending on juniors Bob Ham-
way, Ray Bersch and Art Stur-
geon, non over 5:8. Two others
John Hopper and John Pickett,
both 6:2, will see action.
St. Mary’s coach Jerry Mal-
loy starts a team averaging
six feet led by Jerry Calla-
han (6:1) George Dugan (6:1)
and junior Nea! Hancock (5:9)
all lettermen. Coach Malloy,
in 33 years at St. Mary’s, has
led the Gaels to 453 victories
while losing 202. Last season
they took the Paterson Dioces-
an Tournament.
Ed Carey (6:1) and Mike
Maslanck (5:11) are two other
senior candidates while Bob
Hannan, a sophomore and Bill
Curcio, a junior, both 6:1, are
slated for action..
Association Bans AAU Meets
TRENTON The New Jersey State Interscholastic
Athletic Association this week warned member schools that
they could not take part in a series of track and field devel-
opment meets being conducted by the New Jersey AAU
District at Roselle Catholic High School’s outdoor track.
The first meet is scheduled for Jan. 2 at 1 p.m. The ban
will not affect too many New Jersey Catholic Track Con-
ference teams, as an NJCTC development relay meet is
scheduled for the same day at St. Joseph's, Metuchen. at
11 a m. Rain washed out last Saturday’s meet at Roselle.
The NJSIAA ban also holds for meets scheduled for
Jan. 19 and Feb. 27 on the Roselle boards. The mecti, at set
up by the AAU, included separate races for high school
runners and for those from colleges or clubs. This was in
accordance with rules laid down by the NJSIAA two years ago
when the AAU first sponsored such development meets in
the Newark Armory.
The state association, explaining the ban, said that the
presence of races for college and club athletes on the pro-
gram makes it necessary for sanction to be obtained from
the New Jersey Track and Field Federation, a branch of the
United States Track and Field Federation. The AAU. which
is not sanctioning the high school events on the program,
refuses to obtain a sanction from the NJTFF for the other
events.
However, the NJSIAA also announced that it had approved
the entry of New Jersey schools in the national scholastic
Championships at Madison Square Garden Feb. 20. It pointed
out that this meet is sponsored by the New York Public
Schools Athletic League and is sanctioned by the National
Federation of State High School Athletic Associations.
Getting The Word
PARIS (RNS) - A French
parish’s contribution to the re-
newal of the Church is to per-
mit laymen to address the
congregation following the
pastor’s usual Sunday sermon.
This innovation by the
Church of Notre Dame de
Lorette has met with an en-
thusiastic response.
College Cagers
Seton Subs Face Action;
Peacocks Meet Tough Foe
NEWARK Seton Ltall Uni-
versity's basketball coach
Richie Regan looks forward to
giving his substitutes some ex-
perience when tlie Pirates
(5-2) host Fairleigh Dickinson
University, Jan. 6, in the first
game of the New Year.
But St. Peter's College, Jer-
sey City, (3-3), faces one of
its toughest challenges this
week when NYU visits Jan. 2.
The Peacocks then travel to
Baltimore to play Loyola, Jan.
4. There they hope to emulate
the Pirates, who defeated Loy-
ola. 90-77 in their season’s
opener.
WITH FIVE men hitting in
double figures consistently and
rebounding well enough to rate
among the top five in the na-
tion, the Pirates should have
little trouble with the Knights,
who are not having too good
a year and lack size. Seton
has beaten FDU in four
straight encounters since the
series started in 1961.•
Besides the starting five of
Rich Dec, Terry Morawski,
Charlie Mitchel. Harry Slaton
and Tony Cuccolo, and substi-
tutes John Evers; and Boh
Plocinik. others expected to
get a chance to come off the
bench include Rich Wcstovcr,
6*3 sophomore, Dennis Parvin,
511 baekeourtman, and Joe
Parlik 6-5 senior.
Appearing on the Knights
squad will be Catholic high
school grads Jim Graham of
St. Cecilia's, Kearny, 6-4 jun-
ior, and Mike Morcllo of Queen
of Peace, North Arlington,
5-10.
ALTHOUGH the Pirates
have gotten off to a better
start than St. Peter's, thp Pea-
cocks managed to even their
record in time for the New
Year. Bill Singer's rapid re-
covery from an ankle sprain
as evidenced by his 17-joint
efforts in two consecutive
•games, gave the Peacocks a
boost. They have already
found Joe Repka to be an out-
standing substitute to have'
ready on the bench.
The tussle, with NYU, how-
ever, is expected to be decided
underneath for that is the vis-
itors’ strong point. Tim Kchoe,
who has been developing as a
leader, may come through un-
der the boards with that little -
extra needed.
Others ready to start are
Frank Heaney, Joe Bonner,
and Rich Dreyer.
The Peacocks' will have to
reach: NYU averagm
- 1
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UNION COUNTY
AUTHORIZED NEW CAR DEALERS
SALES ■ SERVICE
WHERE THE ACTION IS!
ONLY DIRECT FACTORY
TOWN
OLDS DEALER In the STATE
NEW and USED CARS
HU 6-5555
400 I. ST. GEORGES AVE. LINDEN, N.J.
GAYUN BUICK
One Of America's
Largest Buiek Dealers
SALES • SERVICE • RENTALS
ALWAYS A LARGE SELECTION FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
QUALITY USED CARS • NEW OPEL KADETTS
2140 Morris Ave. • Union • MU 8-9100
UNION COUNTY’S LARGEST VOLUME FORD DEALER
TOMORROW THE WORLD’S LARGEST
NAPPA FORD INC.
.........
"
WW* An ***••"•*»• '• *•« ■vtry M Mlnul.*"
■?S«JJ!fWARK AVEI ELIZABETk
Oftn Ivm. -HI It A. m
THE BEAUTIFUL SHAPE FOR
1965
CHEVROLET!
YOU ALWAYS SAVE MORE AT MOORE
MOORE CHEVROLET SIS N. BROAD ST.
■LIZABITH • II 44700
Strylm Union County Ear Ov.r 40 Y*on Cloitd WmJ. Ivti
NEW '65 MODELS
FEATURING
THE 1965 CHRYSLER
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
CHRYSLER EVER BUILT
WIDE lIIICTION OR OS's—•—IMM9DIATI DILIVIRY
SO.OOO Mllll or S VR. WARRANTY
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
501 NO. BROAD ST., ELIZABETH • EL 5-5600
Elnabetb’i Only Authorized Dealer
CHRYSUR • IMPERIAL • PLYMOUTH • VALIANT
PRIESTS JESUIT BROTHERS
•\ L
#U 2**? wu,#nu ? "»*"<* »*H* My *• U» ••rvica of Jaaua Cfcrttfand HU Church at horn* and in tha foratfn miuiona. For information »tHoi
Director of Vocations, 39 E. 83rd St., Now York 28, N.Y.
(Phono 212 RE 4-1146)
□ P»letu n ItroOwi
N,m*
- • ► Aft
A(Writ*
Cit* *«*• Malt
BROTHERS OF THE SACRED HEART
tnd "SSSinet
“ **'*" Chrt* b' U' l#* * "“S'"** We of pettily rh.uily
l»
, Ujf.A>,tilM ,,Alric»
b*“ro* “ ,po*'* •* **“ Chilli*. Etuc.llou at VowU
tn.ulrei Brtthtr p.ler, f.C.
*• Jottph'a Huh Sr heel Bo< Ml. MMwhte. N J.
Phenei Ml Ukettr Mill
Founded in 1899 by the Sitters of Charity
College oi St. Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWEU NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A. B. and B. S. Degrees
Vm m MM to swell yourself « • toM set
lIIBM Mlltll
m DOT JM mar, new
Megwe Mm. M m mm «• f( M2M
ACADEMY OF
SAINT ELIZABETH
SRCOMOARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Fouudud IMO Fully Acciedited
SISTERS OF CHARITY.
Convent. '>w Jersey
JEfferso,. 9-1600
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
__
Serve God by Serving Others
Sisters of Reparation
of tho Congregation of Mary
• *r«v»aino -tomo ter Poor and
f r iondi«i« Women sort cinni for
Iholr tpi.mjol, montoi. shynei
• /••chin* C««#chitm to oil ott« »*.
Clll- »#r or.. Toon Aun.
• Conduct-no Roildoncot for Wot*
in# Qirlt.
V »* .sM»»n Direct roar
U* Wot* l«:h it root. N. V. 11. N V
Toltphont CHoltoo * 5540
CAMP ST. JOHN'S LAKESIDEMOUNTAIN
CAMP
Boy. 6-16. 2100 ft. Sandy beads, sparkling door sprlngfed lake. 100 mllM
from N t.C. Matura and experienced leadership by teachers and coaches froth
| top-ranking College, ond Prep schools. 1 Counsellor to 4 boys. Resident Chari
loin. Resident registered nurse. Attending physician. Excellent food prepared bv
professional chef, lovofory In each cabin. Central hot shower,. One 011-indusi*fee, 5550. Recommended by Good Housekeeping.'
Write Robert X. Olsgengock, Yale Unhr., Athletic Assn., New Haven Conn ar
(N.Y.C.); Sl6-74M360 (Lang Wan'd) .
\
i#* '
m
come to IC* for a
PERSONAL LOAN
*
We’ll lend you from $3OO to $2,500 for
any worthwhile purpose and arrange
repayments over as long as 12 to 24
months. No red tape, no prying, no prob-
lem. You needn’t be a depositor. For
instant action, come in or phone OLdfield
3-4100, Extension 311.
The
Trust Company
of New Jersey
It OFFICES SERVING HUDSON COUNTY
All Open Monday Evening* 8 to 8 P.M.
Jersey City • Hoboken • Weehawken •
Union City • Weat New York • Secaucua
Member Kedeiel Drpo.u In.oranca Corporation
AN ASSURED LIFE INCOME
with many spiritual remembrances in the prayer* and Masses
of our S.V.D. Catholic Missionaries throughout the world.
Invest your money through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
(AN ANNUITY)
• Never failed an interest obligation.
• High interest rates depend upon your age;—check* are
mailed every month for life.
• Your good deed will assist needy student* to the Priesthood.
Information held In
strict confidence.
WRITE
TODAY TO
S»»d M Information M your Ulo Incom. Ulnkw Contract I
Name.
Age
Addresi
City Zone State
REV. FATHER RALPH S.V.D. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES
316 N. MICHIGAN / CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60601
Holy Name Hospital Honors Outstanding
Bergen County Volunteer 'Pinkies'
RIDGEFIELD Barbara
Hills of St. Frances parish
here started as a teenage vol-
unteer at Holy Name Hospital,
Teaneck, (our years ago "to
.aee if I’d like to be a nurse."
Last week Barbara, now a
17 year-old high school senior,
was presented with a medal
for logging the most hours of
any of the 1,151 pink-stripe un-
iformed volunteers in Bergen
County enrolled at Holy Name
Hospital. She totaled 236 hours
of service.
THREE OTHER "Pinkies”
who received awards for 200
hours service from Sister Ev-
elyn, director of volunteer
services, at a party in the hos-
pital’s Marian auditorium
Dec. 26 were Peggy Murphy
of Corpus Christ!, Hasbrouck
Heights, Kathleen Robson of
Holy Trinity, Hackensack, and
Ellen Murray of St. Francis,
here.
Sixty-six girls served 100
hours, 173 served 60 hours and
431 served more than 30 hours
each. A total of 32,040 hours
were served by the volunteers.
This is the second award of
the month for Barbara, who
plans to study nursing at
Bellevue Hospital, New York
City. She was chosen Junior
Citizen of the Month by the
Kiwanis Club, for her varied
activities.
Barbara is treasurer of her
parish CYO group snd is a
member of the Young Chris-
tian Students. She also finds
time for swimming and ice
skating. Her sister, Diane, 14,
became a Pinkie this year.
HIGH PRAISE - Barbara Hills of St. Francis parish, Ridgefield, center, hears her praises
song by Robert McGrath of St. Anastasia's, Teaneck, after receiving Candy Cane Award
from Sister Evelyn, director of volunteers at Holy Name Hospitaal, Teaneck, left. The
award for having served the hospital as a volunteer for a record 236 hours, was
presented at a party recently honoring 1,151 Bergen County "Pinkies." McGrath is a
lyric tenor soloist with the Mitch Miller Choral Group.
Clasped Hands
For Coat-of-Arms
HARTFORD, Conn. (NC)
Bishop-designate Joseph F.
Donnelly will have two clasped
hands on his aQt-of-arms as a
reminder of his 20 years on the
Connecticut State Board of
Mediation and Arbitration, of
which he has been chairman
for 15 years.
The prelate will be conse-
crated as Titular Bishop of Na-
bala and Auxiliary to Arch-
bishop Henry J. O’Brien in St.
Joseph’s Cathedral on Jan 28. Felician Sisters Schedule European Tour
LODI The fifth annual
European Summer Seminar of
the Felician Sisters is sched-
uled for July 12-Aug. 2, it has
been announced. It is for stu-
dents of the order’s high
schools and adults who wish
to participate.
Four countries will be vis-
ited in the 21-day tour. Points
of interest will include London,
Windsor and Magna Carta Is-
land in England; Paris, Ver-
sailles and Lourdes in France;
Rome (including an audience
with the Pope) and Venice in
Italy, and Warsaw, Cracow,
Zakopane and1 Czestochowa in
Poland.
Further Information may be
obtained from Sister Mary
Amadeus, principal of Immac-
ulate Conception High School
here.
Bergen Slates Folk Festival
PARAMUS The Bergen
County CYO will hold a folk
song festival at the Armory,
Teaneck, at 8:15 p.m. Feb. 27,
it was announced by Rev. Ed-
ward J. Hajduk, CYO director.
The festival will feature
“The New Christy Minstrels,”
a group of seven male and two
female voices, who have ap-
peared on TV and stage shows
and whose mission is to make
folk music fun.
Their last five albums have
sold over 2,000,000 copies.
Tickets may be obtained
from any of the affiliated par-
ishes in Bergen County or
from the CYO office, Bergen
Mall, here.
Seek Volunteers
For Appalachia
CHICAGO (RNS) - the Ex-
tension Volunteers here have
issued an urgent plea for at
least 50 lay persons to offer
their services in a Christian
Appalachian Project designed
to fight poverty in the nine-
state Appalachia region in the
south.
In issuing the call, Rev.
John J. Sullivan, the volun-
teers' national director, said:
“We must keep on the move
in line with the new spirit in
the Church, and the physical
and spiritual needs in the
Cumberlands are immense.”
New Honor
For Staubach
WASHINGTON Roger
T. Staubach, 22-year-old
quarterback of the U. S.
Naval Academy’s football
team, who has won a va-
riety of football honors and/
lettered in three other
sports, was one of five
finalists recently nominat-
edfor the Outstanding Cath-
olic Young Adult award.
Staubach acted as New-
man Club company rep-
resentative at the acad-
emy and is a regular Mass
server. A committee com-
posed of the national pres-
idents of the CYO, Nation-
al Newman Club Federation
and the National Federation
of Catholic College Stu-
dents also selected fivo
finalists for the Catholic
Youth of the Year award.
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MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOtS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
• Residential Roofing
• Leaders & Gutters
• Siding
EL 3-1700
645 NEW POINT ROAD
ELIZABETH, N.J. S
ESTABLISHED 1913
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE |
KEARNY, N. J.
OCOROI K BORGOS I
AIBERI H. BIAZI ■ I
WIUIAM J. OLACCUMI
Ptiotu WYmoK 14700
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
sRtatont why Albert H. Hopptr It Iht largatt
manufacturer of Mtmsrltlt In Nr* Jortay
> w. ptn mi to «* tvrtomara a
aavlnp ot vp to JOS by toUlng
direct to tho purchatar.
> Alt work to dona by tocol atone-
cvttoro A cirvtn Mr* at our
Plant, inuring you
ot Immodlat*
You can Inspect tho momortal
Mr* at work progrataaa.
Wo tiav* at our plant a largo
•took at raw mato-tal. onabiln,
US to comptota cholco on
short nottc*.
Prom IM raw pranll* to IM tot-
ting ot tM completed monumont,
wa partanalty hand)*.
329-341 RIDGE ROAD, NORTH ARLINGTON
WY 1-2266
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose carefuland understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
GORMIEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ.
HUbbard 7-1010
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windsor 4-1202
THOMAS'j; DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, NJ.
WEbster 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, NJ.
ATlas 8-1362
EDWARD F. KUGLER
Community Home
For Funeral*
311 FIFTH ST.
SADDLE BROOK, NJ.
Business Phone 773-6500
Residence Phone 777-0869....
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY ft SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
ESSEX COUNTY
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
CORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445 -
MArket 2-2530
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelsenbeck
Harry E. Huelsenbeck
Directors
ESsex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR ft SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
678-0570
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N.J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, NJ.
PLymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
GORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
1200 CLINTON AVE.
IRVINGTON, NJ.
672-2414
L. V. MULLIN ft SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
HUDSON COUNTY
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 New York Avenue
Union City, NJ.
UNIon 7-6767
.
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 Willow Avenue
Hoboken, NJ.
OLdfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 Academy St.
(at Bergen Square)
Jersey City, N,J.
SW 8-8114
McLAUGHUN JOURNAL SQ.
FUNERAL HOME A
625 Pavona Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
J. A. McLaughlin
Manager
659-5466
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 Kennedy Blvd.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
"
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
Manager
HEndnrson 4-0411
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
220 KENNEDY BLVD.
UNION CITY. NJ.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNIon 7-1000
McLAUGHUN DOWNTOWN
FUNERAL HOME
591 Jersey Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
J. A. McLaughlin, Jr.
Manager
653-2266
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, NJ.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-28 Harding Avenue
Clifton, N.J. ,
PRescott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERALHOME
171 Washington Place
Passaic, NJ.
PRescott 7-0141
GORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
519 Marshall Street
Paterson, N.J.
MUlberry 4-5400"
SCANLON
FUNERAL HOME
E 28th St. ft 12th4ve.
(1 Block North of B'way)
Paterson
SH 2-6433
GORMIEY FUNERAL HOME
154 Washington Place
Passaic, N.J.
PRescott 9-3183
UNION COUNTY
GORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
330 Elizabeth Avenue
Elizabeth, N.J.
ELlzabeth 2-1415
For listings In thlt section call The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
78 CLINTON ST., NEWARK 2
Phone: MArket 3-2831
FAMILY MOHUMINTS
John f. a. McGovern
/f&bw MEMORIALS
f nfr* ) AUTHORIZED DEALOR
w
CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE
Patel: I Insertion 42c per lino —'
4 Iniertloni 40c per line. Minimum 3 llnei
Deodllne: Monday 4 P.M.
Write to The Advocoto
31 Clinton St., Newark, NJ.
or phone MArket 4-0700, Ext. 32
HELP WANTED FEMALE
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST
4
SECRETARY
MALE - SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
“MANY OTHERS-
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
Bread It Markit tU 1-7101
NEWARK
Waltreea k Mtkl for reetdence In rectory
Convenient location In Earn County. Write
Box m. The Advocate. Jt Clinton St..
Newark.
Refined woman nor-Catholic, former Lotte
Mand rectory cook deatree cook
or comparable tnatltuUon.
or write box Ml. Lodi. N. J.
Cook live In rectory. Iter-fen County,
near dearie Waihlmtoo Bridle. Excel-
lent boa eervleo. Salary open. Write The
Advocate Box 2M. 11 Clinton St. New-
ark. NJ.
COOK
Widow without drpendenU nraferiod for
Morrij County Rectory. Write Bos TXT,
Advocate. J 1 CUnton St., Kmrfc N. J.
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
CADILLAC
SALES It SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
rtm Soloctloo of L'erd Can
200 Contra! Ava Newark
Phone MA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
Now Jeroor'a Large* Cadfßoo
DUtrtbuior
Authorized CADILLAC • OLDS
SALES A SERVICE
Tit Paaoale An. CUftoa N.
or ia»
MOORE CHEVROLET
EotabUohod Unco 1023
■ALES - SERVICE - PASTS
OR used cars
Dial EL 4-3700
020 N. Broad I
1 CHEVROLETCORVAIR CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
norka'o Lartool
111 Dtsicra
173 Bloomfield Av#. C*
CA 6-6666
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
Authorized Saloo Sorvlco
CHEVROLET CHEVY □
COnAIR _ CORVETTE
Coen pi 010 Liao of Oood food Can
000 Aadorooa An.. CUtfoMo Park
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH VALIANT
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Direct Factory Doalar
Saloo Peru Sorrlco
Deed Can Body Shop
10 SL Coorgo Are W. Lirdooc N. 1.
Phone HUnter 6-1400
BROWN - FORD INC.
Authorized Saloo aad Sorrlco
THUNDERS IRD
FORD . FALCON
FttU
C
Un«'
l
of* cSaSty* uSaf'can
SOOT MaJrtz *An'. Union
PATERSON
LINCOLN-MERCURY
■&3T £££ ESSO'S:
SALES - SERVICE . PARTS
AR 1-2700
MrLean Bird.. Palonoa
roe the Boot Deal la
OLDSMOBILE
000 JOYCE OUMMOBILE
o Authorized Saloo A Service
• Guaranteed Uted Can
PI 4-7500
171 Glaa Rldsa An. M
1?65 PONTIAC - TEMPEST
/ffl Model* aad Color* Avail ahl*
for Immodlalo Dollvory
BEST DEAL IN STATE
MAXON PONTIAC
Phone WA 3-6900
1477a N, Broad SL Hillfl
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
TOPPETA MOTORS INC.
VALIANTS • PLYMOUTH*
CHRYSLERS e IMPERIALS
'Guaranteed Used Can
PARTS • SERVICE e BODY SHOP
Dial HU 3-0015
OO Bloomfield An. Newark
PONTIAC
New Car Salee • Seme* - Parla
Guaranteed Used Cara
Finest Body Won A Repair Service
TROPHY PONTIAC
9M B’way. Cor. «ath a. Bayonne. N. 1.
HE 7-4900
for Holy Trinity Parish
It's MILLER RAMBLER, Inc.
Authorised SALES & SERVICE
Tor Your Beet RAMBLER Dee!
Quality Used Can
Dial ADtma MtM
Ste&rMv*1*- “and
DOUGLAS MOTORS CORP.
Authorized Dealer •
VOLKSWAGEN
• SALES • SERVICE • PARTS
FACTORY THALSED MECHANICS
Complete Modern Repair Facllttlei
Dial CRestviaw 7-3300
312*318 BROAD ST. SUMMIT N.J.
VOLKSWAGEN
TAYLOR MOTOR SALES INC.
Authorised Dealer
SALES e SERVICE e LEASING e PARTS
zfthone 489-1300
230 Weaf Paaaalc Ave.. Maywood
tierien County,
'
AUTO SERVICE R REPAIRS
G. M. Transmission Service
Plymouth. Ford, Chevrolet. Bulck. Old*
mobile. Cadillac, any make auto, wi
will install a rebuilt transmission. (uar
•nteed s months; 1 price quoted, w
upa. E*Z terms. 1 day service. 171 Acad
emy St.. Newark. For prices call Ml
2*3834. S A M. to S P.M.
BUILDERS
Builders Over 40 Years
Alterations Masonry _ Carpentry -
Water-prooflns. Shrines.
MULCAHY BROS.
tot Valley ft.. 80. Orsake, SO 3-1 M
or 80 54479. Evenings DR 1^441.
BUILDING MATERIAL
VIOLA BROS. INC.
Mann * Lumber Mart
COMPLETE LINE Or BUILDING
MATERIALS 4 SUPPLIES
for Prompt DeUrary Can
NOrlh 7-7000
in Waabinften Are. Ratley. I*. J.
FUEL OIL - BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
"Maklaf 4 Benins mood.
Since ini'*
ou Burner! Installed 4 Serviced
Metered Deliver lee 24 Hour Service
Dial Ml 2-2727
IM-in Ademe SL Newark, N. J.
CROWN OIL CORP.
MOBIL HEAT Salee 4 Service
RESIDENTIAL • COMMERCIAL •
INDUSTRIAL
Berrios North Jerrey Store in*
24 Hour Aroe Wide Service
Call MErcury 5-9300
n River Rd. Chetbem.
STEPHENS - MILLER CO.
FUEL OIL • St HOUR SERVICE
STEWART-WARNER BURNERS
NEW MIRACLE FUEL OIL SAVER
"PEntOMLSER JO”
Lumber end Bundles Material!
CR 7-0030
U Rueeell Place. Summit
NlfkL Sunday 4 IloUdeye CR 7-10 M
SHOTMEYER BROS.
PETROLEUM CORP.
Bui^/TTruulhn*
HAWTHORNE 7-1000
TERHUNE 5-1000
PO 8-1900
FLORISTS
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
NuUay'e Oldeet Murlet _ Eet isoo
Call Ua for Yew Floret Need!
NOrth 7-1022
•»«»• end Oreeaheuee
l Are.. rthUes, N. J.
FLORISTS
GEORGE HARTH
THE FLORIST. INC.
Prompt Deliveries Throughout
TO* Entire Ama
MEMBER FTD
Dill Oroial «-lS]t
353 Mill bumAv*. (Next to First Natl Bank)
MILLBURN
FLOWERS FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
MACDONALD FLORIST J
"Fine Flowers Store IMS"
Call CRestviewr 7-tooa 0209
S Sayre St . Summit
I MOVING & STORAGE
MARK E. DALY & SON
ESTABLISHED 1920
LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE
MOVING
STORAGE
ESsex 3-1958
CHEERFUL ESTIMATES
1414 Sprtngflald A?*., Irvington E3 2-1958
la St. Mlrhaal’a Pariah Ifo
ROBBINS & ALLISON, Inc.
AfeaU lor ALLIED VAN LINES
Storaga PackS*
1?*
Shipping
Dial BRldge 6-0898
111 South Avo., E. Cranford
In | JarMjr City tad All Hudson County-
GALLAGHER
MO VINO h STORAGE INC.
DELWARE 3-7600
For local and long dlatanco moving
KELLY MOVERS
MOVINO * STORAGE
Aginla lot NORTH AMERICAN
• LOCAL • LONG DISTANCE
’rates** HANDUNO * REASONABLE
All Loads Ins. Dial 382-1380
M Wool Chtrry St Rahway N. J
NURSING HOMES
LAUREL MANOR -
HOME lor aldarty
etam attention gad can.
•blot ELmwood *-41M.
Spring Valloy. Now York.
*T'tsr
THE HEMLOCKS
• Dtatlactiva Country Surroundings
• Kind 24-Hour Nuratna Caro
*
• Phytlclana In
• Surglcal-MaSci
,
• ALL MEALS HOME <
PHARMACISTS
NUTLEY
BAY DRUGS CO.
Jamaa Rkdo. Rag. Phar.
Baby Naada
PraacripOona Promptly ruitd
Cut Rato Drugs and Cosnwtlca
•t* Franklin Art. NOrth 1
£«* ■
.
Dor
rrcm I u, Is 11 pjo.
HU M74» Nmnrk. N. J.
NEWARK
>un * Goorf* Muterua. Prm.
LOS PHARMACY
ROOFING ft SIDING
Strvtn* AH North Juh,
FREE ESTIMATE ON YOUR
ROOFING & SIDING
Dutton. Lowdon * Ropalro. Aluminum
Stoan Window*. Dooro * JaJouil**
HACKENSACK ROOFING
<3 JOUST ST.
487-5050
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
TRAVEL AGENCIES
t
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL SERVICE
TRAVEL TRAILERS
ORANGE TRAILER
Vor Solo or Rout
Roulo 1) 4 «: <m thi drcl.)
Wont*. NJ. CL 0-0070
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BERKELEY HEIGHTS
IriswbctBEA,
»
fiffATIL ■ ACREAGE
BMM9 Rtft • Ntw Prov, -
Pmmlc ft Chatham Towvuhipi
Dial 464-9700
SM Springfield Avo.. Berkeley Hit*.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BLOOMFIELD
THE JR’i OFREAL ESTATE Far
RAPID RELIABLE RESULTS call
R. MARASHLIAN & CO. Rsaltor
176 Broad St.. Bloomllald. NJ. PI LOW
BRICK TOWN
Baat Bun at tha Short
THE CIRCLE AGENCY. INC.
RI J*. Laurtllon. Brick Town
PARRWAY Exit 91 Call tdl-HM
BUDD LAKE
$10,600
All on one acrt with a baaotl/ul atUlnx
3 Bedroom eottaft and a 1 Btdroom Cot-
laft. Priced (or quick aalt.
JAMES P. McKEON AGENCY
CLOSTER
Put Your Rial EMI*
Problimiu Our Banda
PAUL C. GLYNN
SpecUltziiif la
NEW 4 USED HOMES
IHaI 7M-6M*
sn Clo«Ur Dock Rd.
FAYSON LAKES
FAYSON LAKES
Year Round Vacation Uvlaf
COLONIAL
3 Badrooma (two an II ft.) x-atory. IW-
ln< room with flroplaot. di.i.« room.kith». f»U hanSS^NiT^oodSSi:
Irenwdlato occupancy. Prion IIIJOO. Kln-
nalon children will aUnix) tha hi Our
Lady of MamUlrat Parochial School
FAYSON LAKES
COMPANY
REAL ESTATE
Boon 100 An. at Tmau Lake Rd.
Klnnolon Morrla County. JU.
Terminal MHI
FRANKLIN LAKES
URBAN FARMS
rament School * coH~
Sale* Offlco. Urban Farmalbopp
111 Him m Rd.. rraakltn Lain
TW ljaoo
Bnmna Hartnett. Salaa Director
FREEHOLD
Moving to the Country??
rv
rz&tttis?njrm
ALPERN, Realtor
Trochoid. N. i.
GLEN RIDGE
NATHAN RUSSELL, INC
.wfiM
> Rldlawood At*. Gian Aldfi. N. J.
PI 3-5600
HAWTHORNE
I Eifote Sale* Mto#i.
BUILD EM . INSURORS
rAWjuSoN*wffifrAsr
RESULTS
C. HUNT, REALTORS
HA 7-4JW ha taw
lUwthoma LMlbi Emkisfa
KEARNY
BORGOS & BORGOS
UAL lETATE IN ALL ITS
ud APPRAISAIA
Phon* WYman 1-4344
LITTLE FALLS
JAMES E. MARSTON
Raaitara • liuarara
_
PbOMt UMM
II Cantor at*.. UtU* r*lla
RED BANK
swrMssrJSt.
loci. 81oca INS. II E. Front 81, Had
Bank. 741-0700,
RIDGEWOOD
"OUR REPUTATION IS YOUR
GUARANTEE Or SATISFACTION"
_LOOO union * tha rintat
Pro partial to Dorian County
GItSENAN & COMPANY
311 K. RldiaMood A«*. Gl i-iioi
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
RIDOEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD A VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT OF TOWNERS
OVER too MULTIPLE LISTINGS
stthens real estate gi s-sooo
OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS
37 Writ Rldinrood Ave. Rldlrwood
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
Realtor —lt‘« Kurgan In So. Berfen
41 Park Avenue Rutherford
WE *-6704
SEA GIRT
GERALD A. MURPHY
-.-altar - Mo
An ocean view
Realtor ultiple
from thle
SHORT HILLS
Year of a Pilgrim Church
By JOHN R. SULLIVAN
"We Come tt a Pilgrim," Pope Paul told the thousands who
cheered hls arrival at the Bombay airport for a four-day pU-
gnmage to the International Eucharistic Congress
And it was a. pilgrims that the Catholic Church and the
world approached each other during 1964. If 1963 was a year of
loss, the following year distinguished itself for the efforts the
W
°k
«
m,dc 10 recou P their losses and
realign their shattered thoughts.
"-"i h,d lo? President, yet sprang back to
.
K^nCd
.
y' lß^f*> . ,“and 'hurch-supported civil rights
'U
M
O,
?fI^CJ W' r on Poverty." and elect Ken-
nedy s vice president. Lyndon B. Johnson, to the presidency.
THE CHURCH HAD lost its own leader. Pope John XXIII
,
P0 P'Ul VI ’ than an
SSTSI 5* c“* « him to fill, in the eyes of his
public, the shoes of the Jovial,ebullient Pope John
Paul, an outwardly calm. cool. frail Pontiff _ the antithesis
oflns predecessor - was slow to warm U.e public’s heart. The
■ecood session of the Vatican Council closed on a note of in-
-
5.
.,nd P,UI W“ *iven “ickname ’The Hamlet
T'i„nfrmV W
,
M ®VidCnt When ,hird sMsion
closed Nov. 21 with the promulgation of three new decrees _ on
Bitcs
natUn! lh# C^urch ' on ccum«ni»'n and on the Eastern
These council actions, which established the principle, ifnot the mechanics of the College of Bishops, which started a re-
£*"*** C^',!hiCh
,
l !lreCltd Catholics to go out and entertoto dialogue with tbdr feUow men must be taken as the work
of the Church as a whole.
BUT THE POPE and leader of this Church set the stage
for these actions in hU first encyclical letter, Ecclesiam Suam.
TTie document, although long (15,000 words) was deceptively
rtmple in its composition. The Pope spelled out the Church’s
three needs in the modern world awareness of itself and its
mission, renewal of lUelf to complete this mission, and dialogue
or confrontation, with the world In which this mission lies
Critics of the •’Hamlet’’ in the Vatican were stunned, not bythe force of the document, but by its simplicity. The Pope, they
were chagrined to see. was not riding triumphally into the world
on a chariot; he was asking the world to meet him halfway.
The letter offered not hard, iroobound solutions; it said
let a talk about our problems."
That much of the world was not quite ready for calm talk
became immediately evident; while some hailed the Pope’a
*ttacked It strongly. Most shrugged and went about
their business as usual. „
p THE CHURCH assembled In council had defined itself
to the Constltutioo oo the Church. It faUod to formalise its mis-
sion when It sent the schema titled "The . Church in the Modern
World" back to commission for study and rewriting.
That schema by far tbe moat important to outside ob-
servers was at once bold and timorous. It contained what
•one thought waa and should be a flat condemnation of nuclear
war. Others said It wasn’t that at all or if it was, it shouldn’t be.
The schema skirted another pressing issue family plan-
ning and birth control. Yet the Pope had In large part pre-
empted that subject several months earlier when he appointed
his own commission to study the problems.
.
WEEK LATER, lwo other statements ran into opposition
from small but determined groups of Bishops. One— a state-
ment on non-Christian religions which included the long awaited
passage on the Jews made it through a preliminary vote over
Mid.Eaat opposition and will be promulgated at the end of the
next council session.
But the other —a statement on religious liberty scheduled
for a vote, then withdrawn at the laat minute will have to
wait until the final session.
Drafted In large by an American, Rev. .John Courtney Mur-
ray, S.J., and defended by American and northern European
Fathers, that document’s failure touched off an llth-hour petition
carried to the Pope by Joseph Cardinal Ritter of St. Louis, Al-
bert Cardinal Meyer of Chicago and Paul Emile Cardinal Lcger
of Montreal.
But the Pope refused to bring it to a vote. Somo who chafed
at this decision, were saying "blessing in disguise" as they re-
turned home In early December.
WHILE OTHER PONTIFF’S had been content to stay in
Rome. Pope Paul chose the strenuous rule of an "apostle on the
move," as he waa to call himself laier.
In January, he became the flrat reigning Pontiff to fly to the
Holy Land, where he met Orthodox Patriarch Athenagorasl.
Thero, the head of the Roman Church and the leader of all
the Orthodox met twice in what both described as "unforget-
table events. Both leaders stressed the dual themes of peace
JV, m.obs w
,
hlch swelled everywhere the Pope went in the
Holy Land - at one point they forced him to take refuse on
the second story of a convent - were only a mild precursor tothose that surrounded him 11 months Jater in India
P
", m
,
U
o
on
u
lndJan* “ most non-Christians -
rT^'ui^i^,0 Bombay hoping to catch a glimpse of the
cSms H y
“ m °" hiS ViSit 10 the Euchf»™tic
■
F
°J u°
Ur
J
dayS and thrcc nighU ’ thc p°ntiff met young andold. rich and poor, Catholic, Moslem, Hindu, Siki Buddhist
Protestant with his grccUng, "Jal Hind" (hail India)
The trip, said the Pope, was a pilgrimage "of peace of joyof serenity, of love." Like the Holy Land trip in January it
was a world-wide success.
BUT WHILE the Pope talked peace and dialogue, such waa
n° lit? casc many of the Church’s opponents Vietnam's
Buddhist,, having exploited anU.C.thoiicismTTccesS oust
one government, turned to other targets in 1964
t The Sudan however, climaxed five years of Christian ner-
secution in March by ousting more than 300 missionaries
£°
st °f lh*m Catholic priests - from the south. The move
2O native priests to care for more than 400,000 Cath-
The Communist-inspired Congo revolt left in its bloody wake
at least too dead Catholic missionaries.
Haiti’s voodoo-preaching militarymonarch Francois Duvalier
by throwing out a number
.v,re
C
nn
m^Un
rh
t'ba Kked, *
overnmcnU in Africa continued pres-
S
bUt by th ° more direc ‘ meth-
oas of arrest, beating and harrassment.
s » a*»
By T fOMJV,U" I-?TS Hungary took a step to ease Church-t te tension by signing an accord with the Vatican allowing thc
Church, among other things,/to choose its own hierarchy Fulldetails of the thc accord never did emerge, but both sides ex-
pressed satisfaction with it.
Observers, however, were quick to point out that litUc had
ln
|'IUIuA! uf to*s Communists toward theChurch or of thc Church toward Communism.
,N THE UNITED States, the Church continued moving
fife "WM °n* r C“ b,y labeled "* Period of momentous
The First Sunday of Advent saw English used in much of
the Ma s* for the first time-and, in spite of accusations that peo-ple who dldn agree with thc change* were monkeying things
Up’ T h
„
t^
n? ti
D
T m*de p*inlc,sly’ lf a'ways smoothlyThe Civil Rights Act ot 1964 was passed with a great deal
of help from rel gious groups. 'President Johnson hailed reli-
glous leaders for their aid, and promptly asked them to helpthe government and the new law secure civil rights for all
But religious backing ol civil rights measures was not' al-
Ways enough to insure passage. On the day Lyndon Johnson was
mMUvtJUU&S' passed a constitutional amendment-
nullifying its year-old fair housing act.
The state’s rcUgious leaders Including most of its Bish-
ops had strongly opposed the campaign for Proposition 14
a campaign which saw much more bitter invective than sen-
sible argument. i
The fight reached Its climax when 28-year-old Rev. William
.V
D
!!Bay *nnounce
<t at a press conference that he had peti-
tioned the Pope to remove his Ordinary. James Cardinal Mc-
Intyre of Los Angeles, for "misfeasance, nonfeasance and mal-
feasance in the performance of his duties."
The incident put Father Dußay and the Los Angeles Arch-
diocese In the glaring spotlight of national publicity; it also put
l ather Dußay in another, less sensitive, all-white parish in
wealthy Anaheim.
Cardinal Mclntyre, said Father Dußay, was derelict in'his
duties because he had not opposed Proposition li. The referen-
(him, saidl the Cardinal, was a political Issue and he was goingto (and did) remain silent on the matter. i- ,
POPE PAUL BTUNNED the council Fathers and thc world
when he laid his three-tiered Jeweled crown on thc altar of
t h ‘- Petor’a and announced that he waa donating It to the poor
of the world. It waa a gesture comparable in some ways with
the one the Pontiff had made at the start of the third session
the return with elaborate courtesy of the relic of the head of
ii,K.urC Cwka •• • ,ign ot a**l will in the dialogue
with the Orthodox.
Tbe crown - now in St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York -
will tour the U. S. to raise funds for the poor. Ultimately, it will
,thc National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception in
Washington. Meanwhile, Michelangelo’s Pleta rests under wraps
between shows at the New York World’. Fair where It drew
huge crowds to the Vatican Pavilion from April to October
Now the world awaits the fourth and last session of Vatican
,tato uncertain; "maybe next spring, or maybe
next fall, they say. The direction that eeaaion takes is sure to
be remembered as the direction of the entire council
As the writer said, the Church is undergoing momentous
to“dftormto« whVi I9M that
,
The future wHI havc
ill be™™
Wbat ~ *nd *° w these changes
Rellgious groups deserved much credit for the victory in the racial
equality struggle which came with the passage of the 1964 Civil
Rights Law. Here a group of Catholic and Lutheran seminarians are
shown as they demonstrated in support of the bill in Fort Wayne, Ind.
The horror
story of 1964 took place in the Congo and in-
volved missionaries and others held as hostages by Red-
Inspired rebels. Here Sister Anne Marie Merkens is com-
forted by King Baudouin and Queen Fabiola at Brussels
airport after her rescue from the rebels in Stanleyville.
Pope Paul's return of the relic of St.
Andrew's skull to the Greeks at the
start of the third session of the Vatican
Council was oneof a series of dramatic
and significant gestures he made in
1964.
This offering of the first English Mass by Joseph Cardinal
Ritter at the Liturgical Week in St. Louis keynoted 1964 as
the liturgical year. It was a late summer preview of the
general introduction of the vernacular into the Mass in
the U.S. on Nov. 29.
Summing Up ’64 in North Jersey
If There Were One Word
It Would Be Commitment
By ED GRANT
If there were a single word
which could sum up the year
1954 for North Jersey Catho-
lics, it would be commitment.
There was the commitment
to the struggle for racial jus-
tice exemplified by Catholic
participation in words and ac-
tion on local and state levels.
The continuing commitment to
the war against poverty here
and abroad by heavy personal
contributions and such items
as the adoption of a Missis-
sippi mission by a Jersey City
parish and the establishment
of a commission on economic
opportunity by the Diocese of
Paterson.
IT WAS NOT entirely a
peaceful year. Street fights
broke out on dry, hot August
nights in Jersey City, Pater-
son and Elizabeth. While the
fights had racial overtones,
their exact cause was never
determined and they passed as
quickly as they came, thanks
in part to the timely interven-
tion of religious groups, par-
ticularly in Jersey City.
The tone for the year was
perhaps set as early as Jan-
uary when thc N.J. Council on.
Religion and Race was formed
at a meeting in Atlantic City.
This was followed by the es-
tablishment of similar coun-
cils in most North Jersey
counties and by a religious
leadership conference on hu-
man relations at Douglass Col-
lege, New Brunswick, this
month.
Msgr. Aloysius J. Welsh was
named to coordinate interra-
cial affairs in the Newark
Archdiocese, and Rev. Thom-
as J. Boyle acted for the Dio-
cese of Paterson in a similar •
manner. Both were on the ex-
ecutive board of the N.J. Con-
ference on Religion and Race,
along with Rev. Gerard J.
Murphy, S.J., of St. Peter’s
College.
SERVICE TO THE missions
is no new story to North Jer-
sey Catholics, who ann’iaily
donate over $1 million 10 the
Society for the Propagation of
the Faith.
But this apostolate took on
new aspects in 1964 as a mis-
sion liaison, headed by Rev.
George L. Mader of St. Cath-
erine’s, Cedar Grove, was
formed in the Archdiocese of
Newark, specifically directed
to the recruitment of lay men
and women for mission work
in this country and abroad.
In Paterson, Rev. Stanley
Schinski was named to head
the Papal Volunteers for Latin
America.
The mission liaison group
held its first departure cere-
mony for 22 lay volunteers at
Sacred Heart Cathedral.
Two priests of the Paterson
Diocese, Rev. George A. Du-
dak and Rev. James F Jan-
nucci, received mission cross-
es in January for their assign-
ment in lea, Peru, while, in
April, four Sisters of Charity
reached their mission at Car-
anavl, Bolivia, where other
priests of the Paterson Dio-
cese are already stationed. In
October four Missionary Sis-
ters of the Immaculate Con-
ception left for their congre-
gation’s first South American
mission in Bolivia.
The story of St. Paul of the
Cross, Jersey City, broughf the
interracial and missionary
apostolates into juxtaposition.
Rev. Robert Uiesky had spent
his summer vacation ob-
serving the civil righta work-
ers in Mississippi and saw the
poverty in which the Divine
Word Fathers worked. His
pastor, Rev. Francis A. Hen-
nessey, agreed with the sug-
gestion that St. Paul’s adopt
a mission parish in Mound
Bayou, one of the nation's few
all-Negro communities.
Nor was the mission work
at the doorstep of the two dio-
ceses neglected during the
year. A census of the Spanish-
speaking in the Diocese of
Paterson was taken and thc
new center ln Paterson opened
during the summer. Services
✓were extended in the Newark
Archdiocese through the Vo-
cationist Fathers, who opened
their center in St. Michael's
parish, Newark, as well as
through the increasing num-
ber of bi-Ungual dioccsAn
priests.
THE IMPACT of the Vati-
can Council was felt most
sharply here in the switch to
English in the sacraments and
in the Mass last fall. The reac-
tion was of gratitude as peni-
tents heard their absbiution,
parents listened to the words
of Baptism spoken over their
children, and couples had the
Nuptial Blessing pronounced
over thim' for the first time
in their native tongue.
Preparations for the Mass
changes of Nov. 29 were ex-
tensive. They included train-
ing sessions for both priests
and laymen, a series of ser-
mons outlined for all parishes,
a liturgy study day for the
public at Seton Hall Universi-
ty, and sessions for teachers
at Seton Hall. Paterson held
seven demonstration Masses
at sites throughout the dio-
cese. Moat parishes reported
a smooth transition to the par-
ticipated vernacular liturgy.
stance, appointed a dio-
cesan commission on ecu-
menism and expanded his
commissions in liturgy, sacred
music, sacred art and archi-
tecture. Archbishop Boland in-
creased membership in New-
ark’s liturgical commission.
The Archbishop himself was
named chairman of anew
commission on women re-
ligious which resulted from re-
quests made to the Vatican
Council. He was also appoint-
ed to the American Board of
Catholic Missions at the an-
nual meeting of the hierarchy,
held in Rome, while Auxiliary
Bishop John J. Dougherty was
renamed to the administrative
board of NCWC as assistant
for United Nations affairs.
The hierarchy also tapped
Msgr. Harrold A. Murray, as-
sistant director of hospitals in
the Archdiocese of Newark,
and named him director of the
NCWC Bureau of Hospital*.
Msgr. John P. Hourihan, di-
rector of the Mt. Carmel
Guild, Apostolate for the Deaf
was named to the President’s
advisory board on education
of the handicapped and also
became director of special ed-
ucation for Seton Hall Uni-
versity during the year.
THE BIG NEWS in the Dio-
cese of Paterson during the
year was the completion of
the $6 million development
drive for anew minor semi-
nary, two new high schools
and additions to three high
schools. It was oversubscribed
by about $1.25 million. Before
the year was out, property in
Wayne had been purchased for
the seminary and Rev. John
A. Sullivan was named as its
rector. The Clifton high school
was planned on a plot next to
St. Philip the Apostle Church.
- Bishop Navagh announced
several major appointments to
diocesan posts on his return
from Rome. Msgr. William F.
Louis was named a vicar gen-
eral, Msgr. Frank J. Rodimcr
chancellor, and eight dean-
eries were created. Two
priests of the diocese were
also honored by Pope Paul VI.
Auxiliary Bishops Dougher-
ty and Costello were named
consulfors of the Newark
Archdiocese in June. On Arch-
bishop Boland’s return from
the council, papal honors were
announced for 36 priests and
14 laymen. Two laymen had
received awards earlier in thc
yoar.
TWO NEW PARISHES were
created in Paterson during the
year and one in Newark.
Those in Paterson were St.
Gerard Majella, Paterson, and
St. Clement Pope and Martyr,
Rockaway Township. In New-
ark, it was Immaculate Heart
of Mary, Scotch Plains.
A high school and four
grammar schools were opened
for thc first time in Septem-
ber, while Immaculate Con-
ception Junior College, Lodi,
accepted lay students for the
first time. Ground was broken
for St. John Baptist Junior
College, Woodcliff Lake, in
July.
But the school news also had
a sadder note. Seton Hall Col-
lege of Medicine and Dentis-
try, after a decade of sur-
mounting various, trials and
tribulations from church-statc
separatists and politicians, ap-
pealed to the state for assis-
tance and, at year’s end, a
bill was passed providing for
its purchase for $4 million.
OTHER SCHOOL controver-
sies broke out during the year,
none with final settlements.
The Archdiocese of Newark's
suit against Hohokus for thc
right to build a school on a
20-acre site was turned back
for further hearings by the
State Supreme Court, which
refused to endorse Superior
Court Judge Harold Broad-
hurst’s broad interpretation of
the 1962 law requiring equal
zoning treatment for public
and parochial schools.
West Milford’s school bus
casc was also stiU before thc
courts at year's end with the
township asking for a reinter-
pretation of the statute as it
applies to transportation for
parochial student*. In May-
wood, an attempt to work out
a shared-time program failed
as a committee of parents
broke off negotiations with thc
board of education, charging
dilatory tactics.
School prayer was still in
the news with the State Su-
preme Court barring an at-
tempt by Hawthorne to con-
tinue it despite the 1963 U.S.
'Supreme Court ruling. At
year's end, thc Lodi board of
education backed a moment
of meditation at the start of
each school day.
The attempts of some liti-
gants to push the court further
along the church-state seoara-
tion road by eliminating the
"under God” phrase from the
Pledge of Allegiance stirred up
a controversy in North Jersey
this fall. East Rutherford
Knights of Columbus began a
drive to have pennants
marked "One Nation Under
God’’-.flown on private and
public flagstaffs. Some towns
accepted them, some didn’t,
and a Bergen County grand
jury ruled they were legal aft-
er a challenge from a Has-
brouck Heights citizen.
CONTROVERSY ALSO
erupted in the field of decen-
cy in literature. Anew group
calling itself thc North Jersey
Right to Read Committee be-
gan a campaign of harassment
yf citizens’ decency commit-
tees claiming they were put-
ting undue pressure on mer-
chants.
The U. S. Supreme Court up-
held thc New Jersey law
which required distributors to
pick up unwanted materials
from retailers ou 48-hour no-
tice, and a N. J. Superior
Court judge ruled that the
“Fanny Hill" book is obscene.
Monmouth became the first
New Jersey county to an-
nounce a study of birth con-
trol with relation to the wel-
fare problem, but took no fin-
al step* by year's end. Gov.
Hughes, replying to an appeal
from the Bergen County Plan-
ned Parenthood Group, said
that family planning is a per-
sonal matter and the state
should limit its action in the
fidd.
CRS Donates Candy
MANILA (NC) - Catholic
Relief Services NCWC has
donated 10 tons of candy to the
Christmas festival for the poor
organteed hy the first lady of
the Philippines. Mrs. Evange-
lina Macapagal.
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NEW YEAK
GREETINGS
As we begin the new year, the
executive, sales and service staffs
of AC Chevrolet wish you and
yours a blessed New Year
, ,
.
may it bring ioy, health and
success.
V
L AMMOSINO, Pr.ijdtnt
3085 KENNEDY BLVD.
JERSEY CITY • Ot 8-8000
(4 liocia North ot Journal iq.)
■bLLER
rt>w4 mU* J «- A' i .1 .| and a lot of people do, you know-they've either re-
eoKod a bonui, a gift of monoy or have drawn more
mon*V ou* Of the bank than they need*d for year-end
evpeniet well, than we've a tuggettion on who! to
do with thot extra monoy . , . depot* it In a tavingi
occoont at Tho Howard Savings Initiation. Do It now
boforo It slip* through your flngorv Drop In at any
offleo of Tho Howard and opon a uvlngi account If
you don't ha* enoolroody ... and thon watch your
tnoniy grow. _
HOWARD SAVINGS
institution
Ettabllehed 1857
main omcti
7M Brood Stroot, Nowark, N. J. 07101
• CONVKNIINT OMICIS IN iSSIX COUNTY
Nowarlt, South Orango and North Caldwoll, Now Jersey
toM* hr the Uni Depeeto Immm Cerperetle*
•fy,.
.
FULL RATE-NO WAIT
4% a yaar
Current Quarterly Dividend
on all bolancet of
$lO to $50,000.
PAID 4 TIMES A YEAR
FROM DAY OF DEPOSIT
More than 315,000 Depositors
and over$525,000,000 In assets
FREE
po»ioge-pold envelope*
forBANKING $y MAX
FREE
BARKING AT All
HOWARD BRANCHOffices
TOPIC
The Advocate
POPE PAUL TEACHES...
• Ina talk doting the third seuiou of Vatican
Council II Pope Pjul laid the promulgation of
the document on the Church clarifies and form-
ulates Catholic doctrine to that it can shitse
brilliance before the faithful and
Use world
, increasingly afte.' the fourth and
final tettion of the council. The Pontiff alto
proclaimed Mary Mother of the Church, en-
trusting to her
"the entire Church and ottr
ecumenical council." Text, Page 3-
• In Bombay for the Eucharistic Congress he
called himself a pilgrim,a messenger of Christ
and his teaching, seeking a fruitful dialogue
with the Indian people. Text. Page 2.
U A SyrO'Malankara-rite Mats became the occa-
jion for words from the Pope on "the plurality
of traditions” within the Church and bis call
for fidelity to traditions along with adapt.stion
to the needs of time and place. Text, Page 2.
O A rapturous homily on the Presence of
Christ, in the Eucharist and on the ministry of
a Bishop was delivered by the Pontiff at the
consecration of six Bishops in Bombay. Text;
Page 2. -
• In his Christmas
message to the world the
Pope urged, an end to nationalism, militarism
and racism and called for a worldwide drive
against hunger, sickness, misery and ignorance.
Text, this page.
Texts provided by NCWG News Service
'Friendship Is the Principle of Living'
Unfailingly tender and moving, touchingly hu-
man and at the same time sacred and mysterious
the feast of Christmas, followed, by the beginning of
the new year, brings to our heart even more than
to our Ups an overwhelming abundance of best
drishes to afl of you who are so kind as to listen
to our voice.
We extend these best wishes to you. our dearest
children and brethren, whom the same faith and the
same charity bind to ns in united joy. enabling us to
sense the tidal wave of emotion and of contempla-
tion with which the heart la flooded as it reflects on
the mystery of Christmas. We express our best
wishes also to all men of all ages, of all countries
of afl beliefs, toward whom today more than ever
we feel we owe our esteem, our affection, and our
united efforts
to a genuine srnar Christmas makes us expert-
cTjccthcveTy °f r utrivgr;,al responsibility
o* announcing me tronn news to- afl men, the Good
News which reveal* to men their potential tor hop-
piuesa. tor peace, andtor salvation. Par this reason
on this day more than on any other, we feel ourselves
ns* merely anxious but evenobliged to communicate
to the world our message of good wishes.
A New Brotherhood
Thia year tile message- tout we- address to all
our hearers is one of brotherhood, a
which U more meaningful, more effective more
universal than the type which now mites man.
Vividly impressed an our heart is the reenflec
* >n <* «•>
a trip directed
by a religions pnrpoor. aa is obvious, tod at the
same time . trip which hue become tor us some-
thing of inestimable human value. We went forth
an a foreigner and a pilgrim into a distant land
lated foreigner. surronnded only by our brothers in
the faith
Umt-t "* * feativr, overflowing
Uirong which saamad to ns to- represent net only
the couattsaa paaples of vnat India, but slaw >ll the
other Asian peopias. 1* bn ant*, they warn net Cath-
abc, but they were conrtoan.. roreprivo. esgar for
a gtonre amt a ward buns tor strange visitor from
»» "as tadaud a moment of understanding
and btondtog of many hearts.
VWna it to torn toe rejtocing crowds saw to
aa. we do oa* knew In them we saw a moat worthy
segment of humanity, one feithfel to Us millenarv
■*» Chririton. to brSuTbut
profauodiy spiritual and in many resprets humane
{ood, si (mw moot mcirnk tetlsy
sUve to and turned toward something which even
me marvetk of matura ptuniww «mum 4 provide if
they are not perhnpe actually an obstacle.
TTitn atoaUng af profewml undemtandlm; brought
on- a confirmation af what Christianity has been
i"jLfy f toe evolution of rivillj.
~kss
1 •«*
Cmun,
taxmg M « teramlnv „ uemu
sndja canvnnianttoat ibay should land to lave.
Motonre* an- “ratotoad and almost abolished that
h-
*T?
# “*4Te“-L «•» neighbor,
which the parable of the (mod SamsriUn extends
beyond conventional UnuU. embraces the u.|h"ic of
humanity: Kvary man In our neighbor
~ ‘
On the ana abla, toe evidence of mens needs bey
comes so manifest and deplorable, and on the othrf
toe possibility of relieving them tocreesas daddCso
abut*Unity. that U become* clear toward which gosi
tuday the progress of eivfliaetion should tend: the
mobilization of these forces for solidarity among
men. to that no one will lack for bread awl dignity
so that all men will make of Uic common good
their major preoccupation.
Human progress has been discovering the im-
portance and the value of that which Christ having
become man Like us and our teacher, had already
taught us to these wonts of Ilia Coepel, which have
never been billy comprehended an* not yot univer-
sally put Into practice “You ara all brethren" (ML
23, SI; tost l*. equals, united among yourselvea
having an obligation to acknowledge the Image of the
same Heavenly Father reflected in »ach of you, an<l
to work together to achieve the san e destinies, full
human perfection and divine sonship through grace
in this life, and eternal happiness in the next.
Today brotherhood' must be given recognition;
friendship is the principle of all al today’s living
in common. Instead of seeing in the other the out-
sider, the rival, the undcsircd. the adversary, the
enemy, we should accustom ourselves to seeing the
man. which is to- say, a being like ourselves worthy
of respect, of esteem, of assistance, of love, as wc
ourselves are-. May these marvelous words of the
holy African doctor echo- if* our hearts: "Dilstontur
spatia caritatis”. (May the boundaries of love grow
wider! (Sermon. X, “On the Words of the Lord").
The barriers raised by the spirit, of selfishness
must come down; the pramofion of legitimate pri-
vate interests must never prove detrimental to others
or run counter to the reasonable claims of public
welfare.
Democracy, to which all mankind today appeals,
must take on a more universal aspect, which will
transcend all the obstacles that stand to- the wsy of
the effective brotherhood of all men.
Gift Id lb* World
/
We know that these ides* And today » ready
response to the hearts of mats We feet that the
young are perticudriy ca—nous that these are the
fruit* of the future, because rooked In tbs irrrvers
ible- progress a* civilisation. Thaos rivals are lofty
without, however, being utopian; though arduous,
they deserve study and call for arttoo. They have
our support; just a* the young have our support
who yearn to create a world which will be a borne
for all men and not a system of trenches at the
service qf undyinghatred and neverending straggle.
But we are also ware haw transient the* lofty
ideas can too easily be. A* different - "tr of
history they appear ae if rising brightly in the heav-
ens. only to be suddenly abseurrd by apposing
clouds. Tha path toward genuine progress can never
be free- from tod sod uncertainty Mankind, by its
stubborn resistance, knows haw to divert the 000
foiling quest for good. Ms* are lacaunts nL Thu pur-
suit a* hatred comes more easily than I***.
Because af this, w*desire to place at the service
of the world the inexhaustible sod ewer timely patri-
mony af divine and human truth and of spiritual
energy inherent in Gathaitctsm. thereby to sustain
the effort* of menof goed wdt t* prasnotr the cam
mon good, to bring about universal peace and the
brotherhood of »U. men. Ouia to * stores* offer
In the ecumenical council the Church ta engage I
in meditating on these riche*; she ta drawing tfarrm
out oT a heart filled with anew tone, a tore which
Christ haa enkindled in the world, fo a humble,
friendly gesture, she offers these rtchea lor the tree
acceptance- of the modern world, whtrh carnal, haw-
ever, refuse them if and t» csaUy —nnnqit «te»it
its own salvation.
We are not unaware of the obstacle* which con-
tinue to stand in the way of human breMtortomd.
and it is with, sorrow that we nbsosy that at the
present moment we ace passing through a putrid
in which they appear mom claarty 1* rvrirncu.
prove themselves at time* to bu dangrrmwly ef-
fective. to the presence of the charming awugfpagg
of Christmas it is not posathlu U color into a de-
tailed discussion of those obstacle* which show the
dramatic and frightful aspect of the eaniemparary
world situation, to a message, however. of essential
sincerity like the present one. it would not be proper
to pass over in complete silence this threatening
reality.
Let
ux then briefly point out tom* concrete **■«.
from among so many existing and possible ooea. in
which the opposition to human brotherhood mani-
fests itself. Wa just mcnlioa them by way of ex-
ample. as it were.
First of all there It naUonstUra. which divides
peoples, putting them in opposition to one another,
raising up among them barrier! of conflicting Idu-
ologiks that produce dosed mritonfca. exclusive in-
terest* and self-sufficient ambition*, if not greedy
and overboaring forma of imperialism.
This enemy of human brotherhood U today gain-
ing strength. It had appoersd in have boon at hunt
virtuallyovercome alter the tragic experience of the
last World War. It 1s rising anew.
Wo appeal to government* and peoples to be
watchful and to moderate this facile instinct of pres-
tige ami rivalry, or'it can once again prove fatal.
Wc make it our wish that the functions of the or-
ganizations set up for uniting the nations may be
sustained and respected by all in the spirit of loyal
and reciprocal collaboration. Patient negotiations
and opportune pacts arc needed to avoid war and
to prevent clashes, to facilitate the growth of the
awareness and expression of international, law and,
briefly, to give to* peace its lasting security and
dynamic equilibrium.
End Racism, Militarism
Another obstacle that raises its head again is
racism, which separates and' opposes the different
branches constituting the great human family, re-'
suiting in pride, mistrust, oxcluaivism, discrimina-
tion and sometimes even- oppression, thus ruining
the mutual respect and due esteem which ought to
turn the divers othnicai groups into s peaceful con-
cert of brotherly peoples.
And so. wc cannot help being alarmed at * mil-
itarism ns longer focused, on the legitimate-defense
of the countries concerned or on the maintenance
of world peace, bat tending rather to build up stock-
piles of wen(was ever more powerful and destruc-
tive- —a process which consumes enormous quan-
tities of money and manpower, feeds the public mind
on the thought ad power and. war. and induces men
to make mutual fear the treacherous sod Inhuman
basis of world peace.
In thia contest, wo have no hesitation in ex-
pressing our hopes that the ruler* of nation* wUI
find a. way to promote, prudently and magnanimous
ly. the peacena af disarmament We would, like to
see a generous minded investigation of bom at
least in part and by stages military expenditure
could be diverted to humanitarian ends; and this,
not only to- the-advantage of the particular countries
concerned, tod ala* of others in the course of devel-
opment or in a state of need.
Hunger and misery, sickness and ignorance still
cry out tor remedy to this ago of plenty and of
brotherhood, we do not hesitate to make- our ewn
once more- the picas at the innumerable poor and
suffering today to need of genuine and substantial
relief. Taw, goed sod: generous men who are la a
position to help the hungry and the suffering, those
to misery and to n state of abandonment, bear to
our voice the divine and human voice af Christ our
Brother to every human need.
Can we. to this tragic list of obstacles ta human
brotherhood, ignore the barrier of class, still * very
real source of bitterness to modern society? Can. wc
ignore Ute spirit of division and strife tr r Moos,
methods, interests, organisations within the struc-
tures of the various communities’ On the one hand,
such complex sod widespread social phenomena
bring together men who share common interests
But on the other hand, they creole great rifts be-
twoen the various groups, making strife Uarlf the
center of life; and stomping our society a* highly
developed technologically and economically _ with
the tragic and totter mark of dtviamn and hatred
Men ace not h>«py because they d* not live a*
brothers. >
We know well enough the enormous and term
ingly insoluble di.’ficulUex which lie across, the path
af freedom ana friendship to social life. Bid, for
our part, we will never grow tlrod of urging love
for one's neighbor a* the baric pmcipio of any
truly human society; and wa aball go on hoping
that sincere reflection, and the experience of life will
help men to see where our many social division*
come from, and to search for a pattern of social
living that is ever more authentic and humane
Abo, for this reconstruction of modern society
according to the uruupprcsslble demands at peace-
fill living together, for the restoration ofmutual col-
laboration among various social classes and various
nations, and for the restoration of happiness result
inn from living together, our ancient Go*pci. open
today to the page of peace an earth to men of good
will, has neur living words to offer to the lnufer-
hood of man.
listening to our message, some may ask: Is, not
religion a motive for the division among ruen. and
especially the Catholic religion, s* dogmatic, a* de-
manding, a* discriminating? Does it not impede an
Pope Penti Christmas address delivered Dee
22, 1964.
(Continued on Page 0
PILGRIM TO INDIA
. f Pope Paul's greetings to the people of India
Dec. 4, 1964.
Having come to this hospitable land as a pil-
grim, to honor Our Lord in the Blessed Eucharist,
we address our words of greeting and of friendly
concern to you, to all the Catholics, Bishops, priests
and people; and indeed to the people of India.
If you ask who is this pilgrim, what are his
motives and his intentions, we reply: we arc a ser-
vant and messenger of Jesus Christ, placed by Di-
vine Providence at the head of His Church as the
successor of St. Peter, Prince of the Apostles. Mes-
senger of Jesus and head of the Church arc in reality
one function only, since the Church’s reason for ex-
isting is to proclaim and spread the teaching of
Jesus, and to continue His ministry on-earth. This
la our identity and our mission.
For a fruitful dialogue, both of us must know one
another. We desire to know you better. Already we
are aware of the long and glorious history of the
Church in India, evangelized by the Apostle, St.
Thomas, who sanctified its soil by his preaching and
is acclaimed Apostle of India, and evangelized also,
according ip tradition, by St. Bartholomew. We re-
call the fruitful apostolate of St. Francis Xavier,
andof the many other priests and religious who
good news of the Gospel, and who today
continue to show men the way to eternal happiness.
Ift the secular history of your land, we know the
natural goodness, the humility and the patience, of
the sons of this country, your unswerving devotion
to spiritual ideals; we are not ignorant of the many
trials and difficulties which you undergo with forti-
tude and longanimity. •
An outstanding example of these virtues waa giv-
en by the life and works of Mahatma Gandhi, whose
Wly character and love of peace are known to all.
Such religious disposition and a deep attachment to
taroily life characterizes India, and in general all
the peoples of Asia. We respectfully greet the en-
tire Asian continent, of which India ia so typical a
component, in variety of races and cultures, In ef-
forts towards genuine progress, in heartfelt desire
and promotion of peace among the nations of the
world.
i We come to you as a messenger of Jesus and
Ms teaching. Many of you know His life and doctrine
and, like Mahatma Gandhi, express reverence foe
Jesus and admiration for His teaching. "I am the
light of the world," Jesus said. And today the world
stands in great need of this light to overcome the
strife and division, and the menaceof unprecedented
violence, which threaten to engulf mankind.
• • The people of India and of Asia can draw light
and strength from the teaching and spirit of Jesus,
from His love and compassion, in their efforts to
help the leaa fortunate, to practise brotherly leve.
In attain peace among themselves and with their
neighbors. .
This is the mission of the‘Church here, and we
are deeply grateful for the freedom assured to the
preacher* of the Gospel in your country. Then com-
municate the message of Jesus with highest respect
tor Um convictions of others, in the language and
cultural expressions of the people, and encourage
Christians to express their faith and devotion in
harmony with the civiliiation of India and in truly
Indian forma. Thus the Church, having gathered the
▼aried treasures of many cultures of East and West,
wM be further enriched by the contribution of her
Indian sons, drawn from their country's rich and
ancient cultural tradition.
Beloved sons and daughters, and all the people
of India! In this simple discourse, we have touched
an many points of contact, on several sentiments
which we have in common. Hence, we do not feel
•urse# a stranger among you. The Pope is at horns
wherever the Church is at home. The Church every-
where ia closely united to the people to all their
etforta for the betterment of the nation.
_
■ all our heart, we desire the prosperity and
progress of the people, of India; and. insofar as it
** possible lor os, we have helped and will continue
to help them. We shall never cease to pray that
God Almighty and Our Lord Jesus Christ may pour
down upon the rulers and people of this noble nation
an abundance of divine blessings, especially the high
gift of peace, in justice and brotherly love,
~
Pop* Paul’s address, Dee. 4. 1964, at a Syr*.
Malankara-rite Mass in India.
I As we look out upon the vast multitude gathered
here in worship and as the prayers and hymns of
toe Divine Liturgy whlri) baa been Celebesled still
sound in our ears, the words of Our Lord come
•aaiiy to our mind:. "I tell you that many will come
from the east and from the west, and wiQ feast
with Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom
of heaven" (Matt. S, U).
Though we have not jet arrived at that happy
consummation when the Inrd’s words wIU be com-
pletely fulfilled, we rejoice in the fact that their
promise is visibly manifested in this gathering to-
day. Many have come from the East snd from the
West snd are gathered around the table of the Lord.
Many traditions and cultures are represented here,
but the Eucharist which has been celebrated ia one,
and the unity which it sigtofie* and builds up ia Uie
unity of all mankind with God and Jesus Christ.
The liturgy which we have celebrated today comes
bom an ancient tradition in toe Church. First of al,
H. reminds us forcibly of the fact that Christianity
has been present in this groat land from apostolic
tones through toe venerable traditions brought from
Palestine, the homeland of toe Lord. If the name
Syrian denotes their origins, the ceremonies and toe
language indicate clearly that they have become
deeply rooted in the soil of India. Through centuries
which were often difficult they have maintained their
vitality and strength so that today they are a living
witness to the ever youthful vigor of toe Gospel of
Christ.
Succeeding centuries brought new contributions
to the Christian life of this country. The great Saint
Francis Xavier was followed byViany other fervent
apostles from various cultures wMKljrought the mes-
sage of Christ’s peace and our reconciliation with
God. ,1/ these newer traditions have preserved many
distinguishing characteristics of their own, they are
also striving to draw deeply from the culture and
life of this country.
The plurality of these traditions is a living wit-
ness to the catholicity of the Church of Christ which
Ls at the same time for all men, embracing all
cultures, and also can express in a particualr way
the truth and beauty which exist in each culture.
In a special mannerthis Eucharistic Congress mani-
fests this fact and testifies to the truth of what we
so recently proclaimed, together with the Fathers
congregated in the Second Vatican Council: “The
Church fosters and takes to itself, in so far as they
are good, the ability, riches and customs in which
the genius of each people expresses itself. Taking
them to itself, it purifies, strengthens, elevates^nd
consecrates them.”
In recognizing this truth, wc- acknowledge the
obligations it places upon us. The first of these is
the necessity for a deep, fraternal cooperation among
those who share differing liturgical traditions. You
are all one in steadfastly holding to the teaching
of the apostles and toe Fathers and in the breaking
of the Bread. You are one in your communion with
each other and with toe successor of Peter, whom
the Lord has established as the chief pastor of His
Church.
Perhaps in the past, the idea of legitimate plur-
ality joined with mutual cooperation may have been
obscured at times. But today there must be anew
dedication to this idea.
The Constitution on the Church clearly states;
"In virtue of this catholicity, each individual part
contributes through its special gifts to the good of the
other parts and of the whole Church. Through the
common sharing of gifts and through the common
effort to attain fulness in unity, the whole and each
of the parts receive increase.”
O, that these words may be engraved on your
hearts and be realized In your individual and cor-
porate life! What treasures of grace will be brought
to yourselves, your country and the whole world if
these words become the animating force behind toe
witness yon give to toe mission with which Christ
das charged you! ....
There is another obligation which stems from this
realisation of the catholicity of the Church. That to
the obligation to remain faithful to your traditions
at the same time as you strive to adapt yourself to
the needs of the present age and to become more
fully a .part of the life and culture of your native
land. Fidelity to your traditions will help maintain
so many ties with what is good and genuine in the
past and also preserve or re-establish bonds with
those who share these traditions but who are not in
full communion with the Catholic Church.
In a spirit of fidelity and charity, through mutual
cooperation devoid of any spirit of contention, you
can contribute greatly to the building up of unity
among Christians who live and work together, side
by side.
* ®ut this fidelity is not to be a dead veneration
of the past. H must be joined to a living adaptation
to toe needs of your people as they continue to make
a positive contribution to the spiritual and cultural
life of their country. In this happy union of fidelity
and adaptation, entered into by all the different hier-
archies and their faithful together in a spirit of fra-
ternal cooperation, lies toe promise of a genuine wit-
ness to Christ and to His Gospel In this beloved
land of India, so rich in religious lif -and spiritual
striving ...
Pope Paul's discourse at Mass of consecration
of six Bishops in Bombay, Dec. 3, 1964.
Venerable Brothers and beloved sons.
_
>» seriously contemplate toe fact that Jesus
Christ is present.
Jesus Christ, alive.
Jesus Christ - He who is the eternal and coo-
substantial Son of God; who is also toe Son of Mary
true man, our Brother.
ry ‘
He Is here lii the Eucharistic Mystery which this
congress celebrates. He is really present, not merely
represented, not only invoked and remembered
Me Himself is here, real and unique; only under
toe sacramental appearances is He multiplied. And
l«e i« multiplied in order to be communicated to
each of us.
c*nnot remain silent; We must exclaim:
Glory to nice, O Lord! Thanks to Thee, O Friend
of men! O Master! 0 Bread of life! O Savior! We
humbly acknowledge Thee! We love Thee!
Contemplating in our heart the Blessed Eucharist
considered as "a pledge of future glory,” that Klorv
in which we shall see God as He is in lUs very es-
rones, We recall toe words of a great poet, son of
this land which today, O Jesus, is your home:
Day after day, O Lord of my life, shall 1 stand
before thee, face to face?
"With folded hands, O Lord of all worlds, ahal
Some Talks the Pontiff Gave
During This Month’s Bombay Trip.
I stand before thee face to face?
"Under thy great sky, in solitude and silence,
with humble heart, shall I stand before thee face
to face?
"In this laborious world of thine, tumultuous
with toil and with struggle, among hurrying crowds,
shall I stand before thee, face to face?” (Rabind-
ranath Tagore). -
How is this possible?
.. ,
H is possible because divine powers have been
communicated to some among us. The priesthood of
Christ was transmitted to sonic of His disciples, who
thus became instruments of His action, heirs of His
mission, vicars of His work.
This other mystery of the presence of ChrlM
among men is also celebrated here today. It is
celebrated in our humble person as the Vicar of
Christ; K, is celebrated in the holy person of you, O
Bishops and priests here present.
Priests of Christ! Bishops, successors of the
apostles! Let us together confess our humbleness
and our greatness, just as Mary, the exquisite Moth-
er of God, while proclaiming her humility as His
handmaid, exalted the great things which God did
to her and with her.
Let us take notice of the event which is now tak-
mg place hero through our hands, transformed into
the instrument of the hand of God, namely: the
event of transmission. We have transmitted the ful-
ness of the priesthood of Jesus Christ to these our
brothers, whom we shall from now on call Bishops,
that is: the pastors and shepherds of the believers
and for the people who do not yet believe.
We have transfused into them the Holy Spirit
We have transmitted to them
our eoiscoool
powers.
r
We have associated them with ourself in our
awesome mission, the mission of evangelizing souk
tog them’
0
" °* s*ncUfyinfi lhcm - •*» mission of guid-
And we have chosen them from the five part* of
m *?
UuL*lnay bc
,
clMr that we are obe-d.ent to the love of Christ; that immense love, pour-
ing forth upon ail peoples, upon all the men of this
eartfo From this point on the globe, which has been
toe source and fountainhead of numberless streams
°* civUU • ,io,,, '• we India, wc
gree* *“ °f Asia, we greet the world.
PhruL
00
’ are our greeting. Just as
Mail rV°®e "’“‘"try we now personify, said toHis disciples when He had made them apostles thatk. messengers of Hk word and Hk grace so we sav
*,£ contccn{ "i to same mission:
kti £r!?.h UM\,m '*sa«e: T** kingdom of heaven*uat hand!
... and as you inter toe house that
welcomes you, salute it thus: "Pence be to this
house!" (Mt. X. 7,.12).
V 1
lou are bearers of peace: how humble and how
your mission! It k not arms, nor riches,
nor pnde of conquest and glory that are vour
strength, but the won! of God t£ Gospel* y
.
WOfdl rrho the message of the divine
troths, which k as through a glass darkly are
"TiJto \ ** thk groat nation;
jjy** •«* triumphs, not falsehood. The divine
path to liberation has been laid with troth, which
overcome desire tread, and
wheretn also k that supreme treasure to be gained
by troth" (Mundaka Upanishad).
*
Bjdiwcn more, love is your strength,
hhepherds of souls, you have nothing to ask;
W
*° SiV* ~ your own *<lve*.
OUf nuthonty derives from this, that you can
man you "25* your friend; ami U he re-
sponda t° you, you will call him brother and son.
b
*‘r'°*d: 6iyio * and human.
a.c SSJTStekTV* 1
v
ve “** doclrin<; which
S toKfihtJ“j.You wiU the abili-
ty his
«« •» the mads of toe earth;r, yy t® % People# their dignity, toeir free-
“«*•*■ -rto «„d 'in u* nttrt
WiU not be an easy one, but do004 for the Lord k with you.
mv^rr?Tf
r
n
jrOU’ “>*" w4U renewed the
C,Od "hirh we celebrate
will
tltci, the faithful who
bour^Lm.*
U
7!‘
>
?
nd yWJ ’ you wUI m*rk off each
UtoT s£J?m
t
h "t r^y’ V*** 11 •h«‘ «»d of time, with
and *hl* supreme certitude:
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Council Session Ends: 'A Shining Hour'
After two months of intense brotherly effort
ihU SJSZFv
r
God
v
,or th' h
,
appy ce 'ebration of
this Second Vatican Ecumenical Council of which
we conclude today the third session with this solemn
and sacred assembly. Truly indeed, we must X
God the expression of our grateful and reioicinc
souls Ire having granted us the great fortune of be
mg present and, what is more, the fortune of our-
se|yes giving consistency meaning and fullness to
this historic and providential event as"humble and
happy protagonists. Truly we may regard as spoken
for us today the words of the Gospel: “Blessed are
the eyes that see what you see and the ears that
hear what you hear.” (Matt. 13. 16]
. is, Pr
escn,1 befor*™. in the persons of its
shepherds followed by their respective flocks, the
Holy Church of God, called together by Him
through our voice. Here is the Catholic hierarchy on
whom it is incumbent to form and guide the holv
People of God. gathered together in one plnce in
one sentiment, with oneprayer, pne faith ooechari-
ty on their lips and in their hearts. ’
We shall never tire of admiring, nor shall we
ever forget this incomparable assembly entirely in-
tent on proclaiming the glory of the Father the Son
and the Holy Spirit, concerned only with re-evoking
the blessed words of revelation and penetrating into
their true and deep sense.
This is an assembly of men free like none other
from self-interest and engaged in giving witness to
divine truths; men as we are, weak and fallible
but convinced of being able to pronounce truths that
admit neither contradiction nor. termination; men
who arc sons of our own times and our own earth
yet above time and above earth in order to take
upon our shoulders the burdens of our brothers ami
to lead them to spiritual salvation. This we do with
a love greater than these same hearts that house it
with a strained effort that might seem foolhardy, but
is full of serene trust in its search for the meaning of
human life and history to give K value, greatness
beauty, union in Christ, only in Christ Our Lord!
Brethren, the fact that you are here is stupend-
ous. It is stupendous for those who behold us from
the outside. Never shall we behold a scene more im-
pressive, more pious, hiore dramatic or more
solemn.
Our happiness Increases as. in this final moment
e* the council session we, are about to close, we re-
call the things that have been discussed, the things
finally approved. The doctrine on the Church has
been described and studied, and thus the doctrinal
task of the First Vatican Ecumenical Council baa
been completed. The mystery of the Church was ex-
plored, and the divine plan of its fundamental con-
stitution was outlined.
Once again we thank God for this happy result
and we allow our souls to be filled with legitimate
btoa From now on we can enjoy greater under-
standing of divine thought relative to the Mystical
Body of Christ, and from this we can draw clearer
awl safer rules for the life of the Church, greater
ewergy for her incessant effort to lead men to salva-
tiea, further hope for the progress of the reign of
Christ in the world. Let us bless the Lord.
Mystical Body Re-Understood
Too much would need to be said on the work ac-
complished. Deserving of special mention are the
reverent and exacting studies to make this doctrine
conform perfectly with Biblical truth and the gen-
uine tradition of the Church; the efforts made to
discover the innermost significance and substantial
truth of the constitutional law of the Church herself,
to determine what is immobile and certain therein
and wbat Is a derivation by a process of natural and
authoritative evolution from basic principles. The
purpose of this has been to provide a fair treatment
of every part, every function and every aim of the
Mystical 80dy...1t remain* true that the moet dif-
ficult and moet memorable part of these spiritual
efforts revolved around the doctrine on the episcop-
ate. And on this point alone we should like to dwell
briefly.
We shall say only that we are satisfied that this
doctrine has been enacted with sufficient breadth of
study and discussion and with similar clarity of coo-
ciuaioo. It was a duty to do this, being a completion
of the First Vatican Ecumenical Council. It was the
time to do it because of the advance of theological
studies in modern times; because of the spread of
the Church throughout the world; because of the
problems encountered by ecclesiastical government
in the daily life of the Church, and because of the
expectations of many Bishops who were anxiously
awaiting a clarification of the Church's doctrine per-
taining to them.. That was also the way to handle the
question.
Thus we do not hesitate bearing in mind the
explanations furnished both on the interpretation to
be given the terms used, as well as the theological
qualification which this council intends to give to
the doctrine discussed we do not hesitate, with
the help of God. to promulgate ■the present constitu-
tion On the Nature of the Church.
It would seem to ut that the beat commentary
la that through this promulgation nothing in tradi-
tional doctrine la really changed. What Christ
wants, we also wsnt. That which was remains. What
the Church has taught for centuries, we likewise
leach.
The only difference la that what was simply
Bred previously Is new declared expressly; what
was uncertain baa been clarified; what was med-
ttated on, discussed and in part disagreed with now
reaches a sereneformulation.
Truly we can say that Divine Providence has
prepared a shining hour for us; yesterday slowly
maturing, today resplendent, tomorrow surely rich
in teachings, to stimulate and improve the life of the
Church.
We also say we ate happy this constitution
renders honor also to the People of God. Nothing
can give us greater pleasure than to see proclaimed
the dignity of all our brothers and sons who make
up the Holy People of God;-ta.jrtHl#c vocation, to
whose sanctification, to whose salvation and guid-
ance the hierarchical ministry i* oriented.
How happy we arc also to see the constitution
proclaim the dignity of our brothers in the episcop-
ate, honor their role in the Church and recognize
their powers. We cannot thank God sufficiently for
having granted us the privilege of honoring the sa-
cred character of your ministry and the fullness of
your priesthood, beloved and venerated brothers, to
acknowledge the loyalty that binds you to each Oliv-
er ami to us.
We have observed with edification how the prin-
cipal, unique and universal mission entrusted to Pe-
ter by Christ and transmitted to bis successors, the
Roman Pontiffs, whose authority we today hold, un-
worthy as we are, is fully and repeatedly recognized
ami venerated in this solemn document which we •
have just promulgated.
We cannot fail to be pleased by this, not for the
prestige deriving from it to our person, since we“are
fearful rather than eager for such a mission, but for
the honor rendered to the word of Christ, for the
consistency manifested with the teaching and the
tradition of the Church, for the guarantee assured
for the unity of the Church itself and the harmonious
and secure effectiveness assured to her government
It was of highest importance that this recognition
of the prerogatives of the office of the Sovereign
Pontiff should be stated explicitlyat this time when
question of episcopal authority in the Church was to
be dealt with in order that this authority would not
be in contrast with the power of the Pope but should
stand out in full harmony with the vicar of Christ
as head of the apostolic college.
* And it is this intimate and essential relation that
makes a unified assembly of the episcopate, that
finds in the successor cl Peter, not different and ex-
traneous, but rather its center and head. This in
turn makes us anxious to laud your prerogatives
with ours, to rejoice in their exaltation, to vindicate
their excellence, so as to integrate them with our
own. Thus acknowledging the episcopal miuioa in
its fullness, we feel the communion of faith, of char-
ily. of co-responsibility, of collaboration increasing
around us.
We do not fear that our authority will be les-
sened nor hampered while we acknowledge and extol
ye«H-a; but rather we fed stronger because of the
■e that draws us together; we feel more able to
guide the universal Church with the knowledge that
each of you is working toward the same end; we
feel more trustful in the help of Christ beeawe we
are and want to be all gathered together moreeleoo-
ly in His name.
It Is not essy to say what practical cooaequ-
ences these doctrinal clarifications may have, but it
is not difficult to foresee that they will be fruitful in
spiritual insights and canonical ordinances.
TTie ecumenical council will have its definite
conclusion with the fourth session. But the applica-
tion of its decrees will involve a network of post-
conciliar commissions in which the. collaboration of
the Bishops will be indispcnsible; as likewise the
occurence of questions of general interest to the
modern world will make us even more disposed
than we now are, venerable brothers, to call some
of you, designated, at the proper time, together and
consult you at determined times, in order to have
around us the comfort of your presence, the help of
your experience, the support of your counsel, the
assistance of your authority.
After the Council . .
.
This will be useful also because the reorganisa-
tion of the Roman Curia, which is now undergoing
careful study, will be able to profit from the experi-
enced help of diocesan Bishops, thus integrating Ms
organization, already so efficient in faithful serv-
ice, with Bishops from various countries bringing
the help of their wisdom and charity. This plurality
of studies and discussions may entail some prac-
tical difficulties. Collective action is more com-
plicated than individual action, but if it better serves
the monarchical and hierarchical character of the
Oiurch, and comforts our labor with your coopera-
tion, we shall be able to overcome with prudence
and charity the obstacles inherent in a more com-
plex organization of ecclesiastical government.
We like to think that the doctrine of the myc-
tery of the Church, illustrated and proclaimed by
this council will, from this moment, find a positive
echo in the minds of Catholics. Especially H will let
the faithful see the real face of the bride of Ovist
more fuUy delineated and revealed; it will let them
aee the beauty of their mother and tvecher) Urn
simplicity and the majesty of the lines of such a
venerable institution; it will let them admire a pro-
digy of historical fidelity, of stupendous sociology,
of outstanding legislation, a foward-moving realm in
which divine and human elements blend in order to
reflect on believing humanity the outlines of the
Incarnation and the Redemption the whole Christ
Our Savior to use the expression of St. Augustine.
May this spectacle bring intoxicating joy espe-
cially to those whose only and constant profession
is the search of Christian perfection. We mean the
religious, who are the exemplary members of the
Church* its generous supporters, its dearest sons.
And may joy and consolation come also to those
our brothers ami sons who live in places where suf-
ficient and dignified religious liberty is still denied
to them or is so restricted that wc have to number
them in ranks of the Church of silence and teaTsr-
Let them rejoice in the doctrinal splendor that, illu-
minates Holy Church, to which their suffering and
fidelity offers stupendous witness, thereby deserv-
ing for themselves the greater glorv that of
Christ, victim for the salvation of the world.
We also hope that the same doctrine of the
Church will be benevolently and favorably consid-
ered by the Christian brothers who arc still separate
from Us. We wish that this doctrine, completed by
the declarations contained in the schema On Ecu-
menism, likewise approved by this council, might
have in their souls the power of a loving leaven for
the revision of thoughts and attitudes which may
draw them closer to oor communion, and finally.
God willing, may merge them in it. To us this same
doctrine gives the surprising joy of observing how
the Church, by precisely tracing its own outlines,
docs not restrict, but widens the boundaries of its
charity and does not check the movement of its mul-
tiform progress, inviting catholicity.
May we be allowed at-this point to express, cm
this occasion also, our reverent greeting to the ob
servers who are here representing Christia*
churches or confessions separate from ua, our
thanks for their welcome assistance at the conciliar
meetings, and our warmest wishes for their Chris-
tian prosperity.
And finally we should like for the doctrine of the
Church to radiate some attractive light on the pro-
fane world in which it lives and by which it is sur-
rounded. It must appear like a sign raised among
the peoples (Is. 5, 261 to offer orientation to all on
their way toward truth and life. In fact as anyone
can
see, while the elaboration of this doctrine ob-
serves the theological rigor that justifies and magn-
ifies it, it never forgets -mankind which assembles in
the Church and which constitutes the historical and
social environment in which its mission is exercised.
The Church is for the world. The Church does
not desire any other earthly power for Itself than
that which enables H to serve and to love. By per-
fecting its thought and its structure, the Churchdoes
not aim at estranging itself from the experience
which is proper to the men of its time, but K alms
rather at understanding them better, at snaring bet-
ter in their sufferings and their good aspirations, at
better sustaining the effort of modern man toward*
his prosperity, his liberty, his peace.
' But this recurrent theme win have Its develop-
ment at the end of the Couqeil when the schema on
religious liberty, which will crown the work of the
council, and which, only because of lack of time at
the end of, this session cotild not be ended, tod (be
one on relations between the Church and the world,
which has already been deliberated oaat the present
session, will be finally and completely treated at
the next session. i
Mary, the Protectress
• And now, in conclusion, another thought strike*
us. Our thought, venerable brothers, cannot but rise
with sentiments of sincere and filial gratitude to the
Holy Virgin. Also, to her whom we like to regard as
the protectress of the present council, the wltneoe
of our toil, our most kindly adviser, because It Is to
her, as a heavenly patron, together with St. Jo-
seph, that the work of our ecumenical assembly was
entrusted by Pope John XXIII right from the start.
Moved by these same sentiments, last year we
offered to the Most Blessed Mary a solemn act of
common homage, by gathering in the Liberian
basilica, round the image venerated • with the glor-
ious title of “Salus Populi Romani" tSalvation of the
Roman People).
This year, the homage of our council appears
much more precious and significant. By the promul-
gation of today’s constitution, which has as its crown
and summit a whole chapter dedicated to Our I-ady,
we can rightly affirm that the present setsioa end*
as an incomparable hymn of praise in honor of
Mary.
It is the first time, in fact —and saying It fMH
our souls with profound emotion that an ecu
menical council presents such a vast synthesis of
the Catholic doctrine regarding the place which the
Blessed Mary occupies in the mystery of Christ and
of the Church.
This corresponds to the aim which this council
set itseH of manifesting the countenance of the Holy
Church, to which Mary Is closely linked, and to
which, as it has been authoritatively affirmed, toe
is "portio maxima, portio optima, portio praeclpoa,
portio electissima” (greatest, finest, principal,
• Pope Paul's speech at the closing of the ecu-
menical council's third session, Nor. 21, 1964.
(Continued on Page 4)
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easy conversation and a spontaneous
among people? Oh yea. religion. Catholic no less
than any other, is an element of distinction among
men. even as is language, culture, art and the pro-
fessions. but U is not of its very nature a divisive
element.
H is true that Christianity, by the newness of
the life which it brings into the world, can be a
motive of division and of contrast because of that
which brings good to humanity, it is a light shining
m darkness, differentiating the various areas. But it
°f the nature of religion to oppose itself to
people It ia in behalf of people, it stands in defeime
of all that is sacred and unsuppressible in them
of their fundamental aspiratioo to God. and their
right to manifest this externally in a worthy form of
worship.
The Church must, however, express publicly her
“‘'ww "keo so incurred*- a propensity is impeded.
hsndtrig. toibddm and punished by farce of
fMbfic power, which in this case presumes to enter
a field beyond Ua competence Apropos of this loose
which demands a
more full and reasoned reply we
eon at least repeat what the Church today goes on
proclaiming Justice and well understood religious
liberty, wbsrb forbids one to shake the foundation
•f others' beliefs when they are not contrary to the
comman good, which tortsds one to impose a faith
w* freely accepted, or to proceed by odious dis-
crimination or undeserved vexations, promoting re
•poet tor whatever is true and good in every rett-
gtoa and Ml every human opSaaon, with the special
MdenUon of promoting civil concord and collators-
U* in every sort of good activity. Truth stands
Lsst and charity sheds light on its beneficent spieo-
This today more than ever is our program, con-
***?** >r* U* »wrt4 needs love, needs
*° break the bonds of selfishness within Itself, needs
** * ‘4accre’ •***■ Crossing, universal
And R i« aur wish for you. sincere, good people
mak* U *iU» hope to
**f.* *Un > "ho la the “fink bom among
/ ***hM"‘‘ <««»» ». »). Christ the I-ord"
o™*
0
*
~
!* whh of own, our heart opens in a fa-
l»eri lotto* embrace lor mankind the world over.
.
/•***mp“°*l U" Ihvhse SsvfcfM- nm-down
..***• hi particular, we lurn to our vencr-
•mm Bmtten sad dear children, those rioeciaOi
•ho by reason of the sad restrictions still t—i—rf
upon Hvtn camuX add outward signs of happtoess
.*** 01 Christmas. Nextwe
_
, ~ Brio**, to men and women religious, w
whose anxietJm
and dtfnruttiea we well know
Again, we turn to sU Christian families, to the
f* PfocnU<r of the innocence pi
lUlto pom*, the eoUmaiaam of young people
lheJ*i£L*?£fm*r .T* 101 ,ud* kll who work, with
iw ?
000*0«WMi‘ 4aUy tasks;
with thru burden of psrnk*wmto God stone who underaUnds and rewards
Z!‘. *?*..** >*.v* » nry special thought lor the
fT* TANARUS., "ka*e world - their fours and hardshipsecho doeply in sorrow in our heart
*7 TJF'x'* bon* ChlW bftn* them the
weweo confidence, and msy He likewise spur all
.
zL. i rosponsihlc for the common good -
iKy Vbnr^rU' e
•toUhto ntol. m1 «Pvedy remedies and
smrforT be,r,°® toe tmmw* needs of the
toTduSn2d!5fU Whkh csnrtot
*««««* ud good
£2 h*"l wc rive to aU
Z to the entire famU,
7 JLTZT: . - S
omJort * apostolic blessing as
«Sd2T 01 *** •“wtoosa of the Divine
most elect part' (Rupert, Ape. I, VII, c 12, P.L.
169, 1043-1).
Truly, the reality of the Church is not ex-
hausted in ito hicrarchial structure, in its liturgy, in
its sacraments, in its juridical ordinances. The in-
timate. the primary source of ifo sanctifying effec-
tiveness
are to be sought in its mystic union with
Christ; a union which we cannot conceive as sep-
arate from her who is.the Mother of the Word In-
carnate and whom Jesus Christ Himself wanted
closely united to Himself for our salvation. Thus the
loving contemplation of the marvels worked by God
in His Holy Mother must find its proper perspective
in the vision of the Church. And knowledge of the
IJiie Catholic doctrine on Mary will always be a
key to the cxact.jinderstanding of the mystery of
Christ and of the Church.
Meditation on these close relationships between
Mary and the Church, so clearly established in to-
day’s conciliar constitution, makes us feel that this
is the most solemn and appropriate moment to ful-
fil a wish which, after we mentioned it at the end of
the preceding session, very many council Fathers
made their own, pressing for an explicit declaration
at this council of the motherly role-of the Virgin
among the Christian people. To achieve this aim,
we have felf il opportune to consecrate in this very
public session, a title which was suggested in honor
of the Virgin from various parts of the Catholic
world and which is particularly dear to us because
it sums up in an admirable synthesis the privileged
position recognized by the council for the Virgin in
the Holy Church.
Therefore, for the glory of the Virgin Mary and
for our own we proclaim the Most
Blessed Mary Mother of the Church, that Is to say
of all the people of God. of the faithful as well as
of the pastors, who call her the mast loving Mother.
And we wish that the Mother of God should be still
more honored and Invoked by the entire Christian
people by this most sweet title.
This is a title, venerable brothers, not new to
Christian piety; it is precisely by this title, in pre-
ference to ail others, that the faithful aad the
Church address Mary. It truly is part of the genuine
substance of devotion to Mary, finding its justifica-
tion in very dignity of the Mother of the Word
Incarnate.
Just as. in fact, the divine maternity Is the bails
foe her special relationship with Christ, and for her
Presence in the economy of salvation brought about
by Jesus Christ, thus it also constitutes the principal
basis for the relations between Mary and the
Church, since she is the mother of Him who, right
from the time of His Incarnation in her virginal
boaora. joined to Himself as head His Mystical Body
which is the Church. Mary, then as mother of Christ,
is mother also of all the faithful and of all the pas-
tors.
It is therefore withs soul full of trust sod ftUM
love that we raise our glance to her, despite our un-
worthiness and weakness. She, who has given us In
Jesus the fountainhead of grace, will not (ail to suc-
cor the Church, now flourishing through the abund-
ance of the gifts of the Holy Ghost and setting her-
self with new zeal to the fulfilment of its mission of
salvation.
And our trust is even more lively and fully cor-
roborated if wc consider the very close links be-
tween this heavenly Mother of ours and mankind.
Although adorned by God with the riches of admir-
•ble prerogatives, to make her a worthy Mather of
the Word Incarnate, the la nevertheless very close
to ns. Daughter of Adam, like ourselves, and there-
fore our sister through ties of nature, she is. how-
ever. the creature who was preserved from original
■in in view of the meriu of the Savior, and who pas
■esses besides the privileges obtained the personal
virtue of a total and exemplary faith, thus deserv-
ing the evangelical praise “blessed art thou who
believed." In her earthly life, she realised the per-
fect image of the disciple of Christ, reflected every
virtue, and incarnated the evangelical beatitudes
proclaimed by Christ. Therefore in her. the entire
Church, in its incomparable variety of life aad of
work, attains the most authentic form of the Perfect
imitation of Christ.
We trust then, that with (he promulgation of the
Constitution on the Church, aeajtd by Uw proclama-
tion of Mary ss Mother of the Church, that It la say
of all the faithful aad all the pastors, the Christian
People may, with greater ardor, turn to the lloty
Virgin and render to her the honor aad devotion due
to her.
As for ourselves, just as at the invitation of Pope
John XXIII we entered the council haQ, along with
"Mary, the Mother of Jesus," so at the close of the
third session we leave this temple with the most holy
and sweet name of Mary, Mother of the Church
A Pledge and a Prayer
Asa sign of gratitude for her loving assistance,
lavished on us during this last conciliar period, lei
each of you, venerable brothers, pledge himself to
hold high among the Christian people the name and
the honor of Mary, Indicating in her the modal at
faith, and of the full response to any call from God.
the model of the full assimilation of the
teaching of Christ and of Ills charity, ao that all
the faithful, united in the name of the common
Mother, may feef themselves evermore (Irmly
rooted in the faith and in union with Jesus Christ,
and at the same time fervent in charity towards the
brothers, promoting lov« for the poor, dedication to
justice and defense of peace.
As the great St. Ambrose exhorted: "Let the
soul of Mary be in individuals, that it may magnify
the Lord; let the spirit of Mary be in individuals,
that it may rejoice in the Lord” (St. Ambrose. F.xp.
in Luc. 11, 26. 15. 1642)
Above all. we desire that it should be made
clear that Mary, the humble handmaid of the lord,
exists only in relation to God and to Christ, our sole
Mediator and Redeemer. And likewise, may the
tine nature and the aims of the Marian veneration
in the Church be illustrated, particularly whore
there are many separated brothers, so that those
who are not part of the Catholic community may un-
derstand that devotion to Mary, far from being an
end in itself, is instead a meansessentially ordained
to orient souls to Christ and thus unite them with
the lather m the love of the Holy Ghost,
it, ,"™
e wc lurn in ardent prayer to the Virgin,
that she may bless the ecumenical council and the
!?. ® ®‘tnroh, hastening the hour of union of all
Christians, oucaglance
opens on the endless horizons
of the whole world, the object of the most lively care
or the ecumenical council, and which our venerated
predecessor. Pius XII of venerated memory, not
without inspiration from on high, solemnly coo
secr
i
,
10 ,he Immaculate neart of Mary.
Today, we consider it particularly opportune to
recall this act of consecration. Bearing this in mind,
we have decided to send a special mission to Fatima
in the near future in order to carry the Golden Rose
to the sanctuary of Fatima, more dear than ever not
only to the people of the noble Portuguese nation -
always, but particularly today, dear to us —but also
known and venerated by the faithful throughout tbe
entire Catholic world. In this manner we intend to
entrust to the care of this heavenly Mothrr the rw
-m. u
f” family, with its problems and anxieties,
with Its lcgiUmatc aspirations and ardent hopes
O, Virgin Mary, Mother of the Church, to you we
recommend the entire Church and our ecumenical
council!
You, “auxilium Episcoporum.” aid of Bishop*,
project and assist the Bishops in Ibeir apostolic mi*
k*. 0? priMtJ- "H*i®u* *nd laymen,
who help them in their arduous work.
Yon who were presented by your Son Himself.
t 'Tlt Sf His rodvemimt death, as Mother toHis best-loved disciple, remember the Christian {**
pie who entrust themselves to you.
.
all your sons; support their prayers
o God. preserve their faith, strengthen their hope,
increase their charity.
Remember those who are in tribulation, in need
n danger and particularly those who suffer penwew
uoo and "bo are in prison because of their faith
° Virgin, obtain fortitude and hasten the
desired day of just freedom
.l>ool
c
.wiu* benign eyes on our separate brothers
ana condescend to unite us. you who brought forth
Chnri as a bridge of unity between God and men
O. temple of light without shadow and without
blemish, intercede with your only Soo, mediator of
our reconciliation with the Father (cf Rom 1 id
hav<‘ mercy on our shortcomings and
tori
Sn* <*^crence between us, ftviog in the
To your Immaculate Heart. O Mary, see Anally
recommend the entire human race. Lead it In the
know testgc of the sole and true Savior. Jesus Christ
i* Irom the scourges provoked by sin. give
“
worW P*«ce in truth. In justice. In tils
erty and in love.
And let Use entire Church, -by celebrating (ho
great ecumenical
assembly, raise to the God of
“•irstJc hymn of praise and Ibanfctgiv
k
hym ® °* >°y and of exultation, because the
mrni
*rMl u,m*» lhrou«h no. O Che
ent. O pious. O sweet Virgin Mary.
Boundaries Expand
PeaVi
»P*ecb in St. Prrir’i Snmaee
am bit
return tram Bombay. Dr. 5, 1964.
160 know bow u> thank youThis is not a purely formal welcome which yen
•ro giving ua. We receive U as proof of the foils
triWd‘!ue!f\n
C
diLr”,C* * °“ r mUm *> "k**
p“* d*J* i* »uch hirge aad new
geographical proportions.
..!
Jino* in* toat you live with us. pray nuh w
think with us, desire with us, suffer with us Ms
knowledge comforts us greatly because you must
kiww that these great new adventures for the king
dom of God add enormously to our duties hi <mh
*°*l, *nd certainly also to the sacrifices which si
T*y * the service of Christ aad Has
«uoa We have need of comfort, of foilhful mu
rifri "T?1 °* Ul* **•*■! **■» Rome to truly
Mmatian and Catholic and that, like tonight yam
will always be our sons.
May the lord comfort you. Be Joyful beettwo
rjrr? to yOU U*l ** boundaries of human
motherhood are truly expanding, that the Gospel tm
opened new paths, and we have met atone uxw
VPp* milllon* nod souls with mnoranl
intentions. Innocent also In their tribute of cnihwM
asm and homage.
.uj
th
*f’ pr*y these brothers both m*
foXhlTkrilii*1 ~.*,nd pr,y ,or U* Tb hofaithful Chriilijuu today requires big bruit, -pm
hearts, hearts which assume the praportkxu cf
ib*4 *• **y. hearts whkh
tlm!?,kbeC*U^J
*U •« *** °< G«l. So ba 1
with you. with ua, aad with our bloasiag.
PRAYER
- FOR PEACE
AJJrru by Pope Paul in India, Dec. 5. 196-4
At the moment of leaving the Soil of India, where
•e have lived through days of brotherhood and
Peace, how can we not think of those regions of the
at this very time, peace appears to
oe still in danger! How can we not adjure rulers
and all those on whom depends the maintenance
of this gift, so precious to aUNnankind!
. . ,
‘
rPOCCUP‘.cd M we arc by toe *«rious tension
•hich exists between peoples, and even within na-
tions. we have raised our ardent -supplication to
Oirist the Prince of Peace, asking Him to remove
the obstacles which are unceasingly placed on the
poth toward a true and lasting reconciliation be-
tween men.
Threatening shadows continue to loom over the
world, to trouble men of good will, to paralyze hon-
est. constructive energies. As long as these threats
are not removed, tranquility will not reign upon
earth.
1
We therefore adjure all those who actions may
or decisive in the maintenance and consolidation
of peace in the world, to consider the gravity of their
responsibility and to make every effort to avert the
disaster of anew cataclysm, which might at any
moment degenerate .mo a world conflict that would
prose the ruin of mankind.
May God bring to naught the designs of pride
of vengeance and despotism! Msy He rather inspire
thoughts of peace in all
. . .
4
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